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PREFACE

"Freedom's jwt another word,for rcthing left to sell.,,

Billy Bragg

. . 
Throughout this thesis I have referred to us citizens as exactly that __ uscitizens. This is. an-.atempt ro srop calling .t!r-üS ;"),în"*iãff" i["ri"u,,

St ü" people who live thère 'Ame^ricans.' " eriãt î¡riti¡s Nicaragua last year,tÍ brya-g apparenr to me how insulting thil is to au oth& A-;;äis; wtrether
F"y F from south America, cenrral {*".i"i vi"ño, or even canada. I amAmerican, and so .are,- for examplé, srtüñ;--rärug*, ririlg in Nicaraguatodav (as l,os Farabundos. pointed' oit 

-i" 
ã. t@1. 

-^ tî is simitä ìõ using trreterm, 'Man' a. form that, howeve-r r"u¿v, 
-ã&i 

rob half the world of its

iffi ffi l(.,ËåiÎJ'Ëå"iff ",'"?B%,'åï:i"X"¿rtn*-*"r',",.;*tä'o*rost

-Ma¡k Warhaft, 1991.

I would like to rhank...

Professor Burchard, for being my_ friend and advisor, and for showing me
llrg imp^ortanc-e. of 

.ltways. thinking äuoui *tæ-o*'ñ -rT,tü 
tJ'¿åï"itor"rro,wiest, for ratong, me sêriousry_ cät¿ øiti"g¡ p;ì;r; H"lio, r- ïot trttingme get away with too much; professor,vaãáey, toi werómin! ã, *im æ;anns into his world of world histo-ry (and f<íi hd b".i- r*): 

*¡iå 'Saul, 
forreally uying to live the personal- af _-p.ttti;.i., and fd 'út 

late-nightcontemplations over the phonê; Ken lvaldhäú;;l; î]r"Ë. p"ffig'ctrauengingquestions and for"y:¡"-1,lll1q 
.any doubi rú-ï -*ool¿ 

finish; Jim Mochoruk,for lpendin-g the time with mé to-make r*ã trr"ì Ï-utt¿e.stoo¿ the nature of athesis; Professor sprague, for alerting me to rhe idea of tÈ ;;;6Ëms wolfmay have had in tiis ætempt to writã from a úb";;i""'-,""¿öirî-Ëofrrro,
sweet for ooening my €yes to real piourr-r -in-'irr" 

worrd; Dr. Randree atKlinic for hèloine] pí,rttingr i; ;;rypð"ti"e; anJ nnuy, professor Eric wolf,for ,spending tire -tirie. 
(and "tf,e- aiåãf f to-rãåoiify 

-cäsiAer 
my project, for hiscandidness in resoonding to my questions, anã f; iù'mut I have learned fromhim- ¡
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INTRODUCTION

"Strange- .as it moy_ sound, I write primarily tothe world works. .I try to- write os iteiorly âr'i
clariry has avalue, both analytic and intellectíat.;; 

-

explain to myself how
can, wíth the idea that

ErícWolf

TITE PROBLEM

Eric v/olf is a major figure in us Anthroporogy. In 19g9, he was the

Distinguished Lecturer at the 88th meeting of the American Anthropological

Association (AAA), and in 1990 the AAA honou¡ed wolf with three sessions in
his name' Much of his work has been influenrial in the fields of History and

Political studies, as well as in Anthropology itself. This is very interesting

given that wolf has always been "some variant of red', (quoted in Friedman

interview, 1987:109), and is considered. by some to be a dangerous Marxistl. In
spite of wolf's prominent place in the field, it could not be said that us
anthropology has made a definitive break with the capitalist rationale that

informs us society. It is unlikely that Anthroporogy has become anti-

capitalist. How then can this acceptance of v/olf be understood?

It is true that V/olf has recently started using Man<ist concepts such as

"mode of production", and he has always been concerned with social issues

such as the processes of proletarianization in peasant societies. In his most

rr 
t 

lgl^"..ttght-wing critique of Europe ønd the People Without History seeNeusner (1984).



recent book, Europe and the people Without History,

discusses Marx's work as being the most useful way to

change in the modern world. Is Wotf radical?

Wolf specificaly

understand social

wolf has certainry been invorved in progressive activity. For exampre, in
the 1960's he was pa-rt of the teach-in movemenr against the vietnam war,

and in the 1980's he assisted the Nicaraguan delegation in their discussion of
the formulation of a new constitution. As well, he has always maintained

that "in a true humanistic sense... lthe anthropologist is] ...both student and

spokesman for the poor who cannot speak for themselves" (wol f , 1964:92).

This leads to the major concerns of this thesis. Why has Wolf been able

to remain important in mainstream us anthropology? put another way, is uS
anthropology radical, or is wolf's Marxism accommodating to us capitarism?

Does the AAA acceptance of Wotf indicate that the US capitalist structures

leaves a limited autonomy for certain neo-Ma¡xist arguments? How rooted is
academic thought in the material structure of society? Has v/olf,s increased

use of Marx been, as he says, due to the "involvement in the turmoil of the

60s which raised new questions and new possible answers" (v/olf, l97g',25)?

I am delineating between radical and. non-radical perspectives in an

attempt to understand the relationship of wolf's work to the field of
anthropology and the US. This is more useful than deciding whether an

analysis is Ma¡xist or not, as it is clearly possible for some Marxist analysis

to be reactionary.

2



I use radical in this instance to mean the calling into question of the

validity of the social relationships that make up the modern capitalist world.

This allows for understanding how Marxist-inspired anthropological views of
the origin of the state (such as Stewa¡d.'s) can be called non-radical, just as a
Marxist-Stalinist defence of the class structure of the USSR can also be

called non-radical.

The question is then, is Wolf's work radical because of its current usage

of Ma¡xist theory? The imprications certainly ffe, as this thesis,s usage of
Wolf's theoretical pronouncements attempts to show. But there is something

too neutral, something too general, in wolf's work to allow the title ,,anti_

capitalist." And it goes beyond the seeming lack of concern with attempting

to change capitalism, or tactics about how to do so.

By using Wolf's theoretical pronouncements as exemplified. in Europe and

the People wíthout Hístory, I hope ro show that the mode of production

concept is a useful tool, and ultimately a radical one. I also hope that it will
show some political and analytic implications of academia in capitalist society

that may help to explain Wolf's limited. radicalism.

TI{EORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF TI{E TI{ESIS

To discuss the question of the limits of acceptable radicalism in

anthropology, I shall use the Marxist "mode of production" analysis as

outlined by v/olf in Europe and the people wíthout Hístory (19g2).

Specifically, I shall use that book's discussion of the capitalist mode of
production as the theoretical framework of this thesis. The concept of a

capitalist mode of production dates back to the work of Karl Marx, the 19th



century analyst and revolutionary. A large part of wolf's book is an arrempt

to codify the many arguments Marx made about labour and. capital. This is a

difficult project, as Marx wrote about many subjects and often did not clarify
the theoretical implications of his discussions. wolf did an ad.mirable job, in
that he maintained a certain integrity of Marx's anarytic methd.

Marx's method focused on the predominance of new, capitalist, social

relations, which Wolf says exist when

monerary wearth... [is] able to boy rabor power... [and] horders ofwealth... acquire the means of production (19g2:7i).

When these relations became dominanr2 -*y changes occurred. Until only
two hund¡ed years ago the majority of the world's population was involved in
direct relations with subsistence production; most were peasants. And since

the origins of crass exploitation a mere 5,000 years âgo, most subsistence

producers have come to live under the political domination of some form of
ruling class. These peasants (tribute-paying subsistence producers), while being

economically exploited in a variety of ways, were tied to the rand. Ruring

^ ^,'The question of when capitarism becomes dominant is a complexquestion in Marxist theory- .wolf'maintains trrai-õapitarìi. ì.jiv itans withthe industrial revolution (warhaft interview +rj.-- ä is *t en the relations ofproduction_(ownership and.wage labour) transrorm-tte means of production__
the. technology tlj-,?t capitaliim rras íeaãr,eã-;-j;;i iü'îii.r, iï^iour¿ becalled dominant. This fbcus on .".upit"lirr*i"-piáducrion,, (worfl rggz:79),contrasts with other-.theorists, such âs Andre 'Gunder-Fr""k anä ionathanFriedman, who according___r9 úon now think that-it "beganiitn^ìr,r'rise ofthe flust civilizations" -(Warhaft 'interview-;tI -- rne "impfióåiio"r'"f 

thisargument are many.. Does the rise of the irst states, *itrt their codifiedforms 
. of exploitaiion, indicate a capitalii; Ay;-."ú.? Did an industriarre-volution, and the concomitant creatiorì ;f a thíd world, follow as a marterof course, as state^ ruling classes competed in ttt"f attempt to maintain theirp::*f:f ^p?:tjt_o"? Õr has there more recenrly been anorher, morelmportant' change in relations of exploitation? This theïis wifi use Woff's viewof capitalism having. begun. about^ two hundre{--vãars- ago, when capitalistslooking ro increase productiãn invested profit in ne* ioríns oì,"ãðúi"r"y." 

v!



classes saw them

themselves that

consumption" logic

communities, with

consumption.

One of the key dynamics of capitalist social

number one priority for capitalists: profit. For

comes from the appropriation of surplus produced

produced because,

as part of the land, and for the most pa_rt, peasants saw

way as well. The famous "production_distribution_

of Marxist analysis was almost unitary within peasant

only limited ruling crass intrusion in production3 and

capitalism's commoditizanon of labou¡ broke the unity of peasant

production; in many parts of the world it did so completely. By forcing people

from the iand, and making them solely dependent on selling their labour power,

capitalism became a system that was far more dynamic than anything that had
preceded it' World capitalism's d.ramatic expansion of the last one hundred

and fifty years has transformed human relations almost beyond. recognition:

millions lost their usufruct rights to land; technology underwent faster and.

faster changes; societies with new classes experienced revolutions, ând

developed new forms of political systems; non-Western countries fell under the

domination of western ones; and new beliefs developed as va¡ious ruling
classes struggled to achieve hegemony over producers both within their own

countries and abroad.

relations comes from the

Wolf, as for Marx, profit

by labourers. Surplus is

3 On. example of this limited intrusion can be seen in feudal Europewhere lords of manors often controllø -sucrr--urp".s 
or pioo"cti,oï-ilct as ugrain mill. In china, rhe intrusion toot pracã';- th;- lå;;ñi p"ürä wo.kssuch as large-scale irrigation projects.



in the course of a
the cost of their
capitalist mode,
(1982:78).

working day, the laborers in
.wages... This su¡plus, under
belongs ro the holder of

fact produce more than
the conditions of the

wealth, the capitalist

But ownership of productive property also means that there will be

competition between owners' and thus profit is important to capitalists so they

can then reinvest in increasing production. The development of the profît
motive implies certain dynamics and processes processes that are

constrained by the base of private property and wage labour. Capitalism goes

through boom and bust cycles, through periods of crisis. Crisis is inherent in
a society that has people looking for profit by investing capital in labour

power and technology. Folrowing Marx again, v/orf says that

capiralism requires a ceaseless investment in the growth of means ofproduction, bur that growth th¡earens a decline in- tt 
"*'rate äi]ront.when the rate falls bélow a certain criiicl-ñint, .rrr* ensues... oneconsequence... is that capital becomes unproductive and ru"n ru6i"ct todestruction... At the säme dme, gro*iåg- o;-pr"v.n"", ä;;íäo*,wages... [and] causes the cycle to start añew (tíSZrigg).

Another aspect of crisis in the capitalist mode of production comes from
"competition between capitalists that causes more to be produced than can in
fact be sold" (íbid.). So to maintain a certain level of wealth, capitalists

have to ensure that levels of production not only stay the same, but increase,

and thus the need and concern for markets.

Marx was aware that this competition for profit meant that the pressure

on direct producers often became horrendous. People were overworked,

starved, and murdered as capital flowed through Europe and North America.

What made Marx radical, was that he took the side of these oppressed and

impoverished people. He participated in the attempt to change thei¡

conditions.



one of Marx's major contributions anthropology has to do with his

discussions of how belief and exploitation are linked. This is the concept of
ideological hegemony. In their attempt to maintain profit through exploitation

capitalists attempt many things, of which control of labour is one primary

example. It is through these attempts, and peopre,s attempts to live in spite

of that exploitation, that the process of ideological hegemony occurs. The

ideological aspect has to do with how people interpret and rationalize a

confusing and contradictory world. Hegemony refers to the development of
beliefs within the social matrix defined. by the exploitative nature of the social

relations of a given society; it relates people's ideological formation to

inequalities and exploitation both defined by the dominant mode of
production. Wolf discusses the concept a number of times in Europe and the

People wíthout Hístory, and I wilt bring in the relevant theory as it is

needed' For the time being Vy'olf's comment on the relationship between

ideology and hegemony shows its dynamic and exploitative aspects.

I think ideology, if we are thinking of it as an encounter withhegemony, - ._l:g:T9ny ,being spleaõ, [is] 
--a 

process [which] goesthrough communication ãnd corñmuiricatiôn'nät*orLs, and. those are alsoconnected with power locations (quoted in warhaft interuie* +z). 
- - --

STRUCTURE OF TI{E T}IESIS

Before I delve into Eric Wolf's own work, it

context of his ideas -- the post WW II US and US

rely on the theoretical framework outlined above.

Chapter One makes trwo basic points. The

1950's the rulers of the US were aware that

based in their ownership of private productive

is necessary to look at the

academia. To do so I shall

frst is that in the 1940's and

their privileged position was

property, and the concomitant



maintenance of a certain level of profit. This recognition led them ro arrempr

to control various factors to their benefit. one factor they would. attempt to

control was wage labour. Another was Third World resources. Their arrempts

to do this resulted in policies of fear and. intimidation, both in the genera_l

population and within academia.

The second point made in Chapter One is that the characterization of the

US by the term "military-industrial complex" is better represented after WW JJ

by the terrn "academic-military-industrial complex." This is due to the

stnrctu¡al integration of much of academia in with other aspects of US ruling

class attempts to dominate world resources and markets.

An assumption of this chapter is that after W"W II
need for understanding more about the neo-colonial

perspectives that showed linkages between nations fit
needs.

there grew a general

countries, and that

in nicely with these

Chapter Two shows that the limits of academic discussion are not only

based in the external attempts at control, but that the structure of education

within the capitalist mode of production helps legitimize for students the

feeling that private ownership, wage labour, and hierarchical strucnres are

natural and good. Many academic theories take similar starting points as

axiomatic.

Chapter Three shows that as the capitalist

from Europe and the US into the rest of

theoretical perspecrives within anthropology.

mode of production expanded

the world, it led to different

Different perspectives were



accepted ar different phases in capitalism, and. that is what defined the
general limits of discourse in the period. that wolf started writing.

Chapter Four is about wolf's PhD dissertation. written in the late 1940,s

and published in 1956 as part of steward's The people of puerto Rjco, this

work exemplifies both its radical nature and not-so-radical limitations. written
at the height of the Great Fear, when the limits of d.iscourse were

understandably narrower than today, this work can be seen not to overstep

those bounda¡ies.

Chapter Five looks at continuities in Wolf's views of the world. over the

years, his analysis of proletarianization has become coupred. to his

systemization of capitalism, allowing for a more holistic understanding. Wolf,s
work has been allowed to stay in mainstream anthropology, but only because of
certain omissions; capitalism and. revolution take a long time to attract wolf,s
attention, and the US never does.

chapter six looks at the personal history of Eric wolf. This is ro show

that his omission of Marxist analysis in the 1950's and 1960,s was not due to
him not knowing about it. Even in the late 1940's he was read in Marx,

Trotsky, Luxemburg, ând one imagines Lenin as well, and in the 1930,s he had

witnessed some of the effects of capitalist oppression. Theories of
imperialism were not new to him, and he certainly recognized at the time that

it was US imperialism that was affecting Puerto Rico. It is here that we get

an ultimate clue into what has limited Wolf's work. It is his lack of hope.

capitalism is a monster Moroch, and there is nothing to be d.one about it, at

least for now.



The conclusion rooks at both the range and impricarions of
within the context of a capitarist-informed. hegemonic us. Some

the future, and suggestions for anthropology are included.

Wolf's work

prospects for

Appendix one when peasants Find Their voice, offers an exampre of
anthropology being a spokesman for the poor -- a project that wolf hords in
the highest esteem. Taken from an interview with some Nicaraguan women
during the 1990 Nicaraguan elections, it shows that the analytic level of the
individual and personal is too important to ignore.

Appendix Two -- v/olf euips, gives a few ropics for thought that a¡ose in
two interviews I conducted with Eric Wolf.

Appendix Three Keywords, requires some explanation. Throughout this
thesis certain words have been footnoted as being 'KEywoRDS,. At the end

of this thesis comcs a compilation of ideas and quotes that hopefully clarifying
the range of ideas associated with ideological hegemony. Not exactry a
glossary, the idea comes from Raymond wiliams, Keywords: A vocaburary of
culture and socie,b' (1983), in which he bemoaned the fact that at university
"they just don't speak the same language" (11). In it he set out to overcome

the fact that through the selective human use of works ,,we have different
immediate values or different kinds of valuation, or that we are aware, often
intangibly, of different formations and distributions of energy and interest',

(íbíd')' Since sentences are just strings of words that have certain specific

connotations to them, the Keywords section is important to the understanding

of issues that are emotionally charged. Man<ists are very easily accused of
being dogmatic because of their use of words that carry negative connotations.

10



But as science is not value free, then one cannot criticize something just for
leaving a bad taste in one's mouth -- it may be the closest approximation to
social reality that we have. often the negative connotations are directly
indicative of the structures of hegemony that each and every one of us rives
under' Thus this attempt to show the relationship between social sciences and

capitalist ideology between words and their referenrs. Keywords will
hopefully help involve and include the reader in the analysis.

11



CHAPTER ONE.. US COLD \ryAR HEGEMONY

Eric wolf has not seriously discussed the (rs. But one must start withíts nnture, as ft is^,the stltsle^ _uost powerfur natíon in the worrd. Thepurges of the 1940's and -1950's *iere onty !h; 
-l;gical 

àrir"*r' of'änalliance benryeen academia and, the state 
'which 

lîmited the range ofacademíc discussionwell ínto the 1960's.

To understand the limits of discourse

in it, the nature of the US itself must

within US academia, and Wolf's place

be looked at. A capitalist country, a

miiitaristic country, and a dominant imperiarist4 country, the us has a very
specific nature a nature that ruling classs members both recognized and

furthered as they furthered their own hegemonic6 goals. In fact, in 1961, ex_

president Eisenhower expressed concern over the military-industrial complex in
the US, but we shall see that this was a contradictory opinion for him to
voice, as he was partially responsible for the integation of both the academic

and miiitary-industrial aspects of the uS many years before that.

The major period of US history that we are concerned with is that of WW

II, the Cold War and the Great Fear. This is useful as it is in this period

that the academic-military-industrial complex took its form. As well, there is
a basic continuity in wolf's work from that period to the present, and a break

4 Keyword. See "Appendix Three -- Keywords.,,

5 Keyword.

6 Keyword.
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with the anthropology preceding him. It is du¡ing rhat time Wolf formulated.

most of his ideas regarding the impact of capitalism on peasants, and it is also

during this time that he was of concern to the FBI (warhaft interview #1).

PART ONE .- US CAPITALISM AND THE STATE

To relate the concept of capitalist mode of production (as outlined in the

Introduction) to the social formationT of the united states, one must discuss

the role of the state: that institutional decision-making sructure of
government, laws, police, armies, and. schools. V/olf identifies the abiiity to
control these structures of decision making as a key way ruring classes

maintain privilege. For wolf, the state is more than a neutral srucnre that

identifies people by ethnic, ringuistic or regional criteria.

The state in th." capitalist mode... tisl an ap'aratusmaintain and further the srate€ic retatiãninips gãiã-ing-
depioyment of social labor. itre capitalisi-stutË- 

"*irt,domination of one class over another (19gäJ0gj: -.*--

installed to
the capitalist

to ensure the

of course, this echoes Mant, who felt that "the executive of the modern

state is but a committee for managing the cornmon affairs of the whole

bourgeoisie" (1952 [org. 1848]:44). Neither Man's nor Wolf's staremenrs imply

that the capitalist state is merely a tool of the capitalist owning class

(although at times it is exactly that), but rather that the primary interest of
that class, the maintenance of private property, will be defended and

promoted by the state. Miliband sees the relationship as being, in essence, a

"partnership between those who control the state, and those who own or

control the means of economic activity" (1983:466) a relationship that

L3

7 Keyword.



divvies up profit between the two grouprS.

The partnership that Miliband discusses is not necessarily an overr, or
even a recognized one. within the us there ¿ì.re powerful lobby groups,

representing various interests, and. there may appear to be great differences of
opinion between ruling groups, but the relationship is a much deeper,

structural, one. Kiernan makes the point that in the us, in ,,contrast with
Europe, the state has less autonomy, less existence of its own,, (r97g:205).

This is due, in part, to the simple fact that many government peopre are

business people. To a large degree, the capitalist class is the government -- a

relationship that goes back to the very founding of the us.

From the turn of the century until well after ww II, at least 60 percent

of government cabinets were made up of businessmen (Kiernen:112, Miliband,
7972:56). People like Nelson Rockefeller, Edward Stettinius, Joe Kennedy, John

Foster Dulles, Henry cabot Lodge, walter Bedell Smith, all achieved high
positions in the US government, and were all directly linked to the highest

levels of us business. A few names may not seem like much, but when one

realizes that the us is "strategicaly guided" by perhaps 5,000 urtra-rich people

(Gross, 1985:56), then 60 percent representation in government is huge. of
course, these businessmen did not represent a single, coherent group of
capitalists, but a few different goups with industrial and/or geographical

differences. Their varying interests divided them somewhat, but their prima¡y

8 As this thesis is basicaly a test of wolf's usage of Ma¡xist theory, itis not within its scope .to .analy'ze the ¿iüeteni ate,ià"nm about the nature ofthe state. For an iñ depth collection or arriòies 'dä*g qp*iii""liy'ïirr, ,n"role of the modern state in a-c^apitalist *ori¿, ri" liatei aid Socíeíies (19g3),edited by David Held. For diffêring anaysã; ;ï rË srate wirhin the wesrernsvsjeln of power, see The state in ðapttatx.t soc¡ety dg7ãl ¡y î¿iñ uinuunaand Poulantzas's State, power, SocialísmitqZSj. 
.- - ---'r
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concern of maintaining private property and profit meant that there would be

only limited differences of opinion. Bertram Gross says that the th¡ee major
differences of opinion revolved around: the role of the us abroad; the question

of government intervention in the economy; and which capitalists would be

"most influential among the Ultra-Rich, the Co¡porate overseers and. the key
personnel of the Chief Executive Network" (1985:83-84). The changes during
and after wv/ II would minimize these differences. The development of an

academic-military-industrial complex would ensure that US economic and

military domination of much of the worid would remain virtuaily unchallenged

until the present.

PART TWO .. US WORLD HEGEMONY: IMPERIALISM

As outlined in the Introduction, the existence of the capitalist mode of
production means that cheap labour9, cheap resources, and markets for
commodities would be necessary for capitalist owners to realize profits. There

is only one capitalist mode of production today, with the same western
corporations exploitingl0 *ug" labourers in both the rich and poor countries of
the world'Il. For v/olf the possible existence of only one capitalist mode of
production means that entire nations will be divided into rich and poor, as

well as dividing the internal populations the same way.

A .m?ior reason for differentiation within the capitalist mode is tharcapitalist development is ca¡ried ror*arJ uv p"r'iri."ili ì;p;"Ë anddistinct states--- 
- The capitalist mode ¿iJioi'coi"l. ,o dominance all ar

9 Keyword.

10 Keyword.

11 Of course' this does not automatically include the countries that havemade a break with capitalism. But as tirr r"ort-_r"* ,years have clearlydemonstrared, even countes such as the usSR 
-ãi- potan¿';" .g;; comingunder the sway of Western-dominated capitalism.
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once. It was incubated in older, Eibutary arangements, and itexpanded onlv fitfuily and graduarìy' d *.öy ii¿r, sociar terrain...(1982:307 -3tL\.

TI{E US AND TTIE CAPITALIST COMPETITORS

The uS occupies a unique position in the realm of nations. It is, and has

been since ww II, the richest country in the world; it has the most powerful
and technologically advanced army in the world; and it has possibly interfered
in the internal politics and. economies of more countries than any other nation.

But before the war it was Europe and not the us that dominated

international politics (vadney, r9g7:zl). As recently as the rurn of the

century' while the other rich capitalist powers were carving up China and the

rest of Asia into colonies, the us was in no position to limit this European

and Japanese expansion. Being second to the Europeans and. tied down in its
attempr ro rurn the philippines into a us colony (and killing perhaps 500,000

Filipinos in the a*empt [Keesing, 19g1:439]), ',rhe Americans were in no

position ro set up (exclusive trade) zones of rheir own,, (ibíd.27), and thus
pushed for an open Door policy of equal access for au competitive nations.

of course this us demand for equal access to world markets and resources

was only for areas where they did not enjoy an advantage.

One area not open to competition was Latin America. The Monroe

Doctrine of 1823 was the US's exclusive claim to that a¡ea. Used to justify
many dozens of interventions in Latin America, it was still actively in effect
in the twentieth century. For example, secretary for war, Harry Sdmson

showed his opinion in 1945 about Latin America.

I think that it's not asking too much to have our little region overhere which has never botheredänyone (quoi"¿ln 
-cr,o-rty, 

iési,+i. '-""
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so it is in this context of wanting an open Door throughout the world
that the us entered the war period. weakened by the depression of the
1930's' and feeling "safe in 'Fortress America,' thousands of miles from the
fighting" (Yadney:27), the US leaders had shown their true feelings when they
negotiated with both Japan and' Germany over key thei¡ interests: access to
resources (vadney:30). corde[ Hull, the us's wartime secretary of State

until 7944, showed that he felt that such a situation existed with Germany.

He believed that they could work a deal over resources, but only ,,if the

German Government decides to change its course and adopt our liberal
commercial policy..." (quoted in Kolko, 1969:245).

Towards the end of WW II United States business and political leaders saw

that they would emerge from the war in charge of the most powerful
economy in the world. The war had never been fought on uS so1, and its
productive capabilities were materially undamaged. Business was actually

enriched by supplying the war effort, Írtrd there was no way us planners were

going to allow "self sufficient blocs" to conrinue (ibid.246). Declassified top

secret documents from the US State Department shows this attirude quite

clearly. George Kennan, head of the state Department policy planning staff,

said in 1948,

we have [access to] ab.ou¡ 50 percent of the world's wealth, but only6'3 percent of its population.... ' In trris-ìituationl we cannot fail to bethe object of envy 
-and 

resenrmenr. our reJ tárË in ,Ë;;i'iË pà¡o¿is to devise a.pattern of relationships *tri.rt *ä'i'p"*t us to maintainthis position of dispariry.... (quoted in itromsty, rgsi,+:sl

It is clear just how much planning was going on in the highest levels of
the government. They were making plans to control world resources and they

were also working on the need for expanded markets. The State Department
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showed this to be a concern in 1944 when one of their officials said,

As you know, Jve'vg got to plan on enormousry increased. production inthis country_ after thJ.war, 'and. it" À-Ë¡.ri domestic market can,rabsorb all that-.productio¡ indefiniteþ. 
_:Thä^ 

won,r be any quesrionabout our neediñg greatry increased'roreign--lark;À' (õ"tä' iÏ*-zinn,1980:404).

Throughout the entire war period, the Council on Foreign Relations and.

the State Department did extensive studies of what the post-war period could

be like. In these groups were both erite business peopie and ,,every 
rop

planner in the State Departrnent, with the exception of the Secretary of State,,

(chomsky, 1985:3). This direct personal linking berween government and

industry is well exemplified by the appointment of Edward R. Stettinius as

replacement for Hull as Secretary of State. Stettinius was ,,himself a former

vice-president of General Motors and president of United States Steel,' (Kolko,

1969:245).

From these study groups, made up of the political and business elire, came

a certain policy orientation. They worked on the premise that ,,relationships

which will permit... this disparity" would indeed have to be ,,devised.,,

Secretary of State Hull summed it up well.

Leadership to^ward a netry svstem of international relationships in tradeand othei affairs will devólve very targeiy- upon the united statesbecause of our. great economic súengthi 
-' 

d" shourd assume thisle¿dership, *4 rîa.responibility. $a1.gói _with it, primarity-iãi 
-iãuson,

of pure national self-inteiest (quotéd inZiín:405)- -

Thus the International Monetary Fund, the v/orld Bank, and even the

United Nations were formed at US instigation. These organizations presented

a seemingly open and fair system of trade and international consensus, but it
was a system that actually represented us hegemony (Kolko:242ff).
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IMPEzuALISM AND TIIE THIRD WORLD12

After the war there developed. a change in the political status of a huge

number of nations throughout the world. The traditional imperialist nations of
Germany, England, France, Italy, Japan, etc., were devastated and ultimately

unable to keep political control over their former colonies. over 40 new

politically independent narions were formed between the end. of the war and

1960 alone (Kildron, M. and segar, R., 19g4, Map #1). other than East and

v/est Germany, and perhaps Israel, all these countries were poor, basically non-

industrial, ex-coroniar areas. They were in Latin America, Asia, the Middre
East and Africa' while they may not have been under the di¡ect political
control of the west any more' Third world countries "still needed the ma¡kets

and investments which the former colonial powers provided,, (vadney:g7), and

thus remained tied to the world capitalist system -- a system that was about

to come under US domination.

What this meant in specific terïns was that certain countries were to fînd
themselves, in va¡ious fonns, dependent on the west. From this process, all
these countries, while very different in many ways, ended up sharing many

similarities such as sharp class divisions, concentrated land ownership, export

oriented economies, little industrialization, large rural population, high levels

of unemployment, few or non-existent social services, high infant mortality,

short life expectancy, low literacy, a huge debt owed to western banks... etc,.

The US had specific interests in poor nations, for they were the areas

that held the 50 percent of the world resources that they wanted to control.

The US, as has been al¡eady shown, was designing policies throughout the war

that would allow them to get access to these resources, and to get access on

12 Keyword.
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us tenns' Having effectively displaced Britain in rhe oil-rich Midd.le East
(Kolko, 1969:294ff), rhey saw thar the key ro rheir conrinued prosperity ray in
the Third v/orld' Ralph Miliband thinks that this anempr to maintain

differentials of prosperity is "one of the dominant eremenrs, if not the
dominant element, of present-day international relations,, (Miiiband:15, emphasis

in original).

us leaders in the earry posr-war period fert they had

capitalist nations from competing effectivery against them

Third v/orld. This entailed both demanding the continuation

policy in a¡eas where the us was weak and the conscious

colonial po\¡/ers where the US was strong.

to limit other rich

in the emerging

of the Open Door

blocking of other

As well, the us had to make sure the poor areas were open to us
investment after decolonization. As so many countries achieved independence

in the years following the war, there was a great fear that they would indeed

try to remove themselves from the economic dependency that was the legacy

of the colonial era. This was not an unfounded fear. In countries a¡ound the

world, from vietnam to kan, from Guatemara to Greece to china, there

developed, either through elections or popular revolutions, governments that

seemed committed to limiting the influence of external powers and. building a

strong state sector. They all were interested in some form of grassroots self

sufficiency, and had various reft-wing anti-imperialist beliefs.

"u^.s. 
e99nomic, goals, required that Thfud v/orld narions avoid va¡iousronns ot autarkv and 

^import substitution, and above all ¡ottr weiðomeo-qtside investors' *a- rorþ-;.-.d"g an important stare economic secror(Kolko, 1988:118).
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Thus the uS had no intention of a'owing these narions

path; they were actively involved in all those countries

attempting to limit and direct reform away from anyone

some form of self-suffîciency model.

to follow any such

(and many others),

attempting to use

POST-WAR US: A PERMANENT wAR ECONOMY

After the war, the uS was in a powerful siruation. The former imperialist
leader, Britain, was virtually banlaupt with a huge financial debt owed to the

us. The soviets were a major power, aithough, with a war_time death toll of
20,000,000, and a wa-r-ravaged economy, were clearly not a th¡eat to the us.
The uS economy was booming and the top companies were benefitting the

most' During the war, "although two thousand corporations were involved, of
$1 billion spent, $400 million went to ten large corporarions" (Zinn:4gg). The
wa¡ had overcome for the uS (temporarily at least) the inherent fluctuations

of capitalism which were manifested in the 1930's Depression. It followed that

one solution for capitalist profit-seekers attempdng to avoid crisis, was to
focus on production for destruction. Selling products that are destroyed, or
destroy competitor's production, forms an ideal profTt-making venture for
businesses concerned about loss of profits. 'weapons sold to the government,

or weapons sold abroad, all bring in huge profits.

It is thus not surprising that businesses coming out of the Depression of
the 1930's, and going through profitable ww II believed that

the precarious capitalist heaven
expenditure on arms... tAsl
incalculable profits during ttte
American manufacturing " 

has
t978:208).

.,could only be propped up by endless
me_ arms rndusbry grew accustomed to
World War... every major sector of
become deeply militariie¿ (Kiernan,
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Technology developed through intensive war preparations encourages
profits in other fields as well, as new technologies mean more efficient
production' This spinoff also played a role in the mainrenance of post-war us
business supremacy. Thus weapons and space research has, until recently, kept
the US at rhe forefront of the world. capitalist sysrem.

Another aspect of the relationship between business and miiitary that must

be noted is that the us ruling and owning classes had more than a monopoly

over the means of production; they also had a monopoly over the means of
destruction! The most poweful business class in the world thus had at its
disposal, by virtue of its immediate links to the uS polity, the most powerful
destructive weapons, including the atomic bomb -- a device of destruction that

the us threatened to use many times over the next few d.ecadesl3.

This military-capitalist pressure on the

context of competing states, led to an

politicians, and military suppliers that has

US military suppliers were closely tied in

structwes of the US government, so by 1961,

ruling classes of the US, within the

integration between military leaders,

no parallel. By the end of WW II
to the political and military power

26\ 
-g_enerals and admirals and 4g5 reti¡ees above the rank of coloneland Navy 

. captain were employed br .comparig; ìnãr nao-garne;rá-'gbpercent of the narions military ðontacts FetdmJn, tqgg,iirl.

13 on" little known fact is that the us rhreatened, in 1946, to dropnuclea¡ weapons in kan in its 
"ffgtr 

rg p"-rh ;; souiåt ;"."pyåg t,oops(Moffat,. 1987:17). The us has deploye¿ 
"ücleat 

-riåupon, 
ninereen rimes, andovertly rhrearened ro use them four timês since ww-li cnurf¿uv, iqgá,sdi. 

"-^-
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The rise of military-industrial relations at the highest echelons of
decision-making was clearly tied in with the desi¡e to get and maintain access

to the resources and markets of the rest of the world. The uS has intervened

in almost every country in the world in its professed attempts to get this

access. From creating the 1954 coup in Guatemara to get united Fruit
Company's land back, to the Lg53 overthrow of Iran,s Mossadeq and the

creation of the shah's secret police force SAVAK protecting uS oil inrerests,

US policy has been consistently military-focused, profit-oriented, and

destructive. US poiicies around the world have quite possibly brought about

the greatest holocaust since the Nazi destruction of tens of millions of people

during ww II. In Vietnam alone, the US was directly responsible for over

three million deaths (Herman and Chomsky, 19gg:23g).

The post-war milita¡ization of US society also saw the US taking a new

leadership role in the world that of self-professed world policeman. The

us was the predominant militarily power involved in Korea actuaily

provoking china into escalation (stone, lgs2), and by lg54 was supplying

France with 80 percent of the cost of its military involvement in vietnam, ro
the tune of one billion dollars that year (stawianos, l9g1:716).

while the us had used its military force since its formation to

territory and its businessl4, after ww II this integration of the

political, and the economic has reached new levels. As us

augment its

military, the

imperialism

14 In the nineteenth century alone, the US invaded various countries atleast. 100 times (Zinn:290).. In íhe fitst' hali of the'twenti"ttt .ãntory, the US
:::9*S9 ff:l-pi.d such cenrral American óóuntri"r as: Nicaragua'1t9 y.-
occupatron); Panama. (7 invasions);. Dominican .Repub_llc (2 invasiòns,' s yearoccupation); Haiti . (2^l yeff Marine occupation)i rtonàur; (6- ilvasións).
Remember, this is only Central America, and only in thá'first half of ttre century.
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became the dominant factor in the post-war world, it also became the

dominant factor internally. To develop new technologies for the military us
rulers needed scientists. To help manage the complexity of its foreign affairs,

they needed educated professionals. They needed academia.

PART THREE .. THE ACADEMIC-MILITARY.INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

Academia had long ptayed a role in the maintenance of capitalist profits
and elite recruitment, but during ww II the relationship between the state and

academia became sructurally intertwined. Unlike many other countries, in the

US, "the universities a-re very largely dependent upon the state for finance in
the pursuit of their main activities, namely teaching and resea¡ch,, (Miliband,

1969:246). As even president Eisenhower noted (in 1961),

the free university, 
. 
historicalry the fountainhead of free ideas andscientific discovery,. has experienced u iruãiutøn in the conduct ofresearch. panly because õr the. huge cosr invotvãa,'--á !ãîËäo,.ntcontract becomes^virtually a substitute-for intellectual i*ørit!'ltuot.ain Miliband, L969:246).

THE WAR ECONOMY AND ACADEMIA

Businesses were not the only enterprises that benefitted from the US war

effort and the following permanent war economy. Some universities, such as

Harvard, columbia, MIT, etc., received special attention. During ww 11 ,,the

elite universities..- received the largest military contracts, worth millions of
dollars" (Feldman, 1989:148). Feldman goes on ro say thar these m¡rions
(worth far more then than now), gave

these universities a taste for power. which t!.y were nor prepared torelinquish... These incentives hetpèa ôre;r" 
-thã' 

predec.rrorr'to' toduy',alliance between the military and the üniversities r¡øi¿.i.
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In fact, this alliance was being planned by government planners right in
middle of the wa¡. conscious linking of universities to the requirements of
US foreign policy, which Eisenhower was to later criticise, was in fact
planned by him in 1946 when he was Army chief of staff. Eisenhower

outlined an all-encompassing policy that would link government, business, and

academia in a partnership that would. prepare the US for its already foreseen

post-war role' This is part of the 7946 documenr, written fifteen years before

he voiced concerns over the military-industrial complex.

It is our j.ob to take the initiative. to promote the development of newresources, if our narional security .indicätes thé need. It-is-;;; ãu,y ,osupport broad research programi in educational instituti,on;; i;^ iiàustry,and in whatever ..field 
-"úg¡r 

þq-. of i-fõnu*" to the Army. Closeintegration of military anã civilian úã;-."r - *iif 'Tår 'ätt, 
directiybenefit the Army, bui indirectly contribute io trt" nations, ,ã.u.ity, ascivilians. are prepqred for thei¡ role in an 

"*rg"n"y by the experiencegained in time. òf. peace. - The association or ñilì;'ary-'*ä-"iîliä, ineducational institutions and industry 
. 
wi{ révJ uàoi"*1 ;g.'d;^^äutu¿understanding, and lead to the cúltivation of rrien¿ihlp; i;;;;;br" forfuture coopelation... In the interesr of cultivating-ió'-ttre'*ä"r, theintegration of civilian and military resources an¿ õr ;r."ri"tlhã" -or,effective unified direction of our research and d;".l,op;;i ååiiuiri.r,

flit resp-onsibility is being. consolidated i" ã- r"p*ut" section on rhehighest War Department levef (quoted in ¡Ui¿.).

Three years after the writing of this plan, the Office of Naval Research

would be "sponsoring 1200 research projects at 200 universities, involving 3000

scientists" (íbíd.Isl), entrenching the relationship of academia and the srare.

Only six years later, Eisenhower would. go on to become president of the US,

where he would authorize the overthrow of the democratically elected Arbenz

government in Guatemala (Kolko, 1988:103), entrenching the militaristic world-
policeman nature of the US.
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obviously, most research done in this period was specifically geared

towa¡ds war technology. The nuclear, electronic, chemical, and mechanical

fields received most of the funding. Thus much university research was

di¡ected by the specific needs of the military, and those outside of this
umbrella often have trouble find.ing funding. currently, less than 5,000 people

out of 600,000 involved in scientific research "can choose their own research

subject" (Trumpbour, 1989:11). Most must work on projects orientated towa¡ds

business profits much of it military business. while this type of control
over scientifÏc research may not directly affect the range of discourse in the

social sciences, universities' science departments swe¡ed under the

preoccupation with what became called "d.efense" measures, often to the

detriment of other concerns. But though military and nuclear concerns may

have been paramount, there were direct linkages between government,

business, and the sociar sciences linkages that had direct bearing on

academia's range of discourse.

FOUNDATION zuNDING AND ELITE RECRUITMENT

It was during this time that the uS became the world.'s most important

imperialist nation, and in its attempts to maintain hegemony over other

nations' resources and markets, certain needs arose. In the early years after

w\v II, most government money to the social sciences was spent on such

things as: area studies of the Third World; studies of the Soviet Union; and

after Guatemala, the development of psychological and other counrer_

insurgency techniques. To take soviet studies as an example, after the war

came military research contracts specifically looking for ways "to reorient the

production of academic knowledge" abour the uSSR (Trumpbour, 19g9:g1). At
Harvard, many military personnel enrolled in courses that were set up to look
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at the weaknesses of the Soviet system (ibíd.).

better be called anti-Soviet srud.ies.

In fact, these studies might

But in the academic-military-ind.ustrial complex, university fund.ing does

not come only from the government or the military. The ruling class of the

uS is made up of business people who attempt to maintain hegemony through

any means possible' As a result, some of the richest people and corporations

have set up foundations, in an attempt to direct society to their own ends.

Besides the "creation of a pubric relations image of ,doing good, to cover up

the crudity, violence, lawbreaking, or comrption often associated with the

making of the donors' fortunes" (Gross, 19g5:73), these foundations (such as

Ford, Rockefeller, and carnagie) are "often operating under the guidance of
the Corporate overseers of Ultra-Rich, tandl they contribute to almost all of
the institutions of executive management" (íbid.). Looking il anti-soviet
policies again, we see that the Rockefeller foundation started Columbia,s

Soviet studies centre' and in lg47 the carnagie corporation gave Harvard

$750,000 to starr their Russian Resea¡ch center (Trumpbour:66). The ratter

was actually set up by "John Gardner, an oSS member and later secretary of
Health, Education, and vy'erfare" (ibíd.), once again showing how individ.uars

played a variety of roles in the development of the US academic-mititary-

industrial complex. All in all, in the flust three years after the wil, $34
million was spent by foundations on setting up area studies centres in Us
campuses (íbid.:52).

Corporate and government links go well beyond

programmes and departments. Miliband makes the

people who dominate the bu¡eaucratic structures of

the financing of specific

point that the type of

universities are generally
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businessmen and "other 'leaders of the community, whose ideorogicar

dispositions are not likely to run to radicalism,, (1969:252). The boards of
trustees, staffed by these community leaders, are the place where ',the ultimate

control 0f universities is vested" (íbid.). For exampre, Eisenhower was

president of columbia, and at the turn of the century, one of the richest men

in the world, J. p. Morgan was on Ha¡vard's Board. of overseers. Morgan,s
position is part of a trend that has not changed; at Harva¡d, corporare

representation always has been in majority. And since the war, this has taken

on an even more ominous tone, as there has been no serious disagreement on

policy within the Board since 194g (Trumpbour:l4Ì).

Elite recruitment within the academic-military-industrial complex is another

way that academia is integrated with the ruling class. Certain universities--

usually the ones receiving the largest grants in both the scientific and social

fields have provided training and personnel for the highest echelons of
power' Harvard again offers a good example. Six presidents and a quarter of
us cabinet officials have been Harvard graduates, and. over a quarter of the

directors of the Council on Foreign Relationsls a-re always major Ha¡vard

figures (Trumpbour:65-66).

Given the post-war necessity of developing coherent and rational strategies

for the attempted management of the world, these elite universities did more

than just accept funds and direct research towards state goals. They became

instrumental in defining state goals. Given the structure of hierarchy

15 th" Council on ..Foreign Relations, sometimes called the ,,reaI 
StateDepartment" represents "the -most internâtión¿isi-- *ing of the capitalistEstablishment: the banks... the oil- compani"r... ðorporut, law firms... ild, inparticular, the Rockefeller group of financiai interests'i irïmpuour:s7j.
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between universities, elite universities command far more power over the lesser
universities and state colleges. The "sophisticated stratifìcation [within]...
higher education" (Gross:277) is manifested by elite prestige in all educational

fields' Top scholars are often found at the richest and most powerful
organizations. Top journals and. professional organizations are often dominated

by the top universities' The very existence of elite universities tied ro the

ruling class of the strongest capitalist nation in the world automatically means

that discourse will be limited. The funding and policy orienration of these

institutions precluded other, less ruling-class biased, research from being done.

Along with academic-military-industrial hegemony over the world comes a

whole range of assumptions and limits to thought.

so the capitalist mode of production that characterizes the us and its
position in the world has explained much about the rise of the academic-

military-industrial complex. It shows why much of the capitalist ruling class

quite consciously and deliberately set out to maximise profits through control
of world resources and ma¡kets. And by looking at the ruling class makeup,

we see that this strata of the ruling class shares a long history with imponant
pa::ts of academia, and as the us came to military and economic predominance,

the relationship between the state and academia became institutionalised. In
the next part of this chapter, the social milieu of the us wilt be looked ar, so

as to see how academic-military-industrial hegemony actually funcrioned to

limit the range of discourse, both within the general population and academia

itself.
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PART FOUR .- HEGEMONY AT HOME: THE GREAT FEAR

In the late 1940's and 1950's rhe us wenr through a period of purges

commonly called McCarthyism. David Caute feels that this is a misnomer, as

the ha¡assment on poritical groundsl6 started. during ww II, years before

Mccarthy began his crusade. For caute, the term ,the Great Fear, is more

appropriate (Caute, 1978).

one reason for the purges ries in the capitarist mode of production,s

propensity to exploit more than people throughout the rest of the world; it
exploits direct producers within the us too. The priviteged position of
business, military and academia was tied into the basic appropriation of surplus

produced by US workers. And as new technological advances increased the

productivity of us workers, they became more valuable to the owners of
production' So while the US was practicing its destructive policies on other

parts of the world, it was also attempting to control, subvert, and disorganize

local opposition.

TI{E THREAT OF TFIE WORKING CLASS

According to wolf, "the capitalist mode spawns both labor discontent and

ideological movements to change the definitions of virtue and. merit,, (I9gz:390).

Capitalists' attempts to maximise profit in a world of competitive profit
seekers invariably leads to pressure on those who actually do the production.

16 co.rr-unists were not the only people purged on political grounds. Thenon-intervenrionisr, non-military conservätive" it ut"-õpposèa tne ;;*ril" of aus empire were also p_u_shelt our ol ]rig!r_ teuet-'cíeci;io";uki;g*"|ositions.
People such as senarors-vandenb$g,.Taft,"wrteerái and Nye had their powerremoved from under them when Prësident' Roosevelt pusheá roi ãn lnãictmentof manv of their supporters under the smith aJ fôiois'g6). 

-Tr 
ñËrpåà isotate-- an{ push. to the right...- liberal critics... all òf whom attacked- the drifttoward American empire" (ibid.)
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One way that workers have attempted to respond to this exploitative
pressure is to organize themselves into unions. An individual having only
labour to sell is defenseless, but if a large $oup of these direct producers can

withhold labou¡, then they have some power. It is here that we see one of the

major roles of the state within the US. The state's defence of capitalist
profits from working class demands has a rong history in the us. As fa¡ back

as the 1830's unions were being legislated against, with a New york judge

claiming that the US worker

needs no artificial combination for his protection.
g1gin end I am ted to believe mainþ';phãA-îy
Zinn,l980:2I8).

^fhqy a¡e of foreign
foreigners (quoted ìn

From 1886 to 1895 the US armed forces were involved in breaking 326

strikes (Moffat, 1987:6), while in the 1910,s members of rhe rww (the

V/obblies) were routinely beaten, tarred and feathered, refused the right to

speak, imprisoned, and even killed by various organs of the state, including the

judicial system and the police. During the capitalist depression of the 1930,s

with somewhere between 25 and,33 percent unemployment and. much grassroots

organization, there was again violent repression from police, state Eoopers,

the National Guard, and private special police.

It must be noted that the hundreds of attempts to organize unions,

increase wages, and improve living conditions came in the face of the massive

poverty and exploitation of the people who had nothing to sell but their

labour. Howard Zinn's A peopre's Hístory of the llníted states (r9g0)

documents clearly just how destructive the capitalist drive for profit was to
many people. For example, in 1904, "27,w workers were killed on the job,'

(319) and in 1914, "35,000 workers were killed in industrial accidents and
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700'000 injured" (320). often there was not even any compensation. union
and strike action continued to increase throughout the 1930,s, often with
communist support. Blacks and women formed. unions far more radical in their
demands (as they were far more exploited) than the white, male, trade unions.

For the ruling class, the important aspect of this mass organizing was that

it was grassroots organization -- exactly what they feared. For example, the

1934 southern textile strike of 325,000 was organized by the rank and file,
not by a reluctanr union leadershiplT (zinn:3g7). The New york Times was

very clear in voicing ruling class concerns.

The grave danger 
, of the situation is that it will get completely out ofthe hands of the leaders' (quoted in Zinn:3gii.

with the war came increased employment, both at home and in the

military, but (although rarely mentioned in general historical accounts of the

time) labour unrest never realy settled down. In rgW ,,there were more

strikes... than in any other year in American history" (zinn:393). Just after

the war, in 1946, 3 million workers went on strike, and this was again in spite

of the organized unions attempting to maintain some level of control.

It is thus not surprising

communists. According to Gross,

under Communist leadership, and

the ruling class, this was a major

that many unions were actually led by

in 19M,20 percent of union membership was

another 20 percent was socialist (g5). For

concern, especially as millions of demobilized

17 th, American Federation of |..1þo1 (AFL) was cerrainly not a radicalorganization. It represented. "mostly skilled ùoitãrr... Citsl ornã'ids-arãw hrgesalaries, (ql¿l hobnbbbed with emólg{er{' <ziin:titj *¿ ¿*iri-\¡ñ Ir hadagreed with the congress of Induötriá orgàri";î;; (Clõiiói-ro"gä our onstrike (408).
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soldiers would be coming home, looking for work, and. joining unions.

TT{E COLD WAR: ANTI-SOVIET PROPAGANDA

The repression of union leaders and. other radicals was to continue after

the war, but in a more sophisticated and more insidious way. 'Whereas 
before

the war, the attempt to control working class demands had. often been violent,

the patriotism generated against Hitler was turned to a new foe, the Soviet

Union. As Wolf notes of societies characterized by the capitalist mode of
production,

thqle is always the possibili.ty of a 'social imperialism' rhar srrives rounify pggple^ar homè by diõplacing internal cónfticts upon an external
enemy (1982:302).

To focus attention away from the class inequities in the US, a conscious

propaganda programme was thus aimed at the US public, ând a direct policy of
jingoism was developed. As in the pre-war period, anti-Bolshevism was

emphasised, but in tenns of a "cold war." In spite of the Soviet Union having

been an ally against fascist Germany, the cold war policy was being

encouraged as early as 1946, when Churchill was already talking about the

"iron curtain-" Concepts of US democracy and freed.om were continually

offered as a positive alternative to Soviet totalitarianism, which was then

being compared to Nazi Germany (Halliday, 19g6:g).

Economic policies, too, were specifically designed to create anti-Soviet

feeling within the USA. Vadney makes the point that the Marshall plan,

purportedly offered to both the Eastern and Western Blocs post-w¿ì-r

reconstruction aid was actually a challenge to the Soviets. A Soviet refusal of

US aid would push the blame of heightening tensions on to the Soviets. The
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US knew that the USSR would have to refuse, because

to participate, the soviets would have had. to welcome American privateinvesrmenr i1_ Eas¡ern. Europã, but thi;... *ou-rà"^rù.ü,Å"ri""l'nJ^ï;ö
ctasses mosr opposed to the .otti'''onirt dîiv.,i;;i:72-73)

The ruling class of the us thus demonstrates its attempts at hegemony

very clearly' To garner support and create and-communist sentiment in the

uS, they consciously created the impression that the USSR was an immediate

and dangerous threat to the us. so while the us state Departmenr was

making its public pronouncements about the anti-democratic nature of soviet
union, in private things were d.ifferent. As state Department head for the
period, George Kennan, says,

we need not deceive ourselves that we can afford today the luxury ofaltruism and world-benefaction.... we sttoJ¿ ;;;;" to tálk uuoùi lugueand..., unreal objectives such as lÌ-a"-,ig.htr,--il"^raisin_g of the livingstandards, and democratization. The ãuy 
-i, -iot 

rar orr when we aregoing to- have to deal in straight power ðoncepts. The less we are thenhampered by idealistic srogans, tti'" udtt"i ià";;ã ñ-öhomsky, 1985:4_5).

It is exactly those "unreal objectives such as human rights, the raising of
the living standards, and democratization" that were encouraged to enter public
discourse, for as chomsky points out, this document reflects the Top secret

aspects of us government pranning, and not the "idearistic slogans... to be

trumpeted by scholarship, the schools, the media, and the rest of the

ideological system in order to pacify the domestic population, giving rise to...

the 'official view"' (ibid.).

This is the way that US planners

violent and intrusive overseas policies.

were able to get support for their

And in rerrns of the domestic US
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scene, this is where the anti_Soviet

function; it allowed. for the labelling

to withd¡aw from Western dominance

of the Soviet Communist conspiracy.

Cold War ideologylS had

as Communist of any country

-- and not only Communist,

its major

that tried

but a tool

In secret, the State Department calred communists ,,people who are

committed to the betief that 'the government has direct responsibility for the

welfare of the peopre"' (quoted in chomsky, 19g5:6). To ensure that the

general public would support US anti-revolutionary intervention, a different
view was propounded: communists are peopre who have fa[en prey to soviet
control. By simpristicary painting everything as being merery an East/west

conflict, the underlying relationships of economic dominance and. dependency in
the Third \ù/orld courd be effectively ignored or exprained away. so could.

interventionist policies.

Along with the jingoism, came the profits associated with manufacturing

wat materiel. Whereas some planners felt that $13 billion would have been

enough for defense, the academic-military-industrial complex spent $4g.2
billion in 1951 on the war economy (Trumpbour:64). With the huge

expenditure did come economic prosperity of a sort. After the war, given the

mushrooming wealth of the us, and the productivity of its workers, real

wages increased as did the ownership of material possessions. ,,The census of
1950 showed a 50 percent increase in home owners since 1940; the median

family income had risen from 91,325 to$3,240" (caure, 197g:541). So in a very

real sense, the purges came at a time when much of the us working class was

already well on its way to being co-opted.

18 Keyword.
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PART FIVE .. LIMMING ACADEMIC DISCOURSE

US rulers wanted support for their attempts to control the resources and.

markets of the world, and people who formurated critiques of us policy were
seen as disloyal' Matty were academics who were in universities -- universities

that were being targeted for integration into the academic-military-ind.ustrial

complex. Purging of any possible dissent was seen as a priority, and as

Lobban says,

Mccarthyism was not onry bluntry anti-communist, but in a moregeneral, and oerhaps even more á"uustati'g--iãr, 
-'i, 

was---effecri;iyanti-intellectualitggg:52). wqr ) 
.

The formation of the academic-military-industrial complex meant that

academic discourse would be limited in a very direct and powerful way. Those

who voiced views contrary to that of the ruling class were either removed

from jobs or silenced. It was very simple; many academics (students as well as

professors) were labelled as subversive through the same methods as used

against union leaders, the media, and Hollywood.

TFIE PURGES: FEAR AND INTIMIDATION

The attempt to focus public attention away from US policies and onto rhe

Communists and the uSsR was rema¡kable successful, but there were other

tactics. During the war the smith Act was passed, and it "prohibited groups

from conspiring to advocate the violent overthrow of the government,,

(Gross:86). During 1948, Communist party leaders were charged. under that act

and convicted. Loyalty checks were also a cornmon form of persecution.

Usually associated with the Truman administration, they actuatty started under

Roosevelt in the middle of ww II. The House Un-American Activities
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committee (HUAC), was mad.e a standing (permanent) committee in January,

1945 -- also before the end of the wa¡. Truman's post-war emphasis on

loyalty oaths originally targeted. 2.5 million government employees, and soon

spread to include "3 miltion employees of defense confractors,, (ibíd.gg_gg)-

This all happened well before the appearance of Joe McCarthy on the scene in

the early 1950's!

Many different people came into conract with these political police

structures' Hundreds were flued from government, and thousands resigned.

Many thousands more were denounced. and brought before HUAC, usually with
little or no evidence. Paid informers made small fortunes making up stories,

and two people, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, were actually executed. Gross

points out that even if the numbers of convicted were rather small, ',hundreds

of thousands were taught a clear lesson" (g9)19.

^ - -" -!l is, bey.ond thg scope -of this thesis ro examine the norion of thesecret stare, but it has been dealt ,with in ml''y other forums. 
- ñ Engrisrrhistorian, E.P. Thompson notes, "the- g.o*ilr 

-'oi 
an uffepresentative andunaccountable state within the state has- been a product o-¡ ih;l*entiethcertury"-.(1983:48Ð. In,the pglgd we are considerin! -- the 1950;; us __ tt.9I4 infiltrated, financed, staffed, .1p .spied ;úï a varieta 

-ol -academic
institutions and jo,rnals. They d.id ttris se.iãtiy' ana with very specificintentions. As ex-ôulturar director o'r trre cnlirr"-ä, Ë'.u¿äniuiä,"^' 

Yv¡r

yT legitmate, existing organizations; disguise the extent of Americanrnteresr; prorect the integriry^^gi the. organìzation by not requiring--is to
llpl^olt^ every aspecr of official American polici, (quoted^ in "Lasch,
1969:108).

Two examoles (o.ut of many) of CIA involvement in academia can be seenfrom the fact 'that:' i) rL1 cIí ri"""¿è¿-- il r,;{h funded the center forInternational Studies at MIT from 
'its 

start in tgSt,' and continued to do sountil 1965; ii) from_ 1952 to 1966, they supported up'to s0 t;;;; or'"¡¡ationatStudent Association's budget, to rhe-tune^ of ¡.¡^ milfiõn'áãttär'lËetoman,
1989:1 65).

This secrer acliviry did nor srop even after
exposed them to criticism. "Since l9gZ, the CIA
conferences. -a year... in which Agency personnel
experts outside governmen t (ibíd.).

the 1960's CIA pubticity
has sponsored sevènty-fivê
met with professors and
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SELF POLICING ON CAMPUSES

By the time that McCarthy had entered into the scene, the professed. goals

of ridding government and unions of any Communists had been accomplished.

Starting in 1947, the CIo had sta¡ted a campaign to rid itself of Communisrs,

and by 1950, there were no more Communist dominated unions still remaining

under the CIO umbrella (Gross:88). 'What followed in the universities was very

similar, with self policing leading the way in removing unwanted academics

(and graduare srudents). Miliband sums it well when he says,

the tragedy of American universities in the Mccarthy era __ and after_- is nor only that many of them *r* - 
ããu*.á i-* ðÅproyingcommunisrs and orher 'su6u*rriu.r'; ;.1^!0"!r ði".u"n grearer tragedy is

191.,_^,h:l--. mosrly found little difficiltv 
--in 

endorsing ,royarry,
requirements; and that those who were not so debarred " usel theirautonomy and freedoq^i1 appointments similarly to exclude such-rnen andoften ro ger rid of them if they îrad them (255,).- 

- '

Ellen schrecker, in her book No Ivory Tower: Mccarthyísm and the

Uníversities, documents much of the process of how academics were purged.

She notes that almost all academics who were called before HUAC and not

cleared or proved uncooperative, were dismissed by their universities or

forced to resign. As about twenty percent of those called before HUAC were

actually academics (1986:10), no university remained untouched.

Schrecker shows that there was a remarkable uniformity to how people

\ryere treated. People called before the committees would be counselled by

their department heads or deans to fully cooperate, and to name names. If
they did not, invariably they would be called before university committees,

where they often underwent grillings worse than those received from HUAC.
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People were fired for being "unwilling to submit to a political test and prove

[to the university] that they were not [communists]" (125). The finar irony of
these dismissals is that they were virtually never for bringing politics into the

classroom. Schrecker shows that even before the war, Communist academics

were generally radical because of their education, and thus scrupulous about

their schola¡ ship (42- 44).

universities often went further than expected in a number of other ways.

some insisted that any cÍLmpus group submit rists of names of group members

in an attempt to control radicalism (ibid.ï7). others banned speakers from
speaking (íbid'89)' For example, one of the most important Marxist schola¡s

of all time, Isaac Deutscher, was not allowed to speak at Harva¡d. in 1950

(Trumpbour:82).

It is clear that the Great Fear was as much geared to the

academic critique, as to the pur$ng of anti-interventionists.

discourse was thus limited through a very simple elimination and

of those who held views considered objectionable.

limiting of

Academic

intimidation

PART SfK.. CONCLUSIONS

There are a few conclusions that can be reached from the above analysis.

First, the uS is a capitalist society which has a ruling class that atremprs ro

control much of the world for its labour and resources. The ruling class is
made up of various groups of business, military, government and academic

people' Their hegemony is manifested in attempts to control and manipulate

public opinion so as to limit protest and critique, both within academia and

without.
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A number of reasons for the limited range of discourse on us c¿Lmpuses

have been discussed- one is that certain universities receive huge amounts of
money to study certain (pro-capitalist) topics. Another is thar some

universities are part of the elite recruitment process, and are run by elite
managers' These managers, being effectively part of the ruling class, directly
and consciously articulate ruling class goais. They have tremendous power
both within the campus and within government planning circles. The third
reason is that there was a very effective campaign waged against the campuses

in the cold war as part of the Great Fear. Professors were dismissed or
asked to resign, often for the anti-intellectual reason of campuses wanting to

save face' Matty others must have kept quiet or changed their views to avoid
the fear and intimidation.

This chapter has looked at how ce¡tain ideas and topics were limited and

controlled both on and off c¿rmpuses. The development of the academic-

military-industrial complex, in the context of the Great Fear, meant that ideas

were limited simply by not allowing them to be talked about. people either
kept quiet, modified their views, or where purged. The next chapter looks at

the other end of this dialectic. How were ideas that could be talked about

formulated? Pro-capitalist theories (or at least ones that are not too critical)
come not only from ruling class policy-makers voicing their own interests.

Ideas about what is good and normal develop in individuals as they live their

day-to-day life. V/e will see that the university seming within the capitalist

mode of production provides a day-to-day experience and hegemony that

teaches people a basic capitalist rationale, and thus legitimizes the system.
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CHAPTER TWO .- CONTRADICTION IN ACADEMIA

"one must make of rife a dream, and- of that dream a rearity.,,
- Pierre Curie, physicist

Anthropologís-ts may have been ahead of their time in attempting tounderstand the relati.onships of education "ot a forïe- ín clas:s 
-àím¡iiot¡o"

---ahe.ad of their ,r.*g, -except 
when compareä b Marxists. nul'-tl*Marxisrs were not .beíng heård in the u,nt riiity'-ryitr^ at all at thartimç¡ tltey,yele being-hunted, and that is tniríniír" point! it *lor'iàtuntil the 1970's that us anthropology would tto.ri io use overþ uáuxtideas about class, ideology, or mode of"production. -

The Great Fear explains a lot about the limits of discourse in academia,

but most people do not conform from fear alone. As well, not all universities

are involved in elite recruitment or state policy-making, so the situation of
most universities is quite removed from the immediate concerns of the ruling

class' But the educational structure of the US does instill beliefs about the

nature of the world that do limit the development of critical perspectives.

Myths develop about society that are presented as facts facts which

legitimize the overarching structure of exploitation. When talking about

schools in the US, Wolf says that

nowhere is this . myth-making more apparent than in school-bookversions of ,hg history .of ltre united.^'States. There, a iãmpre*orchesrration of . antagbnistic forces is cèlebrated insiead ãï-- tt eunfolding of a timeiess essence (Wolfl I9g2:5).

Myth-making teaches peopie a way

ways. Thus it is nor that radical ideas

think, to the exclusion of other

merely legislated against, but that

to
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the structure of capitalism creates a way of living that often precludes radical

thought.

PART oNE -- DAY-TO-DAY EXPERTENCE: DAy-To-DAy HEGEMONY

Most academics do not seemingly have a vested interest in maintaining the

capitalist mode of production, but there are relationships set up by the logic

of the capitalist mode of production that create the conditions for academia,s

collaboration. According to Gramsci, a bourgeois political hegemony takes

place on all fronts, not just at the level of economic exploitation (1957).

Intellectuals lie within this process of poritical hegemony -- a hegemony rhar

takes place through everyday action and. experience, what anthropology has

traditionaily called colture2O. As Wolf says,

much of what anthropologists_ have called culture is 'ideology-in-the-making,' -'rationalizadoñ,' developed to imparr to the pruãii"uräirr"n.,of everyday ]ife an imaginary- äirectionality, u 
- 
fictitious t"toioúðn. lrwe. adopt such a perspective,-however, we-shall be forced-iõ-iåcäsi¿erand reformulate ou¡ -understanding oî cutture. Cuitural ðonit uåtion,reconstruction, and destruction ar{ gn-gging processes, but tt 

"y 

-.t*uy,
tS" place within large¡ historical fieiäi õ. '."nãt. These arenas are
¡haped, -in their tr1ry, b-r the operation 

"i ;;á;; of mobilizine sociallabor and by the conflicts dåese geneiate (woli- tgg4sggf. 
or

Wolf's statement on hegemony leads us to look at the basic division of
labour in society -- that between classes.

MENTAL-MANUAL LABOUR

Concepts of mode of production, division

production2l, o, class, are just that: concepts.

direct manifestarion in empirically observable

Keyword.

Keyword.

of labour, social relations of

They do not necessarily have a

reality. They are analytic or

20

21
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logical constructs that hopefully will help to explain fund.amental aspects of
reality, but they are not that reality in themselves.

The usefulness of a mode of production analysis lies in that it directs our

focus to specific aspects of a social formation, aspects that might not be

immediately or automatically visible. The logic of a system that requires

individual profit acquired through investment in a production form with a

hierarchical division of labour seems to explain a lot, and that ultimately is
how a theory must be evaluated. Wotf agrees with this view of theory, for as

he says "r have striven to treat these (Marxian) concepts as intellectual tools...

their utility resides in their explanatory adequacy" (19g2:3g6).

Now the idea is to bry and use the analytic construct of division of labour

to identify what ways of understanding academics in the us must be

subjected to. As Wolf would wonder, how does the division of labour

contribute to

tlt. ability to {eny thg existence of alternative caregories, to assignthem to the realm of disorder and chaos, to trn¿"i tñ"- -io.lãrrv- 
ai¿symbolically invisible 7 (ibid.3ïB).

According to Poulantzas, the social relations that define the capitalist

mode of production are so powerful (dominant) that they direct the

understanding of most people not even directly involved with the

worker/owner contradic tion.

The 
. 
capitalist division between mental and manual labour, based on the

1q'-eci^ficattf, capitalist relarions of production (the separation of theduect- producers from their means 
- of production), teids in r*t roreprod¡ce itself in all the relations of a 'capitalist iocial formãtión,'*¿goes beyond the places where the actual i'elations of pã¿u.ïioti 

"".const-ructed (the f'lctory), just as does the wage form (r974:253,-ãmjrrasis
added).
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The division between mental and manual labour is not one based on innate
human capabilities, for all humans, even those involved in the most menial
tasks perforrn some mental labour. The difference is, that in spite of the fact
that everybody perfonns mental labour, "not every kind of *ork22 is located

on the mental labour side in the politico-ideologicai division between mental

and manual labour" (ibíd.254).

Thus the division is socially defined. And what dominates social

definition? The class conradiction existing between workers and those who
wish to appropriate surplus form workers. so how does the logic of
capitalism limit the defînitions of mental and manual labour? To understand

this, one must take a look at the labour process in capitalism.

A basic premise of a capitalist mode of production analysis is that the

owners of the means of production (capitalists) have control over access to
jobs. one could say that they own the jobs, and the direct producers

(proletarians) are merely renting the right to work. The capitalist,s right of
control over the jobs is also shown by the fact that it is he or she that

delineates the work requirements and allocates people to them. workers are

given only as much knowledge and range of choice as allowed by the

capitalist, and that is necessarily limited. Capitalists, in their attempr ro
rationalise production (maximise efficiency and thus profits) must ensure they

get as much production as possible from an individual labou¡er. Thus we see

the central planning of the modern capitalist enterprise, and also the

devaluing of individual initiative with regards ro rhe hired. worker. As well,

the research and technology that capitalists invest in, provides just another

22 Key*ord,.
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circumscription of manual labour "by the pennanent exclusion on the

subordinated side of those who are deemed not to ,know how,,, (tbíd.237).

so the distinction ultimately being made here is not that manual labour
does not involve mental labour. Rather, it is that mental labour is socially
defined as non-manual labour. And associated with that exclusive category is

a devaluation of that rabour incorrectry seen only as manuar.

By the very fact that academics fall ro the mental side of this socially

defined mentaVmanual conceptual dichotomy, we can see that their perception

of the world is partially based on their exclusion from the working class.

The logic of their position in relation ro the class division limits the

opportunity to view causality and human activity as being based in the

material transformation of the world. It is understandable why intellectuals

would be predicated to believe in the normality of the manipulation of the

world by the mind. Gramsci saw a similar phenomena where the ,',traditional,

intelligentsia of any country, regards itself as a separate class or community

-- an unreal detachment reflected in idearist philosophy" (Kiernan , z3r). Thus

academics monopolize ideas just as owners monopolize production; they see

ideas as paramount, but they are ideas that can be seen to be based in the

basic relationships of capitalism.

IDEOLOGICAL STATE APPARATUS

The concept of the Ideological State Apparatus can provide some

understanding of how the state limits its need to use force (i.e., the

Repressive state Apparatus). Louis Althusser, a French analyst, developed

within a Ma¡xist framework the concept that va¡ious structures within a s6re
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function to ransmit ruling class ideas to the majority in society. This is

also a colrlmon idea in mainstream anthropology, where class ideologies are

said to function so as to allow the state not to have to use force to maintain

their privileged position. "That is to say, the mass of the popurace must obey

most of the laws for some reason other than fear of punishment,, (Fried,

7967:25).

Marvin Ha¡ris, an avowedly anti-dialectical materialist anthropologist,

discusses the concept of ruling class hegemony in terrns of thought control

and "specialists who perform ideological services in support of the status quo,,

(Harris, 1983:150). His position is characteristically one sided23. Ha¡ris

presents a picture of state societies that are run solely on conscious

manipulation by the ruling classes. It is important nor ro forget that this

conspiracy theory of social change does have some validity; ruling class

policies and the secret state have been shown to represent a direct attempt

by the ruling classes to manipulate public opinion.

The problem with Harris's approach is that, in his consciously anti-

diaiectical way, he ignores the fact that schools are not specifically tools of
the ruling class; they are not specifically designed for brain-washing or mind

control. They function that wây, without a doubt; and there is definite

conscious input to make them function that way. But that is not their raison

d'etre. Also, that is not the only way that they function. Sometimes they

23 d common theme in Harris's work is that Marx had discovered auseful materialist framework for analyzing society 
- 
but ruined it bv nevershaking the. influence of Hegel, who beüõved ttrai r ãiri"óiióãt äeäiooologycould !{nlain pr-ocesses of human interaction. Harris ttrus perür6 in takiñ!

lb^"*.,^,1,..,I:g:tir" monkey on Marx's back,". a fh.ase thai, i;ki"g in an!
theoretrcal uset-ulness, does transmit a negative emotionai image.
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function to radicalize people to add to the development of a critical
perspective24. So the major latent function of schools may be (and probably

is) the promotion of an ideology that supports a ruling class, but the manifest

function of the schools is education; deating with something,s latent function

does not explain it' but it does lead us to look for more explanatory analyses.

Looking at the dynamics of the capitalist mode of production offer a more

dialectical and explanatory alternative.

If a capitalist mode of production is based on a material contradiction that

excludes producers from the totality of their production, it follows that there

will be some periods when this pressure cause producers t6 make specific

material demands, and we can see from history that no ruling class of any

state-level class-divided society has ever voluntarily given up its control of
producers' surplus. Ultimately (could. one actually say every time?) this class

struggle leads the ruling classes, when feeling tlreatened, to use force to
maintain their privileged position. Thus, any beliefs that denigrate rhe di¡ect

producer to a lower status in their own eyes, and limit their revolutionary

potential, function to maintain economic inequalities! In fact, it is through

this process of class struggle that such beliefs develop. or as wolf puts it,

i4eology-making... transmutes the distinction between classes intodrstlnctlons of virtue and merit. success is demonstrated by the auiiiiyto^acqllill^v{u-e{_commodities; hence, inability ro consum" JignJ,,*i"r
defeat ( 1982:388-389).

Success is also measured by whether one must perform manual labour or

not. Inability to "live by one's wits" also signifies social defeat. It is in this

way that distinctions based on ownership and labour penneate capitalist

24 Fo, example, I. learned Marxist theory and
capitalist society at university.

a critique of modern
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society and hegemonically help to maintain it.

As discussed earlier, the socially constructed concept that manual labour is

excluded from the realm of mental labour has created a situation where

academics perceive themselves as a socially distinct gtouping, and. one

superior to those who do actually do manual labour. It is within the schoois2S

these many of these ideas are instilled into d.irect producers, as well as into
future solely-mental labourers. How does the actual structure of the education

system allow for the continuation of these beliefs, and how does it provide an

additional framework for further elaboration of such elitist concepts?

Eric v/olf feels that beliefs and meaning26 deuelop within social relations

of a specific division of labour (mode of production). He does not take the

rigidty unilineal view of causality that Harris does, but instead. looks at the

ability of institutions to define and limit meaning, not merery to create it.

The ability ^to bestow meanings -- to 'name' things, acts, and ideas -- isa source of nower. Control- of communication äío*s ih" ã*ãsärs ofideoiogv. to iav down 
-tttã--cutagories 

through *üiJ" *¿iö'ï'iå beperceived' Conversely, this entai"ls the abilifr- to 
-ffi -tril^'Ë*iri"nci 

oralternative categories,- to-- assign them to túe 
-iealm 

of disorder andchaos, to render them socialy anõsymbolicarþ inuisibie Ovorr, 19gt,3gi).

v/hile keeping in mind this ability to deny certain catagories and to render

them symbolically invisible, we now turn to an analysis of the relationship of
educational institutions to the capitalist mode of production. Althusser has

delineated the main structural relationship that exists within schools and

between schools and the rest of society.

25 In this section I use the term 'schools' to include primary, secondaryand .post-secondary - institutions. This is becáuie all these educational
organizations have at their basis the manuaVmental hbóur aichotomy.---

26 Key*ord,.
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whereas the unity of the (Reprgssiye) state. Apparatus is secured by itsunified and centralized òreänization under 
^ ìh" 

--lrrdrr"r"h"ö'*oi 
therepresenratives of the classeí in fó*er="iäuring the politics of thegl.ass. s.rruggle of the classes in'po*èr,-'ìr,ï'^ïnity of the differentIdeological state. .Appararuses is- secrired, usuary in cont u¿iðìãr/'ìo._r,bv the rurinq idedrðgy, the '¿eor,oey-bi";Ë';ii";"';i;ä"?il"å¿ inCallinicos, 1916:&).

Althusser points out that these ideas will be reflected in the Ideological

state Apparatus in "contradictory forms". I take this to mean that ruling
class ideas will be presented as being the product of some form of ideal or
non-material relationship; for example, it sees the idea of freed.om as a

product of some increasing rational human capability, not as the historical
product of certain classes striving for economic freedom for themselves. And
there are contradictory ideas within academic theory, pertaining to such

things as human nature, concepts of property, etc. of course, as Gramsci

first noted, this is to be expected. from people whose livelihood is based on

mental labour.

Poulantzas has argued that the very labour process of the capitalist mode

of production created an ideoiogy that devalued manual labou¡ within the

factory and the rest of society. His position is that the school, staffed by

purely mental labourers, not only reflects this overarching perspective, but

then becomes a major factor in its promotion.

Th" s-chool reproduces the mentaVmanual labour division within itselfthrough its training of mentar rabour: tt" ;tuiiing' of --i-J'^uuourconsists, within ths school, in excludin_g !t rrom ãental labour, the verycondition of the training of mental" taboui üñt tüñ-äterriarize¿
exclusion of ma.nuat taboùr (keeping it in its prõi.r"ptu;j... är;-main
role.. of the capitalist schoot is...'to-disgua]i-rr..'mänuuï rruó*...^ü! onryqualifying mental labour (1974:266 emphasij a¿¿é¿). -
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Going beyond the mentavmanuar labour discussion, we can see other
factors that promote the schools as Ideological State Apparatuses. The
competition that is inherent in the capitalist mode of production is manifested

in schools as well' Grades and rating positions in the class reinforce the

individual's sense of responsibility for his or her ,'failure.,, As well, given the
"capiralist... generated. variabitity and differentiarion,, (wolf, lggz:303), some

workers actualiy leave the realm of manual labour and may even enter the

ranks of capitarist ownership. In this case the experience of some peopre

doing well at school and others not, performs a class conforming role.

The schools, for some children of the working classes, aÍe a means ofupward mobility..' [And thus] the educationã"syste- thus conspires rocreare the impression, nor reast _among ití 
--li"ti-l, 

1iäit"r*iutdisadvantages ?re realry -a matrer-:l p*l-"nj,- innui;-^^þo¿îiiïr" andinsurmoun tabte incapaci ty ltvtitib and, I 9 69,5Ã1\. 
" *'

The individualizing and internalising of blame within schools works at

another level as well. competitive sports, with students picking other

students for teams is a clear demonstration that life is made up of winners

and losers; the skilled and the incompetent. Michaer valpy, in canada,s Globe

and Møíl newspaper, in an open letter to young students, ¿ìrgues very

cogently that

being picked last for school teams is the greatest humiliation the school
-syst-ep can impose. on .ygp... It has nõthing ro do *itt äoõãrion.Nothing. ro do wjth. buiiding character. 

- il--iu, nothing io ãï wittrdevelo.ping srrong. healthy_ þoti'ies. Its sole prrp*; is ;; ;rrk; iðu reet
,b^ad_1þout 

yourselves... 
-School 

officials, -"äni'irtìrr, know full well whatls gorng on... And they permit it to continuó ctggo, ãrnphàsis inoriginal).

By replicating dominant capitalist values about

creating hierarchical relationships, and delineating

winners and losers, schools can be seen to be

manual and mental labour,

students into catagories of

a major component of the
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Ideological smte Apparatus. Given these structural relationships, it is not
surprising to see them articulating the specific goals of the dominant classes.

At this point it would be worthwhile to rerate the concepr of
Ideological state Apparatus to the actually-existing us social formation

discussed in chapter one. The Great Fear extended throughout the

education system, with laws requiring pledges of allegiance, and emergency

training in case of communist attack. Ruling class hegemony, expressed

through, and developed within, the schools, thus had some very specific

results' How "myth-making... in school-book versions of the history of the

United States..- [became] celebrated... as the unfolding of a timeless essence

(wolfl 1982:5) is now understandable. A superintendent of schools in a

Midwestern city offers a good example of how a non-ruring class person was

directly involved in ruling class hegemony.

The threat to American institutions by international communism makesimperative that greater emphasis be. giíen- i" 
-ð* 

r"rtoots to 1ne-ìtudy ofthe meaning, iignificancé and ttrõ "¿o" 
-or e.rr.¡.- n.-ã".u.y.Indoctrination has never been in good reput" 

-u-ong 
educationalists inthe united srates... It now appears necessary for the schools in theunited states to indoctrinate Airierig* t;"rh ior^Ameri"* õ"*o"iu"y...In our present confused world, it is es'sãnii"r-ìirut we teach our youngpeo"plg that American Democracy is the uési gñ"-ment in the world.and that we explain why it is'the best... rñev must understand thatAmerican Democracy _*ãt founded on-priu.tã---Jnterprise *A-tñ thisec.onomic 

. system has brought forth a gteat ano- po*erru naìion--whichwill conrinue to. grow eien r"g1g^dpt- perpeärãti"g 
- *l-irotËctingprivate enterprise (quõted in Miliband, igegriu).---'-

PROFESSIONALISM, PURE SCIENCE AND ACADEMIC FREEDOM

Now, one must ask what view does the academic world have of itself, i.e.,

how do these influences discussed above manifest themselves in the logic of
universities? And how is it that there is room for any critical thought at all?

the

as

US
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one of these manifestations is the concept of 'professionalism,. With the
devaluing of manual labour (along with the devaluing of the mental labour
associated with manual labour), we see the view that it takes a specialized

and highly trained professional to understand. the world. paulo Freire, an

Brazilian educator who has spent many years developing what he cails
"dialogical" teaching methods in the poor areas of Latin America, has deait

extensiveiy with the concept of professionalism in institutions. He ties it in
with the formalized and. elitist methods of teaching that see educarors as

better than their students. This elitism is ded. in with a situation where

education is seen as the transfer of information, and learning is seen as the

successful regurgitation of that information. This "banking method,, of
education has many implications.

Internalising 
- 
paternal authority through the rigid relationship srructureemphas-ised- by the .school, ihese_ yõung peopï"... when they becomeprofessionals". aÍe almost unshakably coñuii,ðåã--rrt"'ii"ir i'úãí, "äri""to 'give' the... .[the peop]el their kiowþag" ql¿*iectrniquerl--it"î ,""themselves as 'promõter3' -of 

the people..i ih" professionals are theones with a 'worrd view'... They_ ieet ttrit thè ignbrancJ orãeJiopieis lo. complete that they. .gtg gnnt f- ;irhiis "r*..p, to receive rheteachings of the professionäls" (Freire, tglt:tií_|iii.

To add to the ignorance

receive aÍe phrased in the

learning of the jargon of a

specific difference between

knowledge: the professionals.

Another aspect of the position of the

themselves as a separate grouping from the

Mental/lVfanual labour). Not being reliant on

and not employing labour themselves, their

of non-professionals, the teachings that people

specific language of that discipline. Even the

specific field adds to the belief that there is a

the non-thinking public and those holders of

professional, is that they see

rest of society (see section on

the performing of manual labour,

professional view of the world
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leads ro the view that it is academic thought

change. This professionalism, that views the

administering proper social change, is still a

sciences, and, as we shall see in the next chapter,

anthropology' s perspective.

that is the promulgator of

necessity of the academic

main aspect of the social

also forms a major part of

'Pure research' is another concept by which academics characterize thei¡
work' It implies that it is possible to do academic work compietely without
influence from the world in which the professionals live. Tied in with
professionalism, this also allows for the continuation of a view that sees the

world as manipulatable by ideas, and. urtimately onry by ideas. people become

just like any other unit of analysis, a tool for scientific research -- all in the

name of science.

science and technorogy at the ggrvicg of [ruring crasses]... are used toreduce men ro the stâtus of 'rhings'... ^ tih;tl- Í"ur trie opfresseo asobjects ro be analyzed. and lbasãd of it ui 'analysis] pr"säniãl' *itr,prescriptiols_ for behaviour... One of the mvths of the oppressorideology [is]...__the absolurizing or ignoranðe. 
^^^'iîi, 

äv,rr'"i*iliË, theexistence of someone who ãecrees" the ignorance of someone else(ibid.128-129).

In the competitive world of a capitalist-defined academia, the decreeing of
another's ignorance means the continual need to prove one own,s competence.

one's own ideas, as exemplified in pure research, must then be proven in the

marketplace of ideas in the realm of the academic journal. Most professors

find themselves under a continual pressure to publish or perish. Even tenured

professors are subject to pressure from colleagues, funding agencies, and

university hierarchies, making a myth of the concept of a free academia.
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The concept of professionalism in universities includes one more myth that
should be noted' The idea of 'academic freedom' plays an important role in
maintaining some pule science that only professionals can learn and. teach.

universities are often portrayed. as a sancuary, where people can resea¡ch

what they want, without fear from political interference or other form of
sanction' Unfortunately, academic freedom does not automatically translate to
a wide range of views. Because of reasons d.iscussed above, academics are
just as prone as anybody else to accept pro-capitalist ideas about normality

and causal relations. In fact, due to their lack of involvement in manual

labour, they are probabty more prone than the majority of the population to
internalize these ideas.

The problem is that "defend.ing academic freedom is not the same as

defending... the necessarily subversive cha¡acter of good work,, (Lasch,

1969:95). Lasch, a reft-wing us historian, is referring to ,,good,, work as

research that deals with the biases that derive from the researcher,s

existence in a class divided society. Good work does not deny the influence

of an individual's beliefs, nor does it accept (for example) the social denial of
the universality of mental labour. ultimately, Lasch is implying that proper

research presents information that is not normally seen through capitalist-

defined social catagories and. perspectives.

unfortunately, the flipside ro this argument is that the majority of
academics probably do not accepr this argument. To them, good. research is

(supposedly, but impossibly) value free, and thus, by definition, critical work is

dogmatic, biased, and not good work. It is not a far jump to the belief that

Marxists ¿ìre automatically dogmatic, and thus should not be in universities.
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It is easy for people to believe that academic freedom and Marxism are

incompatible, because ultimately their belief is rooted in an und.erstanding that
is reinforced day by day. It is this 'naturalness of existence, to which we
now turn.

THE NATURALNESS OF EXISTENCE

People accept certain ideas and ideologies, not as some conscious choice,

but as a process of being human -- living their life in a social formation not

of their choice' The hegemonic creation of categories that precludes criticism
of capitalism, or feelings of egalitarianism, is not merery pafi of some

conspiracy attempting to brainwash most of the population. Rather, it comes

from people just experiencing life as they rive it... day by day, experience by

experience.

When taiking about wealth differentials

Wolf's analysis is particularly revealing.

of class-based capitalist societies,

Ideologie-s .codifl these distinctions not merely as instrumental aspects ofsocial relations, but as grounded in the 6r.n'..-ót1Ëäär"*]fî ,n"nature of nature, the nature of human nut*a, and the nature ofsociety... distinctions of essence. appear in the... idea that Natureawards the palm of success ro winners in natural ,"1..üon rrqgz:3söj. 
-

Thus, what people do to provide such things as basic sustenance and

shelter is a major part of their immediate reality. The mundane becomes the

natural, and ideology is based in the human capability to believe what

seemingly is natural. And hegemony is the process by which a mode of
production creates the framework for an id.eology to develop. Thus I feel that

human belief can best be understood through the idea of naturalness.

Ideology, (or world view, if there is an actual difference) is that activity that
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humans do, as they live in the material world. Their physical activity becomes

their mental activity- To be human means that what is perceived to be done
(no matter what actually is done) is embedded in basic perceptions of the

universe' Property is natural, science is natural, progress is natural, torture is
natural...

The point being made here is that day-to-day exisrence is just that__

mundane' It may include dramatically important occurences, but for the most
pafi, people live their life without noricing ir, without thinking about it.
People use their understanding to rive the next moment, not to wonder why
they are accepting what they believe. v/olf and Marx have something similar
to say on this matter.

The development of an overail hegemonic pattern or ,design for living, isnor so much the vìctory of -a 
-colrectivè cogniiive-l;;¿ 'ãi ^ãLiii,"ri.

impulse as the developgênt or ,.áuiáun;; :_""# conrinuous repetition,in diverse instrumental-domainr, oiirt"ì-uåe uuJið propositions regardingthe narure of consrructed. reality Woff iggZ-,ãgãi."-"^-

The advance of capitalist production develops a ,working class, which byeducation, tradition, habit,^ looks up-on the'ionditions of that mode ofproduction as serf-evident raws o:r nut*"...- 
-tt. 

¿uri- có*prili,r; ofeconomic relations . gompl,etgs the subjéòtion öi tr," labourer ro thecapitalist (Marx, 1954 [org. 1gg7]:6g9). 
-J-------

People do not choose their ideologies, but once they become

them, that too becomes part of their day-to-day existence, and

becomes a factor in their future composition and recomposition. Just

once formed, become material forces in history, ideologies, once

become a matter of individual consideration.

aware of

thus that

as ideas,

realized,

IVith

existence

specific

in the

reference to academics, self-consideration seems rare;

capitalist us delineates a very specific range of possible
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experiences' With the expansion of the capitalist-rational view of the world,
ie', technical-scientific dominance over nature and the seeming naturalness of
private property and the wage labour, c¿une the implication that social science,

especially as it is catled a science, can affect a manipulatable and changeable

world' Manipulatable only by technical experts; those who have achieved a

pure science.

"One of the methods of manipulation is to inoculate individuals with the

bourgeois appetite for personal success" (Freire:147). Competition is very

clearly part of the academic structure. Competition for limited. resources; for
status; for marks; for publication. This, of course, ties in with Gramsci,s

observation that for the bourgeoisie, only some people are intellectuais.

concepts of personal success thus reflect directly the individuali zation and

alienation of the wage labour market and the total commoditization of human

activity -- all part of the capitalist mode of production.

Even the commoditization of education,

when things are given a value, adds to the

should be. The buying of ones education

the financial exchange for commodities.

determined.'7 A, the capitalist mode of production

and meaningful development of reality.

where people have to pay for it,
day-to-day proof that life is as it

shows the inherent naturalness of

Once again this situation

has provided for a personal

The heavy reliance of universities on private

US), paints a further picture of the rationality and

rational world.

funding (especially in rhe

superiority of a capitalist-

27 Keyword,.
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The largess- which private benefactors .have displayed towards universitieshas often been cei-ebrated as u t*giuË 
-pr"oi"or 

the sense of sociarresponsibility and 'sourfulness' of corporãtions, *¿ -of - 
*ãurt"t y mengeneraily" (Miliband, 1969:25I).

This is not to say that people cannot and do not think and believe things

learned beyond thei¡ immed^iate existence. The problem is that even those

institutions of higher learning provide, in their general modality, no

experiential challenge to most other situations found in society. A major
question to all pertinent social theory is, what causes people to see new

understandings? In one sense, it is easier to understand a producing class

revolting against a perceived oppression than it is to understand how a

comfortably well-off academic adopts and believes critical perspectives.

Perhaps as some brand of Marxists have discarded the truly progressive

aspects of bourgeois democracy, we must be ca¡eful not to throw out the

underlying radicalism of academic freedom! Just because universities poiiced

their own campuses in the 1950's, pushing out radical professors, does not
mean that the concept of academic freedom is inherently reactionary. It is

here that there would emerge room for a limited form of Man<ist analysis,

even in the 1950's.

PART TWO .. RESULTS IN ACADEMIA

People within academia live in a contradictory position. Both the

relationship of universities to the state, and the naturalness of a hierarchical

capitalist existence, mean that opinions about what is good, natural, and

possible will form part of academic analysis. Views of the world become

coioured with the belief that private property and wage labour a¡e natural and

good' Any perspective that questioned this capitalist primacy was either

purged, laughed at, or ignored, while theories that support capitalist hegemony
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became common.

Western societies,

Thtud World.

The field of anthropology

so this part will look at

has raditionally

views specifically

dealt with non-

relating to the

RULING CLASS TT{EORY

As there was so much linkage between

to look at ruling class beliefs about

dynamically pro-capitalist stance, these

development2S and. investment concerns on

the other.

the state and academia, it is useful

world social change. Taking a

perspectives can be divided into

one hand, and strategic concerns on

Development and investrnent are the primary concerns of capitalists, as

this is how profits are made. We have already seen that the US ruling class

has articulated very clear and specific economic interests regard.ing the

nations, resources and markets of the rest of the world. Their poricies

towards the Third World were to include the attempt to ensure that the Open

Door to Thfud world was opened widely. But the us Department of commerce

said that Open Door actually would be beneficial to counrries. As their

official journal said in 1,947; "It appears obvious that Latin America and other

underdeveloped areas must rely primarily upon private foreign capital and

business to assist in their development" (quoted in Kolko, 19gg:15). of course

this development took on a specific form. It was based on basic resource

extraction and the profitability for foreign (US) capital to do so. A basic

axiom of government opinion was the feeling that private properry was

natural' As Spruille Braden, US assistant secretary of state for Latin

America, and a major investor in mining there, said. in 1946,

28 Key*ord.
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pnvate enterprise is the best and in most circumstances the only reallysound means to develop !h" known or unknown resources of a newcountry' The institution. of .private. p.roperty ranks with thosá oi .ãtigion
::9^,11."-l"mlv as a bulwa¡Ë or.civïriiãfi"1,,.*^lîo tãÀp"r-iiIr, ìl ,rlrprecrprtate a disintegrlligl_ of life and liberty as we conceive and.treasure them (quotedln ibid.37).

of course, when talking about the rights of private property, Braden is

referring to a specific private property us private property the private

property of the US businesses and corporations which were looking to make

profits from those countries. And. it did not even have to be some left-wing

threat that concerned them. At the time, right-wing nationalist control of
private property by a Third V/orld state was frowned. upon as well. In fact,

Kolko goes so far as to state that US planners were actually more concerned

about nationalistic capitalism than they were about leftist movemenrs in Latin

America (ibid-). Either type of competition had to be fought at all cosrs, bur

of course they would all be labelled as Communist.

As well as US control of private property, US technology and organization

were touted as necessary for economic development. In 1947 the Department

of state journal Foreígn Relations of the united states made this clear.

Overall, the vision put forth by

place, countries, in Kolko's words,

its own terrns... there would be

attract U.S. corporations and freely

taxes" (ibid.).

petroleum industry is
efficient development

the US was that for development to take

must "welcome U.S. private investment on

no growth unless everything was done to

allow them to make high profits with low

The technical and managerial skill of the American
preeminently competent to insure the prompt and
ot resources anywhere (quoted in ibid.3g).
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As well as concerns about development, the

concerns about how to maintain their dominance in

of their funding to universities and think tanks had

in Chapter One, anti-Soviet srudies, Thfud V/orld.

insurgency studies, all were promoted and directly

the ruling class.

ruling class had strategic

the post-war world. Much

this in mind. As shown

area studies, and counter_

financed by institutions of

The anti-Soviet studies that developed after WW II were clearly pafi of
the cold war mentality. Trumpbour notes that "many Kremlinologists outright

hate the nation that is their object of study" (19g9:g1). The view that the

ussR was merely the continuation of an unchanging Russian empire, in
contrast to the dynamism of the us, found many supporters. This tied in werl

with the purges of radical academics, on the grounds that Communists were

dogmatic, and thus courd not possibry be fït for academic positions. The

linkage of government and elite academia will be exemplifTed. later in this

chapter, with a discussion of Talcott parsons.

Thfud world ¿ìrea studies, peace studies29, and counter-insurgency stud^ies

also came to dominate the state-funded training and research centres.

v/ithout going into detail, ret it suffice to say that ruling class build up of
arms (nuclear and otherwise) plus the study of techniques to further US

investment and limit Thftd world opposition were the key desires of people

who were rich because of their position in the academic-military-industriat

complex. Technical fixes, and psychological operations against foreign

enemies were researched by any number of the hundreds of academics that

29 P"ur" studies and arms control are euphemisms for how the us
attempts to maintain privilege without having to go to war.
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were empioyed as advisors to the State Department, the CIA, the Council on

Foreign Relations, etc. (Feldman: 1 64ff).

DAY-TO-DAY IIEGEMONY: LANGUAGE

The dynamics of two classes in a contradictory relationship to each other

ultimately end up being played our in the fietd of symbols. one way of
probing deeper into this relationship can be to look at those units of
symbolic communication that are uniquery human -- words. From them can be

seen the dialectical relationship between hegemony and the object of
discussion. The very words mainstream academics use indicate very specific

ideological bents.

Raymond V/illiams has written a book entitled Keywords: A Vocabutary of
In it he attempts to understand what roleCulture and Change (1983)30.

words, ie. a shared vocabulary, have in the formation of ideologies. He looks

at how meaning is both communicated and formed. through the use and

changes in use of various words, includ.ing 'development' and 'tradition'.

certain uses bound together ceftain ways of seeing culture and
society... . Notes on a 

- list of words... i*çl 1 way of recording,
investigating and presenting problems of meaning in the area in whichthe meanings-of culture and.-society have formed. IFor wiilir-r1 ,oortof the social and intellectual isiues... could. not- really U"- tf,ougfrithrough, and some of them... cannot even be focused únress ;; ¿ìre
conscious of the words as elemenrs of the probtems (17).

In his section on the word 'development', \ü/illiams says that by the mid-

nineteenth century people were talking about it in tenns of evolutionary

stages; "economies and societies destined to pass through predictable 'stages

r: .30.Th"-inspiration for this thesis's "Append.ix Three -- Keywords,,, comes
directly from V/illiam's work.
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of development', according to a known model" (103). wiliams notes that
after 1945 a major change in its usage occured. Before rg45, the simpre

opposite of 'developed', when tarking about industry and cornmerce was

'undeveloped'. After 1945, it became the ,'new and influential word.

'underdeveloped"' (103). This new word ca¡ried with it specific connotations

and political implications for "Each sense of 'underdeveloped, connected with
a view of poor or colonial or ex-colonial societies as places in which already

established ideas of 'developmenr' musr be appried', (Ìbíd.).

The word 'traditionaf is also heavily loaded. with powerful political
connotations implying the need for remedial action. In this case William,s
anaiysis shows how words can limit the range of discourse; if the meaning of
a word can calry within it a complete invalidation of alternate ideas, it can

seemingly justify its own existence. Traditional is

now often used dismissively.... Indeed 'traditionalism' seems tobecoming specialized t9.,q .{elgri_ption of trauitsìi-tJiers inconvenientvirtually any innova tion (ib i d.3 lg -i2O).

be
to

of course, traditional is opposite to 'moderîr,, and the reifying of us
society as modern, free, and destined. to greatness, has characterized much

social analysis since the war. In contrast to the modern US, other societies

have become labeled traditional due to their seemingly illogical reliance on old.

ideas and old methods. This is an idealist vision of socieries, which

characterizes them by their idea sets, belief systems, or their social

interactions. One way or another it sees societies as having some core of
ideas that perpetuate the society ideas must be smashed for progress to

take place.
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MODERNIZATION

'Modernization' is a word that well shows the link between the day to day
hegemony of the capitalist mode of production and academic theorizing. It is

used in colnmon parlance in a way that makes it seem like a natural process

-- one imbued with the very logic of natue but it is constructed from
interaction in a capitalist social setting.

Through the C19 and very markedly in C20... 'modern' became virtuallyequivalent to^ improved ôr satisfaótory oi'-"fft.i"nt... In relation roinstitutions of inãustry ^[modernizatioí ñj nãrma¡y or"d- to-^ln¿i.ur"something unquestionabþ favourable or desirabte (wiiriãrít' los:zob\. "

Very simply, modern has become equated with good. And as emotional and

sensual animals, people partialty categonze experience in tefins of good and

bad straightforward, day-to-day feetings. But whereas ,good, relates to
more individual and personal perception, 'modern' came to have a very

capitalist-specific meaning in both government and academic circles.

Modernization is a 
. 
recently coined synonym for such older terrns ascivilization, wesjgnlizqtton,' and in¿uit i¿íration rrre 

- 
uiag.-- óo-",primarily. from United. States government agencies concerned with theresrrucrurine_ Tq. devetopment 1f Third wä¡¿ societiãs iHil;; and'Whitten, 

1976:272)

Concepts of modern and traditional societies entered the social sciences

through Weber, and Ha¡vard's Talcott Parsons. Parsons' theoretical distinction

saw societies built on either particularistic or universalistic relationships (Leys,

1982:333), with the implication that traditional societies, with their

particularistic social relations based on such things as kinship, encouraged

ascriptive roles in society (roles determined by binh or personal favour). This

was in contrast to the modern, universalistic, societies, which were said to
delineate between people on the criteria of achievem ent (íbid.).
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The implications of the distinction between traditional and modern are

clear; the US stands in marked contrast to the stagnant and underdeveloped

countries of the Third World. These countries' poverty is seen as a product

of their traditionalism, which, by people's reliance on old and inefficient

methods, blocks development. Trad.itional and particularistic belief systems--

which are illogically (and thus wrongly) against wide open foreign invesrmenr,

trade, and private property must thus be changed if development is to

occur.

As discussed above, ruling class theory revolved around. ways to allow us
capital to penetrate into foreign "traditional" societies. And from academia

c¿une' in the 1950's and 1960's, the same basic policy suggestions as voiced by

government officials and business leaders. A good example is given in this

1963 selection from an influential economics textbook which says that the

Thfud World needs trade with the US to help them develop.

Optimism... for underdeveloped counrries in theirthe developed countries seems to be warranted...
recognition... that opening... markets to th,
underdeveloped a¡eas is an essential pan of thiir
assist underdeveloped countries to glrow (Snidei,
Sherman, 197 2:168, emphasis added).

trading relations with
[due to] the growing
export products of
accepted program to
quoted in Hunt and

It is this mystique of the market that informs modernization thought.

This idea that free trade between nations is both natural and beneficial goes

back to the nineteenth century economist David Ricardo, who felt that the

world market would regulate and balance the d.ifferences between countries:

"each country will concentrate on making those goods for which it is best

suited, and will buy from other countries products for which they are best

suited" (Stawianos, 198 1 :38).
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But capitalism is an economic system built on processes of weaith

differentiation; in fact, it is unique as a social system in that surplus is

exploited through an purely economic relationship between people the

relation of wage labour. The seeming equality of the wage market merely

serves to hide the structural dependency of wage earners and other di¡ect

producers; given the profit-oriented, pennanent-crisis nature of capitalism,

there is always the continual pressure on many direct producers back towards

a subsistence barrier. v/ithin the world. as a whole, the spread of the

capitalist mode of production has also divided areas of the world. inro poor

and rich, as Europe and the People Without HÍstory has so empirically proven.

And it is a continual process of impoverishment; Samir Amin (1930) calculates

that in the 1970's the Third World was "super-exploited" to the tune of 300

billion US dollars per year. Most of this transfer of wealth was in the form

of raw materials and metals -- 85 per cent being the figure for US imports

during the Vietnam War (Hunt and Sherman:168). Return trade has generally

taken the form of high-profit manufactured. consumer good s (ibid.) and more

recently, weapons -- both for the tiny elites.

capitalist processes have made much of the Thfud world very poor, *d
thus they are unable to develop an economy that raises investment capital

aimed at producing for local consumption, a problem that wolf notes.

One of the things about Latin America is that
gapital. I_ mean. capl!4 accumulation operates inis exported. to the 

-US rather than usèd locally
interview #2).

Woif views modernization theory as a legitimation

He feels that the tenn 'underdevelopment' reifies

unchanging "conceptual billiard balls" (I9gZ:7), and

it never has enough
bursts and the capital
and so on (lilarhaft

for capitalist aggression.

countries' histories into

can then lead to brutal,
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dehumanized violence. Third World countries

"strangled" (ibid.) traditional stage provided the

rulers to

locking themselves into a

legitimization for the US

find ways of breaking that grp.,. The ghasjly offspring of this way ofili"tilg about the wãrld wãs^ the trreo.i ãï-"fJrìed draft urbanizarion,(Hunrington 1968:655), which held thar tií" vì"tnu*.r. ..outâ ue låpeleotoward modernization^ by. driving 
- them into iit" crtres through aerialbomba¡dment and defohätion of"the .ount yriaË.- Names rhus becomethings, and things marked with an x can ueco."e'targËts or *ar i¿ b;dj".

'What Samuel Huntington, a major Harvard social scientist, said in his

attempt to justify his view of progress was,

the_ countryside, the V.C. will remain a
.dislodged from its constituency so longto exist (quoted in Lewallen, l97L:37',

with half the population still in
powerful force which cannot be
as the constituency continues
emphasis added).

Colin Leys suggests that there are two distinct periods in the development

of modernization theory. The first were "thinly disguised. abstractions from

the pluralist interpretation of us politics" (19g2:334), ârd the second, as

represented by Huntington, had "a concern with the maintenance of social

control" (íbid.332, emphasis in original). It is the second one that provides ,,a

dramatic example of the 'ideological flexibility of which bourgeois thought is
capable"' ((ibid-347). Huntington turned modernization into the political

analysis of "social mobilization plus economic development" (quoted in
ibid-336), and in so doing, made it into a policy for repression.

Huntington also shows a similar lack of concern for individuals in the US.

He feels that the us has "democratic d.istemper [due to an] excess of
democracy" (quoted in Gross, 1980:166). But it is the grassroors people, that

Huntington hates so much, who were wa¡ victims (both uS and vietnamese).
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war means that people suffer; the technorogical power of the modern

military-industrial state is awesome. As I have discussed elsewhere, the uS
mechano-chemicai destruction of much of vietnam led to an eco-crisis at

virtually all levels of society. watertables, soils, rainforests, and. human and

animal populations were seriously disrupted; new diseases and the plague

appeared in refugee camps; local production fell dramatically; and drugs,
prostitution, and other GI 'service industries' became the unchosen livelihood

of millions of displaced, landless, vietnamese (lvarhaft, 1990b). Modernization

(which was equated with good) became so tied to destruction, that Vietnam

may never fecover.

of course not all modernization perspectives suggest bombing countries

into the future. Some even recognized, that the US was an 'imperialist, nation,

but "deny, however, that this 'imperialism' is basically economic in nature,,

(Hunt and Sherman:168). Rather than acknowledge that profit is the major

motor in capitalism, economic historian David Land.is says,

it seems to me one has to look at
response to a common opportunity that
power (quoted in ibid.I69). - -

imperialism as a multifarious
consists simply in disparity of

PART THREE .. A CASE STUDY OF COLD WAR ACTIVISM

Chapter One used quotations from a variety of US government officials in

an affempt to document their specifìc attitudes and world views. These

documents give an ethnographic glimpse into the sub-culture of the upper

echelons of the US state. With the same puq)ose, I provide the following

material: to document a specifîc historically-occurring situation where conceprs

of pure science and cold-war ideology were very much intertwined.
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VALIJE NEUTRALITY: TALCOTT PARSONS AND NAZI COLLABORATORS

Harva¡d's Talcott Parsons was one of the major US sociological thinkers of
the post-war period. His importance spilled over into the field of
Anthropology as well, for he had close contacts with Clyde Kluckholn and

Alfred K¡oeber, two major anthropologists. parsons argued for a

structural/functional approach to sociology which he fert shourd be

characterized by value-neutrality. His approach, with this value-neutrality,

saw a focus on how structures of "values, ideas, and other symbolic-

meaningful systems [function] as factors in the shaping of human behaviour,,

(Kroeber and Parsons, 1958:583, quoted in Harris, 1979:2gI).

western society has certainly developed many ideas of value-free activities,

ranging from journalistic creeds about gathering and reporting news, to

attempts to portray social theories as above or isolated from any participation

in the social circumstances they purport to study and. analyze. The common

belief in pragmarism is also paft of this hegemonic pressure. It easy ro
discount other people's ideas as mere beliefs, if one can claim ,common 

sense,

and 'getting on with the job' as natural.

Just as Pa¡sons hailed his theories as being "value-free,,, the concept of
pragmatism is hailed as being non-ideological. Thus, in an attack against a

materialist concept of history, while talking about classes, parsons says that it
is preferable to look at

the structure of crcc rpational roles within the system of industrial
society .[rather than] the orientation of capitaliitic 

-enterprise 
ro pìont

and the theory of exploitation (quored. in LeacocË., tgii,eo r'
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Parsons in effect is redefining the concept of 'class, in such a way that it
is not possible to view emiseration as a structural occr.¡rrencei only as a

quantifiable happenstance. Eleanor Leacock feels that this denial of the

importance of production and expropriation of surplus leads to a theory that

is ultimately rautological.

Class status is defined through scaling of occupation and/or income andeducarion, and e¡dressry corrérating ithei 
"urd6Ër... The net effect __indirectly also the cause is a-mechanical or- sratic view-ôi-.åarity.That which numerically predominates at a given moment... is considered'proven' (ibid.).

It may be easy to say that Parsons' value-free science could not exist, but

that is not the point. In this section, what we are concerned with is the

political and academic influence of a noted academic in post-war United

States who professed these ideas. Thus we can do no better than to look at

the actions of Parsons himself, as well as the implications and some of the

results of his actions. The incidents here revolve around a l94g trip parsons

took to Germany.

Recently a number of pa¡sons' letters,

Kluckholn, have surfaced, and they provide

need. Jon Wiener writes about the

implication s in The Natíon.

including ren he wrore to Clyde

us with the empirical evidence we

letters, their history, and their

Talcott Parsons... worked with Army Intelligence officers and stateDepartment officials after v/orld war .u in an ãp"iãtion to smuggle Nazicollaborators into the. country as soviet studies'exñ;r... pa¡sons wentto. GermanY $uring the suminer of 1948 and interiiewe¿ Russian- riiið,who had worked for the Nazis; atong with Armi lniemgãn;;;ffil;;-h"
proposed ,vayf ro circumvent govérnment póticies tiat barred. ñazicollaborators from obtaining u.S. visas... 'ralcãit parsons believe¿Harva¡d University needed some too, for its Ñrir" Research Center('Wiener, I989:289i.
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Parsons wrote to Kluckholn about his attempts to recruit a man named

Nicholas Poppe to Harvard. Poppe was a member of the infamous Nazi

Wannsee Institute from 1943 onwards. He even has admitted that his repons

were influential over the SS in choosing what communities were to be

exterminated (ibid-306). After the war he was wanted by the soviet

government for war crimes, but certain US citizens wanted otherwise.

Because of Poppe's wanted status, the US was bound. by treaties to treat

him in a certain way. Thus Poppe was initially refused entry, but ,,pa¡sons

then proposed another avenue to get Poppe into the united states" (ibid.3}g).

He asked Edward Mason, a professor from Harvard who ,,worked as a

consultanr to the state Department's policy planning staff, (ibíd.) to help. As

Mason worked with chief state Department planner George Kennan, who we

have already seen was directly involved in developing a post-war/cold.-war

strategy, Parsons asked if Mason could

enlist the heþ [of xennan].... in gaining admission for poppe... parsons,
strategy worked: Kennan direcrþ intervened ro ger É"'pÈ ñr"--;ir;
country (ibíd.).

It is important to note that this intervention took place after poppe had

initially been refused entry. This shows thar seemingly democratic aspects of
the US decision-making machinery the ones within the framework of the

US legal system were nullifîed by the behind-closed.-door acrions of high

level government officials and academics.

This intervention of Parsons did not happen in a political vacuum. It was

in the middle of the Great Fear, when a number of academics were attacked as

being Communists and called before Senate committees. One of these was
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Owen Latúmore, the noted Asian specialist.

implication of pa¡sons, aid to poppe.

Here we can see a wider

Poppe was cailed by the Senate committee... tand] restified that many ofLattimore's studies óf .Mongolia were t""Ç ,ufrñci¿j Èu"e;å äiäorr.¿picture of the realities' ãnd were 'not ,ónorgrry' *îit.' - 
Þäpp.,,testimony helped provide academic respectability fãi røcórnhvir- (ib i;.;.

As we have seen, "Academic respectability" in western society is a

hallmark of how ideological legitimation takes place. The opinions of noted

experts, academics, scientists, and the like, are presented as evidence for one

opinion or another. Thus, within the umbrella of academic respectability, a

highly charged ideological battle was taking place over legitimacy and. control

of a class-divided society. In this case it takes the historical form of a

specific bias against Lattimore by parsons' protege, poppe. It even takes on a

personal aspect, for as wiener points out, poppe believed that Lattimore

(himself a state Department advisor) was one of the people who suggested

refusal to Poppe on his first application (30g). poppe, who parsons called ,,our

friend Poppe," went on to university of washington where ,'he taught many

U.S. intelligence agenrs" (ibid.).

Wiener goes on to discuss how Pa¡sons also "developed relationships with

other former Nazi collaborators" includ.ing former members of the Vlasov

Army, of which half the members were from the ss Kommando Kaminsky, ,,a

Byelorussian militia that had spearheaded the Nazis' annihilation of the lg43
Warsaw ghetto rebellion" (íbid.).

All this information about his trip he reported in his letters to Kluckholn,

and said it was "damned important" that these Nazi collaborators be allowed

into the US and be given positions in universities (iåid.309). So the man who
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championed value-neutrality in sociology had a clear commitment to the cold
war; he had a commitment to the values and poiicies of the US ruling elite,
and to the apparatus that supported it. Parsons' Ietters never ask whether a
university should have the same goals as the State Department and Army
Intelligence in gathering information about the Soviet union. Nor does he

question if ex-Nazi, anti-communist war-criminals are likely or capable of
doing decent and fair academic resea¡ch (ibid).

Is there something about ahistorical social theory that leads itspractitioners to 'foiget' the history of the- Nazis' crimes? Is theresomething about 'value-free' social'science-ittui'lãu¿r itr-fia.titiå"n"rs toignore the varle of bringing collaboratór" iå 
-¡urti"èi '- tl^-ìËä- 

"n¿,Parsons proves to be anotñer"case in ;_¡õr9;rrrgtllá-inar'stärl,: tiratof leading ljberal schola¡s in the uniiø-- siut"s making poriticalcommitments in the name of the cord war, uiinaìng tne-setuàî tð-morarissues and making a mockery of their ìi"i-r -ià 
objective scholarship(ibid.).

This section has exemplified. much of what has been discussed before. The

secret state, attempts at intimidation, direct links between government and

universities, elite recruitment, and the specific academic articulation of pro-

government policy. Even the ideological aspect of the roles of universities can

be seen, as Parsons was a major proponent of varue-free research.

PART FOUR .- CONCLUSIONS

Thus fa¡ we have seen that within the us there exists an academia that:

A' exists in a society that has an overarching anti-communist hegemonic

perspective,

B. is the specific target of manipulative governmental policies,

c. polices itself, within the framework of 'professionarism,'
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D. falls on the 'mental' side of an socialry constructed mentaymanuar

labour ba¡rier,

E. has an education relationship that maintains concepts of status quo,

F' manifests many ruling class beliefs simply because of the capitalist-

determined logic of day-to-day existence,

G. uses language that carries within it a specific pro-capitalist bias.

We have also seen an example

science, Talcott Parsons, who was

with cold war participation.

a maJor proponent of value free social_

fact deeply and ideologically involved

of

in

IMPLICATIONS FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM

There ffe, in my estimation, two main implications to the argument

presented above. One, there is a very limited chance that an academic,

studying social science, can arrive at a powerful and critical perspective

regarding his or her home society, and two, if a such a perspective is
developed, it is unlikely that it will be listened to. As J. porter says,

Fr utopians, F. rebels, or the avant-garde find themselves more orless excluded from the means of commu"nication, ãxcept under controlledsituations when they are presented. as curiositi'es- Cq,iot.ã in rntìiiuarro,
1969:260).

The academic freedom that is so highly touted in the us (and other

countries as well, of course), was never defended. for those scholars who fell

outside the normal range of discourse. Even during the late fight against
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McCarthyism, the defense was only against "the acdons of vigilantes at a

time when the gravest threat to freedom come from the state,, (Lasch,

1969:93)' The hypocrisy of the defenders of freedom is further made evident

by the lact that "Anti-communist liberals cannot claim to have defended

cultural freedom in the United States with the some consistency and vigor

with which they defended it in Russia" (ibid.).

In spite of the hypocrisy and obvious self-serving attitudes among the

academic elite of the US, the most important idea is that a specific mode of
production actually gives rise to a specific type of theory about the world.

In a class divided mode of prod.uction, these theories provide justification and

legitimation for ruling class policies. In the capitalist US, it can be seen that

the scholarship that was done in the 1950's was dominated by ,,consensus

history, modernization theory, tand] structural functionalism" (Schrecker,

1986:339) all theories that ultimately provide legitimation and support for

the foreign and internal policy objectives of the US.

Legitimation was not the only effect of the US promulgation of the cold

war; it had an effect well beyond the realm of academic theory-making.

Marxism and its. practitioners were_ marginalized... open criticismdisappeared. And college stud.ents becamõ a sitent grn"látion 
^îtror"

most adventurous spirits- sought cultural instead of poiitical outlets fortheir disconrenrs... Teac.hers þhyed it safe... [and] thère is no- io*- *uyto measure the books that were not written, the courses that were not
taught, and the research that was never undertaken (ibtd.33¡g).

It would take the civil rights and women's movements, and the Vietnam

War to provide for a new series of experiences that could allow for an opening

up of critical perspectives.
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TTIE 19th CENTURY: END OF POLITICAL ECONOMY

It is important to realize that the ideas discussed above are not relevant
just to the post ww II period. In the 19th century, academics were in a

similar capitalist-defined matrix; one defined by a division between menral and.

manual labour, private property and pure science. As we shall see in the

next chapter, anthropology provided a legitimation for the expansion of the

capitalist West into the rest of the world, just as modernization theory was

to rationalize politicar and economic expansion of the us in the post ww II
period' In fact, Wolf feels the entire development of various fields in the

social sciences seems to have been defined by an attempt to rationalize

capitalist society' Where there had originally been a unified freld of srudy,

that of Political Economy, by the mid rgth cenrury there had developed the

disciplines of economics, sociology, psychology, and political science; each with
their mutually exclusive domains, and each with their own justifications. He

says that the

rplft i¡to sepa{ale [and .unequal] specialties and disciplines... led noronly forward inro the intensivé air¿ rpéðiurL.a ,tu.iv ôï'- pãñcular
asp€cts of human existence, but turned the ideologicJieasoì.'är'ttut
split - into intellectual justification for ttre 

--iþecialties - 
tr,emsetues(1982:7).

While this split may have been disastrous for the study of the human

world as an integrated system of socio-politco-economic relations, it certainly

did not hurt the fortunes of the leaders of the capitalist narions. The last

thing they wanted was a perspective that showed the unified. nature of
exploitation; class conflict, and the private property basis of poverty.

It is likely that it was precisely. the conception of potitical economy asa structure of classes that led the nasôent sociil sciences to iurn
against the concept of class. If social, economic, *a poiiti.ur ,.ruri*,
were seen to involve a division into antag_onistic classes,'endowed U/ ifrestructure of the political economy itselT with opposing inteiesti' an¿
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capabilities, the¡..the pulsuit -of order wouid indeed be haunted. foreverby the spector of discord' (ibÌd.20,.rnpt áii, i;;gi"d).

Anthropology seemingly had no specific biases, with its focus being

societies seemingly outside the realm of western influence. But just by the

mere fact that anthropologists could study other societies, without the

reciprocal arrangement being possible, shows the underiying differentials in
power between the studiers and the studied. Unfortunately, topics such as

these were nor to arise in anthropology until the 1950's, with the slow

acceptance of Ma¡xist theory by people such as Eric Wolf.
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CHAPTER THREE .. ANTHROPOLOGY

Limits on critícal theory c_grye from many places. us rulers had, aspecific vested inte.rest in rimitinþ perspeciíues th.at ca¡àd iiio- quînø,the legítimqcy ol their expansÌon"inio rite rhtid wàrrd. ilri ,lru=rlliî""racademia, .þl vlrtue of íis existence t, a càjitaríli--crass-¿¡r¡irà-'ioaìry
also contributed to a very límited autonomy when it came to academic
freedom -for Marxist research. The fietd'o¡ oiiniápotogy ¡irrî¡-lãi'" ohistory that has been resolutely anti-Marxist. e '

In the world-wide contradiction between working classes and rulers, and

within the competition among various ruling classes, there continued to a¡ise

beliefs that were both critical and radical. To a certain degree the

anthropological idea of holism fits into this category in spite of
anthropology's role in the expansion of capitalism. Before the wil,
anthropology had certainly earned the epithet 'handmaiden of imperialism., It
was tied in with the expansion of the V/est into the rest of the world., and. in

many ways justified it. But anthropology's holistic focus on the political,

social, economic whole of the societies it studied, allowed. it the framework

from which to expand its horizons and see the links between the subjects of
study and the societies from whence the stud.iers came. It is within this

holistic framework that wolf was able to develop his limited radicalism.

PART ONE 19th CENTURY IMPERIALISM, EVOLUTIONISM AND

ETHNOCENTRISM

The rise of the fîeld of anthropology in the mid nineteenth century marks

a very specific period in the development of the capitalist mode of production.
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It was the time when Western capitalist ruling classes were competing in their
final push to bring "practically the whole pre-industrial world under their
political control" (Gough, 1968:12). This push was not a neutral or benevolent

activity, for as Eric wolf's Europe and the people without History (19g2) is a

testament to, literally tens of millions of non-Europeans were killed by

vy'estern-caused wil, starvation, disease, slavery, forced drug-addiction, over_

work, and out-and-out murder. The myth of the ,white Man,s Burden, may

have stated that Europeans were acting in the conquered peoples, interests,

but it was just a myth. Another myth that related to European expansion and

the White Man's Burden was the view that westerners had progressed to
become more rational than other peoples of the world. But where did this

view of Western progress and rationality come from? It is directly tied in
with the two concepts of positivism3l and social Darwinism conceprs

directly antithetical to a radical Marxism that saw Western capitalist rule as

destructive.

POSITIVISM

At the root of a positivist perspective is the idea that individual human

rationality has increased as a function of biological change. progress was thus

seen as an improvement of the individual human animal. If human rationality

was directly tied to the physical cha¡acteristics of humankind, then ,,it

became possible to argue that there is no need for different scientific and

explanatory procedures for intellectual, moral, social, and physical phenomena,,

(Bloch, 1983:98). Any analyst has political feelings and goals (whether he or

she is conscious of them of not) and thus there are always potitical

implications to one's analysis. For August comte, the founder of this

31 rpywon¡
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perspective, progless needed a climate of order

perspective, stability ensured that human rationality

potential.

and stability.

could work to

this

full

The concern with stability can be seen ro be part of the rise of industrial

capitalism' Firstly one must note that the popularity of positivism is

associated with the expansion of industrial capitalism. put a¡other way,

positivism tied in nicely with the needs of an expanding industrial capitalism.

As more and more manufactured goods were coming out of the industrial

world, and as there developed a greater reliance on imported raw materials,

the integration of a capitalist world market necessitated. a safe, stable world.

As well, industry, with its highly technological and expensive machines, was

very susceptible to disruption from disgruntled workers, a lack of spare parts,

or whatever. 
u

But what social pressures led to a view that individual rationality was

responsible for progressive social change? I feel that the answer lies in an

understanding of the historically specific social division of labour in what we

are calling the capitalist mode of production. Capitalist society sers up

situations where people have a certain (albeit limited) number of choices.
'Whereas labour was tied to the land in tributary societies, with the free labour

market of a capitalist mode of production individual choice about where to sell

labour was necessitated. As there are only a limited number of work

situations available, and a return to the land is restricted (by private property)

the choice is not whether to sell one's labour, only to whom to sell it. At

the very basic level of suwival, rational choice is dictated as a necessary

action for property-less producers.

In

its
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The owner of private productive property arso must make economic

calculations of a very fine degree. Being in competition with other capitalists,

and trying to increase production and decrease costs, ensures that successful

capitalists will have a specific economically based rationality. The fact that

both producers and owners make economic decisions as individ.uals (not being

part of a kin or tribute dominated society) shows the link between a capitalist

mode of production and a belief in an individual-based rationality. Successful

capitalists in particular learn this as they become successful. In the seemingly

uncontrolled world of f¡ee enterprise, individual success is seen as a result of
individual effort and skill. The nature of the world explains it to them... it is

obvious. It is not a far jump to see how racism and the belief in the

superiority of the 'west came from the continued. political, mititary and

economic triumphs of capitalist westerners over traditional peoples.

As V/illiams points out, one of

West triumphed over was the trad.itional

the traditional societies that the capitalist

feudal West.

The emergence of notions of individuality, in the modern sense can berelated to the break-r'q of the medievar' 3o"i¿, i.onomic and religiousorder. In the general movemenr againsr reuá¿is-'"d"ir 
*î*ur'î 

n"*srress on " TT:s. .personal - existence over and above rris 
-irace 

orfunction in a rigid h-ierarchical society.-. lt-*as 
-not 

until lC17 and Clgthat a new mode of analysis, þ loþc_ an¿ *ãtñematiðs, poriurut"o tn"individual as the substantial entity... " rn 
-óiasì-ic¿ 

economics, rrade wasdescribed in a model which postútated r.p*uìã-individ.uals *rro ãi.i¿r¿,at some starting -po]!t, to eñter into ecoïomic or cornmercial relations(V/illiams, 1983 : 1 63 - I 64).

SOCIAL DARWINISM

In the context of the increasing competition of the rising international

capitalist enterprises, the view of progress and superior rationality became tied

to another anthropological perspective -- Social Darwinism. Il as Darwin had

shown, there was a law of nature that selected for biological fitness, then it
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was not a far jump to link that to cultural evolutionism. ln fact, the

anthropologist Spencer, with his biological models of human social organizarion,

had originally coined the phrase "survival of the fittest", which soon became

the hallmark of all evolutionary perspectives, whether they were biological or
cultural. Actually "the popular application of the biological idea to sociat

thought, come not so much from Darwin as from the whole tradition of
evolutionary rheory" (V/illiams, 1 9g0: g7).

It seemed self-evident that the concept of fitness reflected on those who

had done well in industry and. commerce. The seeming naturalness of striving

for personal profit reinforced these views. For these captains of industry,

Social Darwinism provided the perfect scientific justification for their

continued accumulation of wealth. The struggle for survival weeded out the

weak and less capable, and it was therefore a proper ordering of nature that

there should be rich whites on top and poor 'others' on the bottom. As in
any other class-based mode of production, we see that there develop ideologies

that do indeed justify and thus help perperuare economic inequality. The

concept of "fitness" took on the atributes of entrepreneurial skill, drive for
profit, and so on. "Add ro that the theory of historical progressive

development... you have Social Darwinism in its developed form,, (ibid.gS).

Where various religious creeds have been appropriated by ruling classes and

used to protect their position, Positivism and Sociat Da¡winism easily futfilled

the same function.

TI{E WHITE MAN'S BURDEN

There is one further aspect to this general 19th century perspective. If
western, white, rich society was the most progressive, due to its supposed
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fitness, then anything that inhibits the fitness of other societies should. be

avoided' Instead they should be helped along through discipline imposed by
the West: the White Man's Burden. Spencer himself felt that the state had no

obligation to give charity, or to herp the poor. "For spencer, the danger ray

in the possibility that individuals would somehow manage to avoid natural

selection because of misguided artruism" (Harris, 1969:223). people on rop

deserved their position, and the onry way to herp lesser peopres was to
encourage them to work hard and educate them in he superior ways. Spencer

and others argued this point from what they believed was a alruistic
rationale, for

if you really 
^b^_gli,ru. 

this, if you really believe that there is a system ofprogressive social selection eoing ol,. it can seem wild iniamy rointerfere with it. And it is ihe ionfidence that evolution ls 1åuoing ,othis development that forms the eth.ical oi quasi-.itti.J'^.ãLpäË"t ofwhat becomes Social Darwinism. otherwise it= seems the merest randomand cruelty and rarionalization (Williams, 19g0:ggj. 
--

Thus the White Man's Burden was not charity; it was proper administration

and control. If non-whites (and poor whites for that matter) were inherently

less fit, i.e., lazy and stupid, then they must be educated and made to work.

Thus the colonial school systems and various forms of forced. labour typify the

Western expansion into the rest of the world in the 19th century. It can be

demonstrated that these myths of Western superiority dominated 19th cenrury

anthropology, just as they dominated other parts of western society.

ANTHROPOLOGY

The grand-scale evolutionary anthropology of the 19th century focused on

the evolution of small scale societies into large ones. It too was also imbued

with a feeling that 'Western civilization was the pinnacle of human

development, however romantic the notion of the "noble savage" may have
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been' Anthropologists also attempted "to argue that there is no need for
different scientific and explanatory procedures for intellectual, moral, social,

and physical phenomena" (Bloch, i983:98). This arrempr ro creare a social

science with a wholesale relation to natural science provided a rational for
continued expansion into the non-Western world. And as we shall see, 19th

century anthropology did more than rationalize Vy'estern imperialism... it
justified it.

'whether we look at Morgan, Tylor, or Spencer, we see an underlying

continuity in their views. To them there are th¡ee basic levels of society:

savagery, barbarism, and civiiization. And to all of them, there was no

question that thei¡ society -- western, capitalist, and white -- was the highest

(read best) form that had ever existed. They may have seen different

mechanisms for the transformation between stages Morgan focusing on

technology, spencer on population pressure and competition, or Tylor on a

specifically biologicafracialist view of an increasing rationality of the mind.--

but they all shared the view that whatever the mechanisms, Western

rationality was pa-ramount. It was a rationality focused on the individual as

the source of cultural change, and. this is Harris's reason for calling them all

racist (19 69 : 13 I - 1 4I).

What other commonalities underlay the evolutionary anthropologists of that

time? One obvious one is that most fieldwork was done in conquered a-reas.

The very fact that Westerners were doing field.work in foreign lands indicated

their superiority. The split of the field of political economy into sociology,

economics, and political science (as discussed. in chapter Two) had

implications for the discipline of anthropology roo. Anthropologists did not
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attempt (or even think) to analyze

manipulatable to the economists,

their own societies. Just as society became

so did the anthropologists objects of study.

spencer was not alone in voicing his views of the superiority of western

society and the necessity to "avoid misguided altruism" (Harris, lg6g:223). As
Elizabeth Carriere notes' both Morgan and. Tylor also shared. racist views about

what they called "savage" and "barba¡ian" societies.

Morgan had little to say about the sufferings, actual genocide andethnocide which the Indians of Nonh Àil;;";ere undergoing at thetime of his srudies" [Krader, 1972]. ifyiãr;o opinion ,i"i irràt theprogress of happiness musr have -its 
-curu¿tí"r, 

-¿ it is the ãanäät" orthe an_thropologist to indicate which 'cutt*ãs; arã-åxi-endable:It is a ha¡sher, and at times painrut, oincã of ethnosraphv toexpose the remains of crude 
-old 

cultures *hi"hl;;;-i;ilãinto harmful_ sup_erstition, illd t" -ã.x these out fordestruction [Tyior] (quoted in carriere, lglgrg_1. Cr',i"rd;
emphasis)

It must be said that these views found a gïeat following in Western

nations. In the US in the 1880's, we see

John D. Rockerfeller, who said that the growth of a large business ismerely the 
_ 
survival of the fittest and -ã¿e u pr"tty analogy with api.e rose bloom which has to be ¿euu¿ãø-"í'i;r',iü;di""ir*,rrino.

blooms before it can come ro perreðtion_. - of .åil;, "ilii'*å, 
anideotogv: it was consciously . 

'ir 
.^"pñrlìion--to iiuãi¿----.g.ii*iun

tendencies, to measures of social welfaiti an¿- ierorm, and chsiically roideas of socialism (V/illiams, 19g0:90).

But it was not only the rich businessmen, colonial officials, nor the elitist

academics who viewed society this way. The naturalness of existence of
people's day-to-day lives provided the logic for their acceptance of this

ideology. "Millions of men... wenr out each day knowing they had to be

stronger or more cunning that their fellows if they were to survive or take

anything home to their family" (ibid.92).
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So the predominant ruling class rational of Western superiority and

progress imbued anthropology as well as the rest of society. The belief that

white, industrial, western society represented the pinnacle of human

development not only was believed by evolutionary anthropologists, it was

reflected in their theoretical perspectives. It certainly is true that

"Anthropology is a child of imperialism" (Gough, 196g:12).

PART TWO -. 19th CENTURY MARXISM AND ANTHROPOLOGY

At the same time that grand-scheme anthropology and Social Darwinism

was coming into its own, a different perspective was being developed. Ka¡l
Marx and Friedrich Engers had, since their meeting in rg4z, been working

towards a radical understanding of society. Their specific aim was the

revolutionary transformation of class-divided capitalist society. To this end

they developed a theoretical perspective that has come to be known alternately

as Marxism, historical materialism, or dialectical materialism.

BASIC MARXIST AXIOMS

At the basis of any Marxist understanding is the view that the human

animal is both social and productive, where production is seen as a social

transformation of nature. The implications of positing an animal that produces

through joint labour are many. As Marx said in the oft-quoted preface to A
Contributíon to the Crítique of polítícal Economy,

i¡ the social-.production of their life, men enter into definite relationsthat are indispensabre and independent of their *iir,- iãtti""î ofproduction which. correspond to a. ãefinite stage of develop-*i- ðiirr.i,material productive foices. The sum toät of these' retatións' ofproduction consrirutes the economic strucrure of ,óói.ty-,---ihä'" rearfou¡dation, on which rises a legal and political superstructure and towhich correspond defînite forms óf sociat ^consciousness. 
The mod.e ofproduction of material life conditions the social, political an¿ lnættãòtuatlife process in general. It is not the 

"oátöiousn"ss 
of men that
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determines their being, but, on the contrary, their sociar beine thatdetermines their consclóusnesi. Ar a cerrain srage "l ,iäi, i"iliäË-åi,,the material oroductive forces of society .;;î i" conflict with theexisting relations or p.óauð;ñ ;; -- whát is bur a tegat expression ofthe same thins ;,-*-ilh the pioperty rerations *itr,in îtich'rh;y"^tuu"been ar *o.k" hitherto. Fróm ^ foíms of dlvelòJment of which theproductive forces these rerations turn into their ¡;rtã;r. rtren uigins 
'àn

epoch of social revolution. With the ctrangã ãr 
-thä..onomic 

foundationthe entire immense supersrrucrure is -or"" oi léìi iapidly tu;;fñ.à.In considering such rransformations a d.istinction sr,tur¿- ;ú.t;'b;';;ä.between the materiar rransformation of the- 
"ðónå-i. "oîãition, 

^-är
production, which can be determined *itt .tt e- pirecision ði _¿tu.afscience, and the l^egal, poritical, religious, aesthetic br philosoprri.-- __--in
short,. ideological forms in which mãn becom. .óir.lous of this conflictand fight it 9ut. Jusr as our opinion of an i"¿iri¿"¿ is not uuiél-ônwhat he thinks of himself, so ô* *. 

"oi :ráËä-ãi,"ðn--ã"p*ãä är
l3l^rl"^Tili9" by its own consciousness; on tt" --óoru.iî, "-,rrì,
consclousness must te explained rather f¡om the contradictíons ofmaterial life, from jh" exiiting - conflict ¡et*eån 

-ì-rre 
social 

- 
proäù.tiueforces and the relations of prõduction (Ma;, 

- 
risql' quored in Tucker,1978:4-5).

As can be seen from the above statement, Ma¡x took what could be

generally called an evolutionary view of social change, but in direct conrrast

to other evolutionists, he did not base the motor of change in changes in

individual human capacity, nor did he accept the positivist notion that Western

rationality was the panacea to the world's problems. He delved beneath the

Eurocentric and racist assumptions about progress and. viewed social change as

being based in the conflict overt and covert, physical and. ideological--

over the fruits of production. In a society based on the capitalist mode of
production this perspective proved to be

opposed to "evolutionary" is a better way

process.

very powerful. "Revolutionary" as

to categorize Marx's view of human

In spite of his focus on economic conditions, Marx was not attempting to

reduce all human behaviour to the level of the economic. He shows his

concern over this possible reading by drawing attention to the difference

between the "economic conditions... and the ideological forms." The economic
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level can be determined, measured, and quantified, just as one does in the

natural sciences, but when dealing with the ideological, Marx notes the active

influence of human agency, as they "become conscious... and. fight it out.,,

James Wessman claims,

to suggest that Marx intended to reduce all
material process of production. Rather, itthat is grounded in material conditions

Ma¡x saw social logic as starting with production, from which follows the

ideas of distribution and consumption.

In 
. 
generating wealth... items are .produced before lhey are exchangedand lhry are exchanged before,. tt ey are consuÀed; i"*g ðän'r'.llr¿,

more irems must be produced (ibid.s).

nothing is more absurd than
aspects of social life to theis the logic of social life
(Wessman, 1981:5).

within this social logic Marx courd. argue that people make their own

history, i.e., are actors or participants in the making of their own life. The

conditions of day to day production/distribution/consumprion that seem

natural present people with choices that they must make decisions on. The

choices may be based on a logic that reflects thei¡ understanding how the

world works, or on how they feel about how it works. Both the logic, and.

the emotional values are ultimately defined by the mode of production

(relations of production), but it is the individ.ual that learns them, interprets

them, and uses them in his or her life. People make history within this

framework their relationship to, and position within, the production-

distribution-consumption process. It is this dialectical relationship between

individuals and a mode of production process that allows for a powerful

reading of history' Thus the perspective is called. historical materialism. Ma¡x

"was neither a universal historian nor a historian of events, but a historian of

configurations or syndromes of material relationships" (wolf, r9g2:2r).
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The "syndromes of material relationships" that most interested Marx and

Engels were those manifested in Europe and North America in the mid 19th

century. The societies were called capitalist, but the totality of underlying

material relationships Ma¡x called the capitalist mode of production. The

reason that Ma¡x and Engels were interested. in analyzing these material

relationships underlying capitalist societies, is that they wanted. to change

them! Marx's analysis of the production/distribution/consumption process led

him to believe that capitalist society was made up of classes: relationships of
ownership of production that divided society into rich and poor. While other

societies had also been class-divided, such as feudal Europe only a few hundred.

years before, the capitalist mode of production was far different. It was so

devastatingly transforming that millions of people had their whole ways of

life shattered. Marx and Engels took a moral exception to this and dedicated

their lives to changing it.

MARX AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL MATEzuAL

One necessary component to changing something is to understand it. Marx

spent most of his life analyzing the capitalist world, and its expansion into

non-Western areas. To this end, Marx also read as much anthropological

writing as he could fînd. According to Maurice Bloch, Ma¡x had two purposes

in studying anrhropological material.

The flrst such purpose is to show how
have been produced by history and how it
history. The second purpose is to show
which organize our society are produced
formation (1983:27).

capitalism and its institutions
will therefore be destroyed by

how the beliefs and values
by the history of the social
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These concepts were in d.irect contrast to the crass mechanical

perspectives of evolutionists and Social Darwinists. The eminent destruction of
capitaiism, which Bloch calls Marx's rhetorical reason for analyzing non-

Western societies, was basically an argument for the possibitity for Socialism.

If the Social Darwinists (and just about everybody else) were right abour

human nature, then socialism was merely a pipe dream, and. a dangerous one at

that! one should let evolution take its natural course. But if it could. be

shown that things like private property, class, the state, were historically

specific, then anything might happen.

But Marx did not feer that just anything courd happen, for as we have

seen, he felt the basic motor of history was rooted in material productive

reiationships. This brings us to Bloch's second point, which is rhat Marx

wanted to show that "the beliefs and. values which organize our society,, could

be explained by a historical materialist theory of history. Marx,s concern with
anthropology was intended to prove that a materialist conception of history

was valid' If other social formations' specific institutions of property, family,

the state, etc., could be explained by this perspective, then Marx,s critique of
modern capitalist society was reinforced, and so was his betief that an

egalitarian socialist society would follow.

within this framework it is easy to see why Marx and Engels were so

happy to discover Morgan's work. His analysis of the evolution of different

types of family, property, and ideas of government, within a framework that

focused on changing technology, provided. Marx and Engels with exactly what

they needed -- a materialist conception of pre-history.
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There is another reason Marx studied anthropological material, one that is

not specifically discussed by Bloch, a¡d that has to do with Ma¡x,s preliminary

and limited discussions about imperialism. Marx's study of imperialism, the

expansion of the capitalist mode of production into areas where it was not

indigenous, required anthropological knowledge. And it is here that Marx
perhaps made one his major errors -- the belief that capitalism would fully rid
the world of non-capitalist social relations. In spite of the tremendous

sympathy Marx shows for those peoples overrun by European capitalists, he

does not see any real capacity for revolutionary change coming from those

areas while there was any vestige remaining of traditional society. It is only

when (externally imposed) capitalist social relations are fully present does

Marx feel that there will be revolutionary social change.

we see this attitude in one of Ma¡x,s analyses of India, where he says

that

England has broken down the entire framework of Indian society,without anv symproms of reconstitution yer 
"fp.-ing.-- 

rr,iiîásr"är ni,old- world,' wíth'lo guii oi"ä ""* one, imparts a parricurar kind ofmelancholy t9 . tfre present 
-misery-_ of tË Hinä"ð, 

-*d 
,"]*ur",

Tindostan, ruled by lritain, from all its ancient trad"ition., *d''rro-the whole of its pasr hisrory (Marx, 1g53, quot"o in ircïei Tgia,esq_
6s5).

The problem is that (so far, at any rate) capitalism has not fully compelled

"all nations... to adopt the bourgeois mode of production." The bourgeoisie

have not fully insisted that other societies "become bourgeois themselves.,,

And so far it does not create "a world after its own image" (Marx, 1g4g,

quoted in Tucker:475). Marx was right is saying that "the need of a

constantly expanding market for its products chases the bourgeoisie over the

It must nestle everywhere, settle everywhere,whole surface of the globe.
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establish connections ever)¡where" (ibíd.476). But "establishing connections

everywhere" is not the same as creating an urban proletariat everywhere.

Perhaps it was an underlying Eurocentrism on Marx's part, or perhaps it is

due to iimited data from outside Europe, but Marx felt that revolutionary

consciousness one specifically geared to changing capitalist social relations

-- would have to come in advanced nations, with advanced urban proletarians.

It would take Lenin in the Soviet revolution and Mao in the Chinese one ro
recognise the possibie revorutionary potential of the peasantry. In the

discipline of anthropology, that role (as we shall see) fell to Eric wolf.

EARLY MARXIS T ANTHROPOLOGY

As we shall see, the legacy of Marx's anthroporogicar work does nor

overtly enter the western scene until the 1960's. In the 1950's only a few
anthropologists (Wolf included) can be seen to follow any Marxist direction at

all' Before 'wwII, only the anthropologist Leslie White reveals any contacr

with Marxism (and he was no Marxist!). Naturally, in the Soviet union, the

case is much different. Unfortunately, their direction was limited in both its
theoretical and radical nature, and provided an easy target for those interested

in discrediting Marxist thought.

The initial problem a-rose with Marxist conceptions of non-state societies.

Engels, in The orígin of the Family, prívate property and the state (1972,

[org.1884], hereafter ca[ed The origín), a key Marxist anthropological

statement, "postulated a pre-class stage when there were no conflicting

principles and everything was sweetness and light" (Bloch, 19g3:54). The

question thus becomes how does a Marxist analysis, which focuses on
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contradiction (and specifically class contradiction) deat with societies that

apparently have no contradiction? Bloch argues that Engels has ,,a different

theory applied to primitive societies. In these, according to Engels, ideas and

institutions were merely a d.irect reflection of economy and technorogy,,

(1983:96).

Bloch discusses that in The Germøn ldeology, Formen, and. in the fi¡st
edition of The Communist Manifusto, Marx says that "something like classes

had always exisred, (and thus) the principles developed by Ma¡x in capítal
could be made to apply to all societies" (íbid.). But the environmental and

economic determinism of Engels' work, ',which systematically denied any

historical significance to consciousness,' (ibíd.lo4), is the one that gained

ptominence32. Bloch maintains that one reason for this dogmatic approach to

non-capitalist societies in the Marxist tradition lies in publication problems. It
is fact that of those three classic works done on anthropological mate nal, The

German ldeology, Formen, and, The orígín, only The orígin was published, and

The Orígin certainly emphasised that there were minimal distincrions in non-

state societies.

Anyway, in the Soviet Union, mechanical materialist ideas were to find
prominence under Statin. His d.esire to prove that there was a strict

evolutionary sequence, and that the USSR was the next (classless) stage in

that sequence ensured that Soviet anthropology maintained a technological and

geographical determinism. Human agency within contradictory situations could

Unfortunately, it is not within the range of this thesis to enter into adiscussion of whethér or not there is such u"ihing as a completeþ-classless
socie-ty -- a society .without internal contradiction. The'e*change that
1.::t:f:9 13ols.fr"l.,h anthropologists of t¡e igoo;s a"¿ iszo;r'löiia", unlnslgnt rnto the clepth of the problem: see Meillassoux, Terray, Rey and Gùeher.
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not be envisioned in a "classless" (sic) society like the Soviet Union. This was

a legacy that was to keep soviet anthropology to the absolute sidelines of
western anth-ropology well into the latter half of this century.

It was partially in reaction against this simplistic view of primitive society

that led Boas and others to become so anti-evolutionary, and of course

anti-Marxist. Leslie White was later to say,

the uses of evolutionist theory.in general and. Morgan's theories inpanicu]ar by Ka¡l Marx and- the r-adical r*iutirt ñ";.-;; Ëvokedpowerful opposition from the capitalist sysrem. Thus, *ii-*òl"tìonism
became a creed for certain sectori of sociêty. Just as 'social Darwinism,
became . a^. philosop.lri.cal justilcation of rutrrleis exploitation 

- in theindustrial field, so did antí-evorutionism ¡ecome-à ptrilåsólñy-iì ,uppo"of the church, .pry$^e^p-ro-pg1y, the family, *d rh.-äí,it¿isi- stute(quored in Leacock, lgï2:245-24q.

PART THREE -. ANTI-EVOLUTIONISM/ANTI.MARXIS M
The turn of the century saw, in the us especially, the development of an

anti-evolutionary and anti-Marxist anthropology. Much of it was indeed a
reaction against what was seen as a mechanical and dogmatic materialism, but

there was more to it than that. Eleanor Leacock sees the demise of lgth

century evolutionism as being tied in to anti-imperialist and. pro- Rebellion, the

flust Pan-African Congress in 1900, the 1905 Russian revok, and the 1910

Mexican revolution, all mark the period. when "anthropotogy moved away from

comparative evolutionary studies" (I-eacock, 1982:246). The possibility for

Marxist analysis within the discipline of anthropology ended up just

disappearing.

There are two aspects that have bearing on our discussion. one

with the obvious limitations of crassical evolutionary theory, and

has more specifically political implications.

to do

other

has

the
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REACTION AGAINST MECI{ANICAL TFIEORY

It certainly does not take a Marxist to recognize the implicit racist and

Eurocentric aspects of the grand-scheme evolutionists. The evolutionists'

glossing over of the historical record in the name of theory can also be seen

by those who are not anti-capita_list.

Franz Boas, the founder of us anthropology, rejected the study of

evolution as practiced in the igth century for precisely these reasons. One

specific vein of thought that Boas rejected was the anthropo-geographical

school of Ritter and his pupil Ratzel. Originally, Boas had studied under

Ratzel and followed his views, but after his experience of living with the

Inuit, he concluded that society could not be defined by the geography,

technology or environment of the people in question. The Russian Marxist

theorist, Plekhanov, who was also influenced by Ratzel but did not react

against, offers a good example of what Boas was rejecting.

In -primitive .society, which knows no division into classes, men's
productive activities exert a direct influence on his world outlôok and
his aesthetic taste" (quoted in Bloch, 1983:107, emphasis added).

Boas, as Bloch points out, came from the same intellectual milieu as

Plekhanov and Kautsky. But Boas reacted to this extreme mechanical

materialism in a way quite different from most Marxists -- with a revival of a

Kantian perspective on cognition and the organization of experience

(1983:L24fÐ. This is not su¡prising, as Boas read much Kant d.uring his stay in

the Arctic (ibid.127). "Following Kant, Boas stressed that cognition preceded

experience since it organized it. However, for Boas, and unlike Kant,

cognition came from culture" (ibíd.). Kant had presupposed that cognition

came from "universal properties of the mind" (Benton, l9B3:247).
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Boas's revulsion of a mechanical and racist evolutionism helps to explain

the extreme cultural relativism and. antltheoretical views that cha¡a ctenze the

US Boasian school. These views are more than a realization that culture is
important to the understanding of human society.

Boas went on to argug that since culture existed independently ofnatural circumsrances, õultures could nor be runr..l .r--t;""g^-ü;r, orworse adapted to the environment, or more or less t".ñno1ô!i.utiyadvanced, as.was impried_in evorutionary tt.o¡", 
-ä,.t,--ä"ä;t" 

ofSpencer or Morgan. ,ror Boas all cutturás *er" 
"quarty 

vatiA ìi theirown specific terms, and since they_ were all irreduci¡iä tträv'corit¿"not Ueranked... [Bo1s, ul^rq. lpyqht ,thé] concepr oi-cutture u'r ã-co.ptet",permanent, and selt-contained cognitive and ethical whole (Bloch,
1983:125-127).

It is th¡ough Boas that culture became a core concept in US anthropology.

In contrast to the 19th century evolutionists, Boas sees culture as a learned

phenomenon, and one learned on a collective or group basis. The transmission

of this learned culture is by people accepting the traditional values and

practices of the society; it is not as the evolutionists saw it -- as a natural

progression of human rationality. Boas was not interested in causality, and.

feit that since all cultures were unique the question of causality was a moot

point anyway. If there is any sense of causality in Boas's work, it is that it
comes from culture itself. German thought at this time was going through a

strong nationalist period, and this cultural determinism of Boas reflects this

focus on culture as something whole and unique.

This mystical . view 
^ 
of nationality... was particularly significantwork of another of Boas's teachers, Bas'tian, -d'*ur- passed

American anthropolo gy" (ibid.).

in the
on to

The view of culture as a unique, peÍnanent and non-comparable form is a

perspective that would be taken up by Margaret Mead and. Rurh Bened.ict, the

latter becoming a major teacher of Eric Wolf.
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POLITICAL BIASES AND ANTI-MARXISM

Boas was probably not attempting ro provide a justification for the

capitalist world that he rived in, but the theoreticar approach that he

embraced certainly did exactly that. Boas himself

was a staunch and at times courageous liberal. Boas... wïote the fi¡stmajor scientifîc utt3g!. against theäries of ru"iul inequalitv anfi 
-white

supremacy and established as a responsibility_ o! {meåã*-'.nÃrãpåiogvthe countering of racist pseudoscience" ileac *ii tggz,iaaf .^vsr 
g¡rlruvvv¡

But the historical-particularist stud.ies that characterized Boas,s work did

not provide for a way of understanding social change, and the late 19th

century and eariy 20th century were certainly characterized. by social change

throughout the world -- a change that was due to specific structural relations

between the V/est and the colonized. Boas and his followers ,,focused 
instead

on the interpretation of 'culture' conceived in ahistorical, non-processual and

totalizing terms" (ibíd.243). Leacock feels that these studies

treated societies as virru.ally _autonomous entities, existing apart from therealities of western colonial expansion, politiõäl suujuËaüãn,- ,òáno-i.exploitation, 
.|1qu:1g,. ^ .labor 

^ recruiÍmênt, ìa*atióni:--*¿Ë,- andmissionizin g... (ibid.24l -ZU).

This lack of focus on linkages (within the confines of an anrhropology

that preached cultural relativism) certainly tegitimized much of what was

happening in the us in the first half of the century. ,,Its stress on

ireducible cultural differences was given as a validation of allowing people to

be free from state interference" (Bloch, l9g3:12g). And just as rhe open Door

policy attempted to end politicat control of colonies by European powers,

cultural relativism provided an academic justification for free enterprise. So

while the Boasians may have been against the destruction of the peoples they

were studying (as most anthropologists probably are), the theoretical
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perspective rhat they were using courd not deat with that type of problem.

The closest Boas could come to a political involvement for anthropology was

"his belief that materials of dying cultures should be recorded before they
became extinct" (Nugent, 19g3:g1). This non-aiding of those affected by us
actions, fit in wel with the changing situation of the uS: a us that was now
starting to branch out into the rest of the world, in economic competition

with the colonial powers.

It is also important to note that the evolutionism of that time provided a

method by which societies could be compared. Any comparison between rypes

of societies, especially from a materially informed perspective, would ultimately

have to show the relative impermanence of structures of government, property,

and so on' But the idea of private property was considered universal by those

living in the capitalist US. Even though evolutionism was highly reactionary

and saw Western society as a pinnacle of human social development, it could

not be accepted due to its focus on the variable nature of human existence.

As part of the same process, the rejection of evolutionism was

with the west's superiority being cailed into question. The revolts

world against western contror (and all the violence associated with

concurrent

around the

repressing

them33¡ showed that the seemingly inferior peoples were capable of entering

the world stage and voicing political demands on their own. Evolutionism

originally been used to provide proof of western superiority, but from

reaction of non-V/estern peoples against Western oppression came the idea

had

the

that

-33 In the l8g,g-l.g02 attempt to suppress the Filipino insurrectos. the USkilled-literally hundreds of thousands. th.rr *as ã-tia¡or ufió.-iï'much ofthe.. ps, including_ t", Anti-Imperiarist l-eagoé, 
-',att 

odd group,... includingantilabor a¡istocrats an-4 scholars, united. in í cô-món -o.ui ouïãgr 
- 
at what

was being done to the Filipinos in the name of freedom,, (zinn, rgs-O: ãõ?t:-
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there was the possibility of internally directed change -- an anathema to rhe

ruling classes. If people could bypass the stage of Western control, then there

must be something wrong with a theory of stages, for western control had to
be right!

Another topic at the centre of evolutionary theory that became prominent

at the turn of the century was the role of the state. ',Much

nineteenth-century politicat theory... stressed that the state was the only

guarantor of personal safety" (Bloch, 19g3:g2). This was safety for the

accumulation of private capital, of course. At the time, the US was stressing

the need for strong states (following the us example) to ensure the

protection of natural private property from the realm of anarchy. As

President McKinley said about the uS 1g99 invasion of the philippines,

we could not leave them to themselves they were unfit forgovernment -- and would soon have anarchy an¿ misrule ouei
worse than Spain's was (quoted inZinn,19g0:305).

self-
there

There was even another problem that was implied by evolutionism;

evolutionism necessitated the view that the state was not universal. Not only

were societies changeable, but they were different from each other. Morgan,s

theories had shown that different societies existed without "the help of a

centralized political system... [a position] that most anthropologists would. now

endorse" (ibid.). But at the time, an endorsement of the historical specificity

of the state, was like a condemnation of the us's right to exist.

It was not only Morgan and the other evolutionists who followed this view

that different societies had different forms of political organization. Ma¡x and

Engels were glad to find confirmation that some societies existed that did not
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have a formalized hierarchical structure. As Bloch points out, Marx and

Engels did not appropriate much of Morgan's work solely because they felt

that he had a materialist perspective. They had. a rhetorical use for Morgan,s

arguments. "The reason lies once again in the central fact that the main

concern of The Orígín [which is Engels' reading of Morgan] was political, not

historical" (Bloch, 1983:78). If it could be demonstrated that people had lived.

in societies without a hierarchical power (the srate), then the possibility of a

socialist society could not be denied. So while Morgan himself may nor have

been critical of the State, for example, his view that it only existed at certain

historical points was eminently political.

The universality of the state was to remain in US (and other) anthropology

for a long time. Lowie stressed that the state was found in all societies (in a

pointedly anti-evolutionary perspective), and that the more the state grew, the

greater its benevolence. He "stressed... that the State brought safety for the

individual, peace, and the rule of law" (ibíd.g4-g5). As we shall see later, this

perspective of the state as benevolent is even found, albeit in a non-universal

way, in The People of Puerto Ríco (1956), 'wolf's first published. work.

So we see in the anti-evolutionary views of US cultural anthropology a

strange mix of perspectives. Firstly, societies are seen as unique and non-

comparable. Secondly, the state is perceived as necessary and. universal, but

this is in contradiction to the flust view of the uniqueness of d.ifferent

societies. Thirdly, causality (when considered at all) is based in a tautology--

one that says culture creates itself. The fourth anomaly is that by focusing

on the supposedly autonomous nature of societies, the question of the US role

in their transformation could be completely side-stepped. Almost as if in
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response to these basic problems, the historical-particula¡ists absolved

themselves of deaiing with them by insisting that the time to build theory

would come later; now was the time to gather data.

If one says that grand-scheme evolutionism provided the academic

legitimation for European colonial domination of the world, then it is nor a
great leap to say that historical-pa¡ticularism functioned in the same manner

for the benefit of US Open Door/free enterprise capitalism.

ultimately though, it was Marx and Engels' enthusiasm for Morgan,

coupled with their specific anti-capitalist perspecrive that really helped ro

discredit evolutionism. As Bloch points out, if Boasian "cultural anrhropology

was all-American, evolutionism, on the other hand, became associated by the

Americans with communism, in pafi because of Soviet enthusiasm for it',

(Bloch, 1983:128).

It was not to be until after WW II (with rhe exceprions of Leslie White

and Julian Steward) that material causality, social change, production relations,

and other evolutionary questions would be asked again. And they were to

asked without the racist and individualist assumptions that had been rejected

by the Boasians. As post WW II neo-evolutionism was to parry with Ma¡xism,

the political implications of the original grand-scheme evolutionists' argumenrs

were to surface once again.

A clear distinction soon emerged between Boasian formulations of'acculturation' or the replacement of old culture traits with new
|nd directly or derivatively_ Marxist explorations of underlying changesin economic glq political relations brought about by 

- 
cúonizatlon

(Leacock, 1982:255).
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PART FOUR .. COLD IryAR AND APOLITICAL MARXISM

The neo-evolutionary theories that gained prominence after ww II
represent both a continuation and a break with the Boasian tradition that

preceded them. Th¡ee major anthropologists that represent this tradition are

Leslie White, V. Gordon Childe, and Julian Steward. White they had sta¡ted

doing much of their work in the 1930's, it was not until the 1950's that their

views would gain prominence. Their ideas were not clearly Marxist; in fact,

they were not even particularly radical. But that did nor srop the attacks

from taking place. Of Julian Steward and Leslie White, it was White,s theories

that had the closer resemblance to Marxism, and. it was he that experienced

the greatest attacks.

TITE RISE OF NEO-EVOLUTION THEORY

There is only a superficial similarity between the 19th cenrury grand-

scheme evolutionists and the post-war neo-evolutionary movement: the most

impoftant similarity being that societies can be classified. into stages according

to some predetermined fonnula. And for the 20th century neo-evolutionists,

the formula was based on a consistently applied materialist interpretation of
social change.

central to their t_heory is the idea of a direct causal link between
environmental needs and institutions... the Uetiéf inat institutiõns are
explicable 

- 
in rgrms of their adaptive frtness to the enviro"-ðrì,--!i*"

the available technology (Bloch, 1983:130).

There is no longer the emphasis on individual skill or intelligence leading

to greater rationality, but rather a focus on how populations relate to their

physical surroundings. The overtly biological and racial models of the 19th

century have been shed, and there is a much greater reliance on the evidence

gathered from decades of fieldwork -- a Boasian essential.
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Two major figures in the modern period, Leslie white and v. Gordon

Childe can be called technological determinists, as they see cultu¡e being

derived from, and ultimately determined. by, the effects of using specific

technology for fulfîlling basic survival needs. For them, technology provid.es

the key to classifying societies. As White says,

man must have food. He must be protected from the elements. An¿ he
must defend himself from his enemiês. These three things tre muii do ifhe is to continue to live, and. these. objectives are ãttained onty by
technological means. The technological syst-em is therefore boitr pã-ú
and basic in importance; all human life and culture rest and. aep'ena oñit (1949:365).

The implications of a focus on technology are that a stagist view of

human history can easily be developed, and there a¡e existing and quantifiable

tool types to be analyzed. This focus on measurement is very important for

v/hite especially. He uses the measure of amount of energy realized by

specific technologies to differentiate ¿rmong types of societies. For example,

V/hite felt that the "domestication of animals... increased the energy resources

for culture building as a consequence of the increase in control over these

forms of energy" (ibid.341). Childe's focus on technology also looks at

increases in surplus as being paramount. This position is similar to White's as

it is the change in technology that is at the root of these increases. And for

Childe, like White, these changes in technology can be classified into srages

corresponding to the types of technology at use.

For both IVhite and Childe, culture "consists of the devices evolved ro

meet needs" (Childe, 1942:28) needs associated with "rhe struggle for

existence and survival" (White, L949:363). And paradoxically, it is in the

culture concept that we see the similarities to the historical-particula¡ist

position. As with the Boasians, individual actions and concerns are
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unimportant, for in both views, behaviour is leamed from cultural traditions.

As well, for White, these traditional pressures "act as a damper on further

increase in technological progress" (ibid.383). In contradiction to Boas's

position though, White's views of the primacy of technology led to a view

that saw human invention as the necessary human action that underlay

culture.

Any stagist view of history impties that forecasrs about future historical

stages can be made. Morgan foresaw a society "which will be a revival, in a

higher form, of the liberty, equality, and fraternity of the ancient gentes"

(quoted in Engels, 1972:236-237). M*^34 envisioned a classless society created

by a revolution of direct producers (urban proletariat), âDd White with his

technoiogical causation, envisioned a possible new form of society based on

atomic 
"n"rgy35 

('White, 1949:374).

Julian Steward followed a slightty different approach when compared to

V/hite or Childe. Steward "stressed subsistence activities in general rather

that technology in particular" (lMessman, 1981:64), when dealing with the causal

aspects of human society. The physical environment plays an important role

in Steward's analyses of different societies, ffid he thus laid great emphasis on

the specific ecological areas that different societies were in. This is in

contrasr to White who felt that,

34 M*^ is not stagist in the sense that both Soviets and Marxist critics
have suggested. He did not feel that there was only one unilineal direction ro
human- history. .Nor did he feel that socialism wás a historical necessity; it
was always possible that society would revert to barbarism rather than move
to socialism -- unfortunately an analysis that seems atl too true, given the US
war in the Middle East.

35 Ct itd" was primarily interested in the ancient world, and as such did
not analyze modern society, or offer views on any futue stage of human society.
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It is possible that this difference can help deal with the distinction made

between White's unilineal evolution and Steward's multi-lineal e,nolution36.

Stewa¡d tended to focus on adaptation of populations to their local

environment. Due to the variety of geographical influences in differenr areas,

Steward did not agree with fixed-stage theories that seemingly ignored. local

variation. Instead, he tried to understand each individual culture sequence,

and as it happens, this brings him close to a Boasian position.

The Boasian idea of geographical 'culture areas' finds a parallel in
Steward's work on specific cultu¡es in specific envi¡onments. The

reconstruction of culture histories underlies both perspectives as a

methodology. Also similar to Boas, the limits of the immed.iate community

studied form the limits for steward's analyses (Roseberry,l97g:34).

In marked contrast to both White and Boas, Steward. gives some role to
the individual in his theory. Stewa¡d's emphasis on the productive techniques

in subsistence patterns (as opposed to just technology in White's case) implies

that human agency is part of social change. Firstly, subsistence production

has a cultural component just by the fact that humans do the work. This is

different from a technological determinism, which, at best, has invention

in a consideration of culture as a whole, we may average all
3nvironmgnts together to form a consrant factor which máy be e*äo¿e¿
trom our t.ormula of cultural development (1949:36g).

'U, ln" problem of unilineal and multi-lineal evolution is far too complex
to be dealt with here. Sahlins and Service (1960) have atrempted ro mediate
the argument by_ adopting the concepts of specific and geneål evolution to
describe what they feel 

_ 
are merely two -different 

asi'ects ro the same
evolutionary process. Wolf makes the important point tha-t this distinction did
not "transcend... the functional analysis of the siigle case, now hypothesized
as an integral, self-regulating ecological whole" (1982: 16).
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occumng occasionally.

not include all aspects

The other point is that Steward's culture core does

of a society; "innumerable other features may have

great potential variability because they are less strongly tied to the .o."37"

(Steward, 1955:33). These features are directly due to human input, but

because they are seemingly not relevant to subsistence, they are not important

to Steward.

COLD WAR AND LESLIE WHITE

To better understand the situation of anthropology, it is useful to look at

how some theories were received in the historical milieu of the 1950's. As we

have seen earlier, a climate of fear and intimidation existed. on the campuses,

and many people lost their jobs just for being called in front of government

committees. Any space for Marxist thought on campuses was very limited. It

was even possible to go to jail under the Smith act, if revolutionary acts were

suggested.

In this period, Leslie White and his few followers were ostracised and

labelled as Marxists. As much as the Great Fear, this was a continuation of

pre-war anthropology where any evolutionary and materialist theory could be

attacked. A good example is given by the case of the anthropologist Morris

Opler who attacks, with really nasty insinuations, an a¡ticle by Betty Meggers

on 'The Law of Cultural Evolution as a Practical Research Tool' (1960).

Meggers was a student of White and her views reflect those of White

37 A, an aside, this is quite d.ifferent to Marvin Harris's view. Harris,
who is "the most active contemporary proponent of White's model of culture"
(Wessman, 1981: 63), seemingly sees all features tied to the material core.
T?king White's logic to an extreme, Harris attempts to explain all the riddles
of human existence with a focus on technology and a quest for meat protein.
Human agency becomes theoretically meaningless given Harris's emic/etic
distinction (see Nonini, 1985, and Diener, et aI, 1980).
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regarding energy capture as being key to understanding society. opler,s attack

is quite obviously aimed ar 'white as well as Meggers. In his article, oprer
virtually accuses Meggers of plagiarizing Bukharin, the Russian Marxist, in her

discussion of energy as the motive force in evolution. He attempts to

discredit the entire theoretical approach by saying that "its contents seem to
be a somewhat shopworn hammer and sickle" (1961:13).

In the height of the cold wa¡, this rype of commentary can be clearly

seen as an attempt at an a priori discreditation; from this kind of attack

there comes no need to discuss whether Meggers was actually familiar with

Marxist works, nor whether it is really similar at anything other than a very

superficial level. The depth of this kind of ideological atack, can be further

seen in Opler's seemingly innocent comment.

It is curious that our neo-evorutionists constantly acknowledge
to. Darwinl Jvl.or,. and Morgan and_ never have â worO to iãyrelation of their ideas to those of Marx, Engeis, gukh*in,-'
Labriola, Suvorov, Lenin, Stalin, et al (18).

their debt
about the

Plekhanov,

It is obviously not "curious" to opler; he clearly knows what he is
insinuating. The answer to this problem should. have been self-evident to

him: in a period were people were losing their jobs, families, and credibility

because of a rabid hatred of anything associated with Mani38, it is nor

38 thi, 'red-baiting' ig ,no,_ confined to 1950,s us. when I was takinggraduate courses in the-mid-1980's, r was attacked as being u na.oiit. oneprofessor accused me of being 'ia mouthpiece" 
- 
?or a well known Marxistprofessor. At another time, after_ deliveriig a Marxist pr.t"nìution on thetPqs 'ethnicity'_ and 'tribalism', I was acðosted with ttir r"rpõ6r "Clais,thacs all you Marxists ever think of -- crass." This respo"* 

-íÃ" 
from theprofessor, who did not attempt to discuss the concepts I liad UrouÃttt 
-forwa¡d.

I was probably no more dogriratic qbo¡rt my Marxist^ analysii-rh* 
-fit 

þaduate
llu{"n! wllh any perspective, and I kn-ow some fuiíry dogdrió 'culrural
ecologlsts that no one would ever insult in the same way. It-most probably
has ro do with the feeling that a Marxist, by definitioí, .*"ði-ir,i"t. It
comes from a "sincerely held belief that such fôrms of unórthodoxy -urt, .on
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surprising rhar any connecrion (if ir indeed existed) would

Just by saying that the ideas are similar (and they are not

opler feels that he can discredit any materialist theory of society.

be

aIl

downplayed.

that similar)

This does bring us to an important question though; are Leslie white,s

theories Marxist? They do bear some resemblance, with their focus on

technology and production. As well, White acknowledges that he "read Marx

and Engels on a rrip ro the ussR in 1929" (Leacock, rggz:250). Bloch says

about White's view of the primacy of energy that

c.learly this . theory_. is_ simila¡ to the very simple views of causation
thought -to be applicable__to. pre-class sociêties ly some of the Soviet
anthropologists, although. whité goes much further'than they-aia-uy atso
applying- ,it t9 class societies. It is very difficult ro see ín what'sense
this is a Marxist point of view except in this simitarity Ctgs¡:izgj.

As mentioned earlier, the direction that Soviet anthropologists had taken

was generally based on Engels' non-dialectical view that there actually existed

a true classless society in pre-history. It should be remembered that this view

was not one articulated by Marx, and that, for the most part, Engels took this

from the anthropology of the time. The second point that Bloch makes, thar

V/hite took the energy theory into analysis of state societies, shows that White

was not primarily concerned with the basic aspect of a Marxist analysis of the

state, namely, class conflict.

vy'essman notes that while both white and. Marx give a primacy to the

technological base, "the understandings of causality are quite different

(1981:61). White's primacy of the material base (infrastructure) is absolure,

academic grounds' at least cast
economists (or anthropology
(Miliband, 1969:256).

graye doubt on a person's suirability... Good
students) are by defînition not Mafiists"
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with causality being solely based in technology. The

superstructures that Marx felt were an integral part of

impacted upon in White's view.

political and ideological

social change are only

white envisioned causality -.as running 
_ 
linearly... with only mediationsoperating in the opposite-di¡ection... - Marx ãssened that ír," -o¿.-ðrproduction ultimately determined orher aspecrs or ìoci¿ rir.,:îut ñ.referred ro the logic-.of the relationshipö, nãt 

-io -all 
historicJìu*,

(ib i d. 63, emphasis adãed).

It is in that logic of the relationships that we fÏnd the rrue meaning of
the dialectical situation of actual humans. People once again become the

centre of the argument not some peripheral attachment to an analysis of
tools, subsistence, or environment. Ultimately, White's non-radical stance was

to allow him to maintain his position and become an important figure in US

anthropology. 'We see here the limits that a holistic perspective would be

allowed to take within the discipline of anthropology. professed. Marxist

anthropologists such as Gene Weltfish and. Morris Swadesh were not so lucky;

they lost their jobs.

STEWARD, WIT-IF'OGEL AND MARX

Julian Steward is an important figure in the education of

was under steward that wolf studied, performed his fi¡st field

his doctoral dissertation. Like Leslie white, steward's

resemblance to those of Man<, and, even more so than white,

was vague. In fact it is doubtful whether Steward ever read

Wolf says,

Eric Wolf. It
work, and wrote

theories had a

the resemblance

any Marx. As

I^ have. always-- had the. impression that steward didn't read anything, soi,r gyloor tells _me that he read Marx and Engels, I havè "r"y ä"utdoubts (quoted in Friedman, I9B7 :I07).
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Leacock concurs that Steward probably never actually read. much Man<, but

was influenced by his students and colleagues (1982:250). The closest Stewa¡d.

seems to have come to having a Marxist influence came from his contact with,

and knowledge of, Karl Wittfogel's work. Bloch feels that Steward's theories,

especially of the state, bare a strong resemblance to those of Wittfogel, but

only a limited resemblance to those of Marx. He says that

the link to Wittfogel is the only possible Marxist element in Steward's
development. Eve¡ stressing _this ienuous link is mislead.ing sincè what
interested Steward .in witqfoggt were those aspects îHct were
introduced into.Marxism..mainly-from the theories of ^anthropologists, 

and
never genuinely integrated" (Bloch, 1983:130).

This is particularly interesting, because V/olf says thar Wittfogel played an

important role in his own development too. Of Wittfogel's Wirtschaft und

Gesellschaft Chínas (1931), wolf says "rr's a splendid book" (quoted in

Friedman:109). Wolf actually read this work in the summer of 1946, before he

went to graduate school at Columbia, and years before he did any serious

reading of Marx.

V/ittfogel is a controversial character; he was at one time a Marxist, and

then later an anti-Marxist. Once in the US, he supported Steward's position

against White and Childe, and played an active role in the US political scene.

A member of the German communist party in the late r920's, wittfogel
broke away from the movement after the 

- 
signing of the German-Sov-íet

pact. He went o-n Jo play 
. 
an instrumental rôle in McCarthy era witch-

hunts of .suspected Communists and fellow travellers, while deploying hist!.ory of oriental despotism in cold war polemics on the'náturé of
Communist Russia and China (Bailey and Lloberá, tggt:t09).

To understand what Marxist understanding Steward (and V/otf¡ could have

gleaned from Wittfogel, we have to look at Wittfogel's theories. V/ittfogel

could be called a geographical determinist, in that his primary concern was
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that the forces of production that determined a "society's social and political

organization are themselves determined by climate, soil, hydrography, etc.,,

(ibid.). As Bloch nores, his theories seem

a straight development of the position... in plekhanov:
ideas from Marx and Engels about evolution centering
exploitation_ co_mplex, togerher with the geographicãl
Ratzel (1983:113).

a combination of
on the property-
determinism of

As we have seen above, Stewa¡d's culture core concepts dealt with

specifically these kinds of relationships; "demography, settlement parrern,

kinship structures, land tenure, land use... [are] key cultural features"

(Steward, 1955:30).

One of the specific influences of Wittfogel on Steward, and anthropology

in general, has to do with his concept of hydrautic societies. Stemming from

Marx's generally sketchy work on Asian societies, V/ittfogel made this into an

explanation of both the origin and the maintenance of a type of society that

he called 'oriental despotic.' Wittfogel characterizes these societies by the

"purely technological factors associated with large-scale irrigation" (Turner,

1983:35) as they relate to otherwise self-sufficient, and usually communal,

peasant villages. He argues that the public/state control of irrigation gave

rise to a bureaucratic class -- a class that had the massive power necessary to

mobilize millions to maintain those same public works. It is specifically the

geographic aspect of those areas that allow for the rise of what Winfogel

calls hydraulic states. v/ittfogel calls this type of hydraulic srare an

oriental 
_ 
society, not. simply because it appeared exclusively in the

orient, but because if appeared there in its most powerful îorm and
because the word 'Orient' recalls specifîc circumstances of soil ffid,
above all, climate, which were indeed of decisive significance for the
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genesis of this social-economic formation39 (lilittfogel, 19g1 [org.19681:149).

stewa¡d "remained always to a certain extent critical of the notion of
oriental despotism" (Bloch, 1983:130), but he certainly accepted the notion that

irrigation was the key to understanding the origin of pristine states (Leacock,

1982:252). Steward's studies of the Inca in South America led him ro compare

Egyptian and Incan state development. For steward, as for wittfogel, a simila¡

environment led to similar technology, "in this case irrigation, which had then

made possible similar poritical, social, and rerigious institutions,, (Bloch,

1983:130). It is this non-radical Marxist input that had the greatesr impact on

1950's anthropology. once again the limit of rad^ical though was nor

transgressed.

-r 
39, tir¡, argume.nt is parti¿lly based in Marx,s concept of the Asiatic mode

!_f ^poduction, an idea ðonsideied by Marx, bui neuer fully worked our.unfortunttgtv, 
- 
it 

, 
is sqc.h ? rarge. topíc in i* ;;; ;sù; öri" 'täk, 

havebeen. published about it) that it- is not possibl" to il;T;d"';;j;;s of itsimplications here. .vtu, is important ii, ttrai in many ways, it is one ofMarx's least dialectical and -oôt rhetoric'al õón"rptr. 'wo*inþ wiiir limiteddata, and 
- 
probably reflecting Eurocentri" .ãnðäpt, of G"ãn*i; Easrernempires, Marx did present an argument that *ui rul -ryorr'!äåþapnicailydeterminant than any other of his work.- Bur as Èry* t,i.", believei; 

e--Þ-i

The AMP .had. a negative importance in Marxism in that itstheoretical function was not to amalyze Asiatic 
-,õi.tv, 'u"t 

toexplain the rise of capitalism in Euro.ie... . Hence, Asiaiíc iocietywas defined.as a, seriés oj sals ttre missing ,i¿¿t. 
"lu*,--rt"absenr.city, 

Sr_,^11r.",n." of pliiate properry, ttJ r".tã ið*þ"oi,institutions (op. cit: 36)

This is the Marx that wittfogel passed on to stewa¡d and neo_evolutionary anthropology- - One thirig tträt tutar* did- nõi- ¿ã, u, 
'modern

anthropologists latei wõuld, was arguõ that tlre origini 
"i- "U-'p*iir" staresocieties were based in control oi large-scale irilation. Ïn'trtorl cases(Asiatic societies included) he never reifiä ttre concèlr, and arùuvs l*ked at

lnqcjfc histories in their own conrext. Bur, as É"i"y -^"¿ íróulr" nore,'within the.problematic of neo-evolutionary antiropotogy,'Mar:r'rl¿Lãr on theAsiatic .nodg of production have uçql^Eúqted wiih u"itrory oi ttri¡gin ãi
the state or of a particular kind of stare" (19g f : 112).
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The non-radical implications of Steward's and V/infogel's analyses can be

compared to Marx. There aÍe two points that have to be made. Firstly,
Stewa¡d views dynamics of causality of social change differently than Marx
(and later wolÐ. Steward concentrates on the basic human physical aspect of
work, rather than on the social aspect of work.

We a¡e therefore using a concept to examine social
Steward's terminology, -'culture 

c^hange'l ;ñi.h i-;"e
social organization. -- It properly e*-arnines th"-luri.
production, but it makes-of^thai activity a tectniðJ-
process (Roseberry, I97 B:28).

process [or to use
step removed from
human activiry of

rather than a social

Because of Steward's underlying geographical determinism, we find a

"negative consequence of this approach [which] is that it is extremely difficult

to carry the analysis beyond a local unit" (ibid.). This is where Roseberry

feels that

production

mode of production analysis is more useful. A mode of
not tied to a geographicar location; it is a ser of logical

relationships based on an abstracted d.ivision of labour and property rypes.

For Roseberry, the importance of a mode of production view is that location

is unimportant, for production relations reach across many ecological zones

and through many locations.

a

is

Yhu, is important - is the analysis of the social relations whichcharacterize the total prggess of þroduction. 
-In - 

uiìng the conce't toprqduce an absrracr model, then 'the 
investigatoi- *ir -b. -få,-c;ä 

ioinclude non-local elements as pafi of the interñJ-itructure of ttrc moáe
of producti on (ibid.Z9).

40 This is not to. say- that there are not problems in a Marxist paradigmin delineating. production 
'from 

non-productioi retations. poulantzasi in his
exposition of his theory of the new ietty-bourgeoisie, d.iscussei-G-ïéUlem in

As well, the culture core, which Steward says is "empirically determined to

be closely connected with... subsistence activities" (1955:34), cannot be

"empirically determined." Unlike Muo40, who provides a theoretical framework
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for deciding what is a productive relation

that subsistence is beyond theory; theory is

but cannot apply to it.

and what is not, Stewa¡d implies

built from empirical observation,

The second set of implications, the political, ¿ìre far reaching as well.

Some US anthropologists drew very right-wing conclusions from this kind of
analysis. In a review of Winfogel's work, the anthropologist George Murdock

decided that oriental despoúsm must be defended against in the US, and thus

showed how enmeshed capitalist values had become in US anthropological

theory.

One concludes we must preserve at atl costs our civil liberties and
academic freedom, our. indepgndent jqdiciary, our free press, our private
plgp_eltJ_in tand and in business ari¿ in¿uiiriat enrerpi¡sãi...-rrgsiÌ"ìä.
19571:175, emphasis added).

But I feel that the less overt implications are probably more serious

the relation of theory to politics. By focusing on the origin of states

for

and

stratification, as if they are fully removed from the realm of modern Western

experience, different questions cannot even be considered.

Questions about wh.ether large-scale 
- irrigation, population growth,

warfare, trade, etc., directly_ influence the d'evelopmênf of the siate inancient Mesopotamia or Mexico are not asked from a perip"òtiu"
immediately concerned about whether contemporary han or rvfjiicô must
be. capitalist before it becomes soci list, or^ holáing up the ,p.ðt 

" of
oriental -despotism ro communisr of anarchist opiondnts (g;ïey an¿
Llobera, 1981:112).

regards to determining who is proletarian and who is not: "Although every
worker is a wage-e¿[ner, evlry wage-earner is certainly not a workerl for not
9very. wage e¿lner is engaged in productive labour" Gg75: 20). The d.ifference
here is that Poulantzas, like Marx, stafis with a theory that atlows distinctions
like this to be made.
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so even though wittfogel and steward brought into anthropology some

specific Marxist analysis, its radical nature was lost or overlooked. To the

McCarthy witch-hunters it did not matter whether the origins of the state

could be understood with Marxist perspective. As long as there was no

relevance to the actions of the US, they could seemingly live with that.

Leslie White was suspect partially because he included modern society in his

grand-scheme analysis, and panially because he had had direct contact with

the Soviets. v/ittfogel's use of Marx was oK, as he was politically to the

right, and Steward's work never went beyond an acculturation model that saw

the Third World assimilating W'estern values and. culture.

V/OLF ON LEVELS OF INTEGRATION

Eric V/olf has had much to say about Julian Steward. When discussing

Steward's culture core, and its focus on subsistence, he shows that he agrees

with Roseberry.

What Steward was primarily interested in was the social relations ofwork, to the considerable neglect of what Marxists 
"¿t 

-the -iocial
relations of . production... social relations of production . ;. noridentical with 'social acrion involved in materiäl p.oauðtion*, i.e.,
work.' (1978:18,22).

For Wolf the implications of this difference are important. The focus on

work did not allow Stewa¡d to develop an understanding about the

relationships between the state and the rest of society. Wolf outlines this

problem at length when he discusses Steward's concept of levels of socio-

cultural integration. V/olf feels that it is a very simple concept that allowed

for some understanding of the complexity of culture contact. The model sees

societies as being organized at different levels: the family, the community, and.

the state. The more complex a society, the more levels of integration it would
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have. In this model, Wolf says Steward was presenting an argument against

the then mainstream idea that when

a culture came into contact with another, it responded to that contactin homogeneous ways, as a totality. The siudies o^f culture 
-.oniãtt 

ar rhetime, subsumed under the title of acculturation, assumed that cultures
changed as wholes. I believe that Steward firsi formulated his versionof the concept-.of levels of sociocultu¡al integration as i reãction to
acculturation studies (ibid).

This was all well and good, but there was a major problem according to

V/olf. This problem was rooted in Steward's culture core concept, which did.

not allow for analysis of levels beyond the specific geographical tocale. put

another way, the focus on work, rather than on labour -- a "technical rather

than a social process" (Roseberry, L978:29) -- could not delineate relarionships

beyond the physical actors in that production. Thus V/olf feels that Steward

could only argue that

acculturation processes worked - differently in d^ifferent societies,
according- to-whether they intruded primarily-oq the level of the family,on the level of the community, õr on itre level of what ri" 

- 
c¿ré¿

(sometimes qglrg 
. ]lll4ytigally 

- 
and interchangeably) ìn" Ëu"ï- oi the

state or nation (Wolf, 1978:21).

He could not see the interrelationships between those levels as affecting

the outcome of contact, especially where the state was concerned. Stewa¡d.'s

analyses of family and community, because the are based on work, represent a

similar perspective to Marxist analysis. But because of the geographical

localism of his view, work turns out not to be production in the social sense;

social production is not geographically specific. Thus the state cannot be part

of the same kind of analysis as Steward's analyses of the local community, and

that means that it precluded any analysis of US imperialism leaving his

model apolitical and non-radical.
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wolf recognizes this non-radical nature of steward's work

the difference in his analysis of the rocal and the national.

Steward's

when discussing

Wolf says rhat

two levels of the family_ and of the community represent levels of
social relations, more or less e¡{uring bu¡dleq óf soii¿ reiationsttipi.
The third level, 'nation or state,' is no-t a bundle of social teritiõnir,ipi,
but .only the apex of a set of working ¿urangements called institutions.
Family, . .communiry, and state are - defineã as differènt b"i of
relationships, without. any specifìcation of what the relationships are
abo.u1... .. Y: ger e pi.cture of the technicat division of hbòr,- nãf[r tn"social division of labor, not of the social integration of tftut 

-iabor
(íbíd.23).

Naturally, what these relations are about is very important to the

understanding of a complex society. If the state is merely some overarching

structure, without any relationship to its constituent parts, then "although the

tenn 'integration' suggests a process, the concept is not processual but

structural" (V/oll 1982:14).

As I have been arguing in this thesis, anthropology has been (and in my

opinion should be) approaching an understanding of how Western societies

have dramatically and destructively transformed. those societies that have been

the traditional object of anthropology's study. Until a theory can account for

the processual relationships of the state4l in regards to the people within and

without it, anthropology remains far from its goal of holism.

The model is thus a 'hollow' representation of societal complexity...
[that] makes no statement about any processes generating the iructure,or about the specific features that integrate it, õr about-the content of
any_ 9f_ its parts. Knowledge about piocesses does not flow from the
model but must be added to it. Thus, when Steward turned. to the studyof 'contemporary change in traditional societies,' the model remained

41 Th" fust chapters of this thesis
specifically in relation ro the US, the
transformation in the world today.

have attempted
major national

to do just
force of

thar,
social
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silent about rhe. pglqqation _of capitalism, the $owrh of a worldwidespecialization and-division of labor, and the O.uËtop-"ni-oi ¿ó-iìationby some populations over orhers" (woÍt tgs2:ta_lti.'

Steward's theory of levels of inte$ation turns out not to be processual, or

even a theory. It is ultimately a static, descriptive, ahistorical model -- very

typical of social theory of the 1950's US. Patterson shows that Stewa¡d,s

methodology, which was par:tly based in the post-war archeological concerns of

clarifying concepts and methodological issues and with establishingprecise language, uniform terminololieq,^gd stan¿ar¿iieá p;;J;r...
was shaped by wider debates in US socieiy (19g6:17).

Specifically, debates on gowth and political stability in the Third World

influenced Steward, and he responded. with comparative studies such as The

People of Puerto Ríco, which will be looked at in the next chapter.

Patterson calls Steward's approach "a kind of historical functionalism...[which]

never satisfactorily resolved nor justified separating the study of process from

the study of history" Qbíd.).

One result of the separation of theory from reality is demonstrated by

Steward when he testifîed against native tand rights. Wolf feels that Stewa¡d

did it because he felt that natives never had any concept ofproperty.

It was less the ourcome of anti-Indian politics than a belief
truth of science. . If. anythìlgr !r9^.certainl! had fellow i""iing,
Indians (quored in Friedman, 1987: l l0).

in the
for the

Clearly the supposedly neutral and value-free theory of the 1950's carried

basic capitalist assumptions about nature and reality. Ultimately, perspectives

like this led to the legitimation of opinions that if people had. not believed

that they had 'owned land,' then they should have no rights to use it after

someone else, who did believe in private ownership, had taken it away.
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CONTRADICTIONS OF ANTHROPOLOGY

In 1968, Kathleen Gough wrote an article in Monthly Review, a prominent

non-partisan Marxist journal, entitled "Anthropology: Child of Imperialism." In
it she documents how anthropology has dealt with "all the nations and. the

remaining colonies of Latin America, Africa, a¡rd Asia, with the exception of
Japan" (Gough, 1968:24), nations which have been underdeveloped by Western

capitalist nations. She notes a number of contradictions that make

anthropology suspect in the va¡ious roles it has played in this process of

capitalist expansion. The facts were that fieldwork was done in "societies that

had been conquered by our governments" (ibíd.13), that "anthropologists were

of a higher social status than their informants... and. they were protected by

imperial law" (ibid.).

These issues, coupled with the development of the uS as the major power

in the world, created a "triple environment" (ibid.l7) for anthropologists.

This triple environment includes obligations to peoples studied, to colleagues

and the discipline, and to "powers who employed us [anthropologists] in

universities or who funded our research" (íbid.). The conflict between the

first and third Gough implies is unresolvable. How can one reconcile two sets

of relationships when one set suggests support for one's own government and

the other suggesrs fighting against it?

Gough goes on to posit four reasons why anthropologists have had

difficulties formulating a holistic theoretical approach to linking the area of

study to the greater world system. The first one is rooted. in

the. very process of specialization within anthropology and. between
anthropology - and the ielated disciplines, especiaîly þ'otiticat science,
sociology, and economi cs (íbíd.20).
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This is similar to that identified by V/olf in Europe and the people Without

History. While Wolf traces the development of the split of political economy

into the current mutually exclusive fields, Bloch notes that "there is no barrier

between Marx's and Engels's anthropology and their history, nor is there a

ba¡rier between their history and anthropology taken together and their

politics" (i983:4). The clear implication is that there should be a unity of

theory and practice; in this case, there should. be support against Vy'estern

oppression on both the academic and political fronts.

A second reason Gough suggests for the lack of a true holism in

anthropology is found in the fact that anthropology has traditionally focused

on small scale societies, which timited theoretical endeavour. This can be seen

in the Boasian approach which became lost in the collection of detait to the

detriment of theoretical pursuit (1968:20). This, as we have seen, ried in very

neatly with the anti-Marx, anti-evolution, anti-theory perspective that also

informed the Boasian school.

within this contexr it can be seen why Gough's third point is
particularly important. She feels that many anthropologists avoided

controversial subjects (I presume that she means topics dealing with the

emiseration of the Third V/orld by the US in general, and the invasion of Cuba

and Vietnam in specific) directly because of their "unwillingness to offend the

governments that fund" (ibid.).

The fourth reason that a holistic perspective dealing with the negative

aspects of US policy had not emerged is, according to Gough, a psychological

one.
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Jh" bureaucratic, countenevoiutionary setting in
have worked... may have contributed io a señse of
development of machine like models (íbíd).

which anthropologists
lmpotence and to the

While I would argue that this was not the case for Wolf in the 1950s and

1960s, it may be true now. At the time, we see a young man keen to change

the world, and consciously working towards that. He is concerned with ,,the

danger of separation between private taith in science and public defense of
that faith, of a divorce between vision and act." (wolf, L964:g7). But from his

1990 interviews (see Chapter Six) we learn that he is frustrated at the limited

politicization of his undergraduate students, and we see him taking a fatalistic

attitude toward revolutionary movements in the Thfud world. His use of the

mode of production concept -- external and soewhat mechanistic (see Chapter

Five) suggesting a faith in mere theory as the solution ro the world,s

problems.

Eleanor Leacock, who used Marx in anthropology quite a few

wolf (and in many ways is much more of an orthodox Marxist42

describes how in the 1950's all these contradictions affected her.

that many people who were familiar with Marx had to limit their

him, while even those who were not Marxist were anacked. v/e

section with her analysis of her own position in the 1950's.

years before

than Wolf),

She notes

reference to

to end this

I .T qn-ly make surmises about the formulations of others, but can
lpeak with assu¡ance about myself of this point. 'when t ¿isóusse¿ it e
ur^rpa9t of the fur trade on nátive Canadiari society ana ttre iigninãun."of the transformation_ -from p_roduction for usê ro produõtion ió.
exchange, I cited, not Marx, as 

-I 
should have, but a chanðe stut"-.nt 

-or

the far-from-Marxist Herskovits (Leacock, I98Z:25 S).

q2 By "orthodox," I do
that Leacock has attempted to
well as academic ends.

mean Moscow Party orientated, but simply
Marxist theory for specific political ends- as

not
use
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The US expansion into the Third World has been described as a conrext

for academia; academia has been shown to be integralry tied into the

hegemonic relations of the US capitalist society; the field of anthropology has

been analyzed in terrns of the expansion of capitalism and the limits set by

that expansion; and anthropological theory can be seen as having d.eveloped in

reaction to Marx, as opposed to in dialogue with him. Even materialist

anthropological theory of the time reflected this underlying limir. This brings

us to the question of whether Eric Wolf's first w{.rrk, done at the height of

the Great Fear, transcended this reaction to Marx: i.e., did wolf replace a

reaction with a dialogue?
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CHAPTER FOUR.. THE PEOPLE OF PUERTO RICO

The early 1950's were a tough time for academics in the (JS who were
interested in the class and economic.basis of social change. In spite of,!it, wolf s work, w.hile not -explicitly radicar, d,oes sei the ,níttry of
Puerto Ric.an de_pendency withín the ,context of an expanding capiíalist
world market. Labour produces wealth and wlealth is'removãd. fràm the
díyçc¡ producer_s- through ,various class-related mechanisms -- "many of
which are now US dominated.

In 7956, Julian Steward pubtished rhe people of puerto Ríco43. It was

made up from field research conducted in 1948 and 1949 the period that

marks the beginning of the cold wa¡ and the cIA. Five young and soon to be

prominent anthropologists formed the team that did. this resea¡ch. Eric Wolf

was one of these young scholars. The book was an ambitious project,

attempting to use anthropological fietd work, historical research, and. a strong

materialist theory, to describe what reality existed in puerto Rico.

'When the book came out it was unique. Its focus on an entire, complex,

class-divided area was a major break with the community-as-isolated-

phenomena studies that were so prominent within the field at the rime. Also

the placing of the area into the context of an expanding world capitalist

ma¡ket showed how important the external factors were. No longer could.

anthropology ignore the impact of its own society on the people it was

studying. In many ways rhis breadth of focus is unique even today.

43 Fo. this chapter all references aÍe to (Wolf, in Sreward, 1956:Iil-
264), unless otherwise stated.
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The book takes as its theoretical starting point the cultural ecology of

Julian Steward- As discussed earlier, his focus on adaptation to environmental

pressures, and his categorizing of societies by their level of socio-cultural

integration implied a need to focus on how people produced their material

items, and how the organization of production44 *as a major determinant in

what form the society would take. The problem is that Steward.'s 'levels of

integration' model breaks down at the rever of the nation or state. As

discussed above, the state is not explained with the same theoretical basis as

the levels of the family and community, leading ultimately to an ahistorical

perspective4s. One had. to go beyond. that limitation to understand how and

44 Key*ord.

. .45 F"i, (1982) has done a simila¡ analysis with regards ro Sreward,s
theories. on. change in .hunting societies. In 

-his 
discussiõn of Murphy and

Stewa¡d's "lappers ..and Trapþers: Parallel Process in Accultu¡ation;' (iqSO),
Feit notes the implications ô1. ignoring the. -nation-srare within the analysii.He shows that by keeping the state outside of the analysis, people'are
portrayed as being passive in face^ of external. change. fhii is'the one-way
dyna_mic of 'acculturation,' which focuses on the imlact of the external onto
the link between ecology and. technology. - Focusing ón the technical aspect ofwork, and ignoring the social aspeci- of labour,- gives the implicatión that
people cannot generate change gñ their own, and' thus de-humanizing ih;
people. st-udied. Feit shows that this is not a fair represenration of the iäpact
of 

^capitalism_ 
oq non-capitalist peoples, when he points out that even into ^ the

1980's, "production and sharing- of food, and econbmic interdependences among
Cree themselves, remain centrãI to Cree economic and social'life" (tgyZ:Zgqi.
People do more than just react and adapt to external inrrusions; there are
many "vari€ties of conscious control of iuch interaction now being actively
sought. by. hunters need to be considered, ther-eby reducing the relativãty simplé
determination. implicit in their predictions of future t.eñds (388-389)1 peoþte
actually participate in the construction of thei¡ own lives.

The reification of the nation-state has another implication for Feit; if the
state is purely. "external," then there_ can, be no possibility for native people to
press for their political rights. But if one tries "to include relätions to
nation-state institutions as opposed to only considering economic-sector
institutiol!" (3qB), then one cañ understand (anä support¡ põtitical leverage by
natives. The task for anthropologists is thus to further the 

-

s¡udy of the means.of action by which autonomy may be created among
the constraints causing dependence... The chailênge 

-will 
be to develoi

and -apply theoretical orientations which enhance 
-the 

capacity of locai
populations to determine their own future (405).
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*hy history related to community and famity (and class, and ownership, and

technology, etc.). Wolf remembers that

Steward's Puerto Rico projgc¡, although it was organized. in eco_evolutionary terms, yery. quictty - had a historical õ*ènüon---to ir,
because one wondered why 

-sugar 
here and coffee there. oné coui¿n'italk about ,lt 

. 
ecology without considering the politiðat-economic

PlQg_eqses involved in actual historical situatiois (quoted in Friãdman,
1987:1 10).

As well as writing as part of the general staff, Wotf contributed a chapter

on an area he called San José. It is this contribution that will be looked at

closely. San Josá was the most traditional of the areas the group studied. It

stiii had a large amount of hacienda and independent peasant production, and

as well, it was the most geographically isolated of the areas. Eric Wolf spent

twelve months in the community, ând it is from this -- originally his doctoral

dissertation that we see concerns that continue to typify his work even to

the present day.

Ideas of history, context, capitalism, labour, class, ideology, ownership,

technology, and types of societies, are themes that V/olf initially discusses

here, and elaborates upon in his later work. The idea that a set of social

relations relating to production is the core of a society, a similar perspective

to that of Marx, is continually present even in Wolf's earliest work. In fact,

Maurice Bloch stares that the

tendency . to . merge the work of anthropologists with that of other
Marxist theorists is prob.ably.one of the mbst împortant developments in
the. continuing relationship between anthropology and Marxi&n... In
anthropology in the United States, it remainì trué ttrat it owes much of
its impetus to Wolf and Mintz (1983: l3g-140).
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In order to more fully explore the idea of ideological bias in academia, I
delve deeply into Wolf's dissertation, and I do this for two reasons. Firstly, it
makes for an excellent opportunity to show the limitations and. bias of
Steward's work. Secondly, I feel that a major anthropological contribution of
'Wolf's the distinction between *o.k46 and. labour -- is an important one.

This distinction informs all of his work, right up to his 19g0,s usage of mode

of production theory.

PART ONE .. PEASANT SOCIETY AND PRODUCTION

Eric wolf has much to say about peasant society, and not surprisingly, he

frames much of it in terrns of productive relations. It is clear rhat Wolf

attributes much of the social change in puerto Rico to the impact of

capitalist productive relations on a society with peasant social relations, so

those pre-existing social relations had to be looked at. V/olf notes that

peasant society is quite different from society based. on the capitalist mode of

production. He recognizes this very early on, and also recognizes the power

of the radical and transforming nature of capitalism; peasant society is

transformed by capitalism, not the other way around. The predominance of

proletarianization of a peasantry in wolf's work bears this out.

SUBSISTENCE AND FAMILY LABOUR

ru ul¡(-lçrsr¿lrlu tne Soclil cnange tnat Occurred ln PuertO RicO, Wolf

initially d.escribes how the traditional4T society maintained. itself through time.

To understand the social change occurred m Puerto Rico,that

46 Key*ord.

47 Whit" Puerto Rico did not deveiop an ad.vanced ind.ustrial-capitalist
economy, it c_ould not be called a -traditionãl- society, in spite of its peasant
component. It was formed solely because of the i6ttr ceñtury expandion of
Europe, and .has _always been tied to a external market in one 'iay i,. another.
So Puerto Rico has never been a traditional society, with a históry reflecting
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Much of 'Wolf's description and analysis of 'peasant puerto Rico, lies in
contrasting types of productive relations between peasant ones and capitalist

ones. In capitalism, production is ultimately for a profit, but in peasant

societies,

theirs was not an accumulative culture, but essentially a subsistence
one (189).

Subsistence production is probably key in Wolf's understanding of peasanrs.

This fits in well with Stewa¡d's 'levels' model, where relations of subsistence

are the primary activities to be looked at. Not surprisingly, wolf does just

that. But he adds a slightly different dimension to this acriviry specifically by

looking at how the work is organized. This concept of labour is shown to
explain much of peasant society in regards to subsistence. Wolf says that

peasants

f_ty qol? heavily .on. family labor, on labor-sharing
hrs nerghbors in which no cash is expended, and tõ
of... commodities (264).

arrangements with
delay consumption

Family labour and subsistence production imply a specific geographical

relationship. Land becomes of paramount importance, both for people working

it and the anthropologist studying them. In a subsistence economy, people

live their life in specifîc locales, and. work land that they have known for a

lifetime' And of course, the land is worked in certain ways, with limitations

on the range of choice and movement for a small producing group.

The technology, the means
one side of the ecological
the characteristics of the
imposed (183).

of exploiting_the envi¡onment, adds up to
equation. The other side is constiiuted

envronment upon which the technology

but
by

1S

primarily in ternal cont¡adictions and processes.
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Land, labour, and technology form the subsistence-based. 'culture core' that

Steward generally dealt with. From these primary aspects, Steward felt that

many other features of a society could be und,erstood. And in a society

where production, consumption, and the physical environment were all in the

same place, Steward's model holds up quite well. Following Steward,s model

further, one notes that the first socio-cultural level to be looked at should be

the family. Wolf followed this method, and. saw thar the family was a major

feature involved with the maintenance of the curture core. As he says,

the key to peasant production lies in its low cost of labor. TV'ork is
performed..by ti,e.fam!þ^ as an economic unit, and no payments are made
to any family members (206).

So the model based on subsistence analysis has just moved up a level in

explanation; the family is thus explained as an economic unit. And following

from understanding the economic role of the peasant family, a number of other

processes can be understood. The dominance of the male as organizer of

labour, the value of child labour in agriculture (214-2lB), and. so on, are all

related to the family as an integrated level that is directly involved in

subsistence production.

TI{E COMMUNITY LEVEL

Peasant production is seen to be integrated at more than just the family

level. Steward saw the local community as also being determined by the

culture core. Wolf gives much emphasis to the concept of labour exchange,

which organizes people at the level of the community. It too is tied into the

subsistence base, because

hisjorically the [abour exchange] system was associated with a scarcity
of labor related to a sparse population (207).
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Labour, levels of integration, and subsistence are all tied together through

the concept of culrure core to the technology and. the object of that

technology the environment. In this case, land is that part of the

environment that is most important for understanding society; ownership

anüor control of agricultural lands are primary.

wolf then uses the labour concept, in contrast to the work concept, to

delineate classes of people by their relationship to the land. In rraditional

rural areas there was one basic division.

wealth based on agriculture gave rise to a simple division of classes.
On top was an upper class. At thé bottom were the 'pebple' (256).

All these core relationships

further, secondary, features of

thus explained, so can certain

exchange leads to the view that

reciprocate favors" (208). Land

in the organization of society, for

provide a context for the understanding of

society. Just as features of the family were

social features of the community. Labour

a "person must have access to land so he can

and labour productivity are also major aspects

people in the barrio rank each other not only by whether they do or do
not own land but also by the degree to whiðh ihey are able io use land.
(203).

Because of the dominance of subsistence techniques and relations in the

community, 'Wolf has no problem in categorizing the whole ba:rio as peasant,

and he does so by noting that there are common secondary features shared by

people that have direct bearing on the culture core. He describes society

'in terrns of a single organized body of conventional understandings'
(Redfield). W'e have seen that the âgricultural workers in Manicab'oa
tend to conform to the ideal norms- of behavior of the peasan[y.
Common descent of both groups, continued face-to-face relátionshipi,
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and the view that life gets better the closer a man
manipulating a piece of land contribute ro this conformity ee).

Josá was

But as

-- a system

comes to

actually a

Wolf says,

dominated

TITE I{ACIENDA

This analysis could have been sufficient if San

traditional peasant society with a subsistence economy.

Puerto Rico was always part of a world market system

by factors external to the island. Wolf makes the point that,

although strong in traditional attachments, the culture we are
describing here is not a subsistence culture, but a culture built around
the sale of cash crops (209).

These cash crops were not even marketed primarily for local (istand)

consumption. "There was a very specific interaction with "lalger economic

social and political system of which it formed a part" (172). Local forms

were developed as part of Puerto Rico's relation to Spain. The most

important of these forms, in the pre-capitaiist period48, *u, the hacienda.

Wolf deals with the hacienda in much the same way rhat he deals with the

family and the community. Labour, land and. subsistence are still important in

Woif's analysis, but trade is now more prominent in his d.iscussion. This is

because V/oif sees the hacienda as a form geared towa¡ds production for

exchange. And labour again is a defîning feature. "fn essence, the hacienda

constituted a social system for stabilizing the necessary labor supply" (195).

And stabilization was important; the world market regularly fluctuated in its

demand for sugar, coffee, and tobacco. At the end of the 16th century the

demand for sugar collapsed, coffee dropped in the 1820's and 1840's, and the

48 thi, is following Wolf's cturenr
capitalism-in-production, as discussed below.
capitalism in much more general terms.

delineation of capitalism as
In the L950's, Wolf saw
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18th century was cha¡acterized by subsistence agriculture (Steward,

1956:38-39, 47); it was an historically variabre demand, and a long time

expression.

It is in the hacienda that Wolf sees an important aspect of peasant society

-- the transfer of surplus from producer to power holder. In the hacienda

system, land was owned and directly controlled by a single man or family.

From this position, the hacienda owner could demand rent, tribute, or labour

from labourers. Whether the labourers were slaves, tenants, or free

labourers, the personal aspect of this relationship between owner and labourer

is crucial to V/olf. He feels that the personal relationships are related to the

way the labourers are tied to the hacienda. This is by

the raditional custom of granting plots and credit to the workers on
the hacienda... Their relations continue to be phrased in terms of face-
to-face interaction (264).

In spite of these overtly personal relationships, Wolf recognizes that

economic disparity between the two groups is at the root of the system. He

analyses how the owner is in a position of power over workers, a major theme

in all his later work. Control over economic resources is primary in Wolf's

understanding of power. For example, "the hacienda store... was one of the

most important, if not the most important, factor for binding labor to the

farm" (235). The economic power that the hacienda owner holds permeates all

other aspects of social life, and thus becomes part of the economic

relationships.

To the people who did the work on his farm, the hacienda owner was a
person of enormous importance. He became their adviser in many
matters of life which required money or mediation with political or legal
authorities. Knowledge of his moods and his personãl characteristics
became a requiremenr for all the households in the barriô (Ig4-lg5).

et al,

in its
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Wolf further analyses the hacienda in teffns of world market changes. In

the pre-capitalist period, technology remained at a fairly simple level, with

only limited capital investment. The hacienda, while trying to make a profit

(232), is certainly not capitalist in the sense of Woif's later usage of the word.

The main reason for the existence of the hacienda was to maintain a certain

level of subsistence for the owners and thei¡ family, who

tend to regard the hacienda as a source of income which will always
serve to meet their customary standards of consumption, rather than as
a commercial enterprise to be extended and intensified (234).

PRE-CAPITALIST V/ORLD VIEW

Wolf's analysis of the hacienda structure in the period. before the rise of

industrial capitalism gives insight into his early views on ideology and human

belief. In spite of the hacienda having been geared towa¡ds production for a

world market, with all of its ups and downs, it maintained a social role as

opposed to a purely commercial one. Wolf documents how much traditional

hacienda production is actually inefficient when compared to modern corporate

business, or even the modern corporate hacienda. But that is because of the

need for some profit-for-consumption as opposed to the capitalist, maximizing,

profit-for-investment. For V/olf, the social aspect of peasant production,

whether it be at the level of the family, community, or hacienda, is in marked

contrast to capitalist labour relations. Culture is not easily divided into

economic and non-economic relations, and this is one reason that Stewa¡d's

model holds up fairly well for non-capitalist situations. This means that Wolf

believes that

due -to -the higltly -integrated cha¡acter of culture... social patterns are
not clearly separable from economic ones (212).
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Perry Anderson, a British historian, contrasts this difference to capitalism

in specifically Marxist language.

capitalism is the firsr mode of production in history in which the
means whereby. the. surpius is pumped out of the d.irect producers ispurely economic in form--the wage contract: the equal exchange
between free . qge_?rs which reproduces... inequality an¿ oppressiõn
(Anderson, I974:403).

In peasant societies, inequality and oppression are maintained through

extra-economic means; they are maintained specifically through socially

consfmcted beliefs. Woif identifies some of these, but not in a fully

formulated way. Favour exchange, compadrazgo, patron/client, prestige, and.

other social concepts (secondary, as opposed to culture core, relations,

following Steward) are dealt with by 'Wolf in relation ro basic labour

organization.

Wolf describes how peasant production sets the context for peasant world

view, in which favour exchange and the idea of hospitality are major

components. He outlines three beliefs that all relate to the limited possible

levels of peasant production.

1) The notion of minimum diet, i.e., there is a basic concept of good, and it is

culturally defined.

2) The belief that there is a inherent conflict between being able to eat and.

the ability to save. This is an early phrasing of the notion of limited good

(George Foster's term) which later becomes important in peasant studies.
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3) The need for social bonds as a form of security net:

The primary function of these
standardize relationships between
must sell their labor (235).

the fo¡mation of friendships through the expenditure of food. is a betterway of . living than thé accumulation ôr savings at the risk of
undercutting your cultural minimum (208).

Wolf tends to see peasant beliefs as being based on some form of economic

rationality; they calculate the value of social relations just as they might

calculate the value of goods in the market. We see an example of how Wolf

phrases this in his discussion of peasants' views of prestige, which are

treated as something that are rationally maximized.

The man who_ performs them carefully [favour exchanges] is rewarded
with prestige (208).

In his section on compadrazgo, Wolf discusses the rationality of its

function in terms of property, food favours and labour. The maintenance of

mutual respect, help and defence are also seen to be at the base of it. It is a

way that the "network of reciprocal relationships is reinforced and given a

sacred character" (209).

It seems clear that V/olf sees world views and ideologies as playing a role

in the maintenance of society in the face of specific and limited prod.uction

forms. Further to this, he makes reference to certain beiiefs tied. to (and. that

often maintain) wealth and class differentials.

Ihacienda, status-dependant] norrns is to
those who own the land and those who

V/olf does not say that all nonns are shared. The concept of status

differences implies that different people of different statuses will believe

different things: "statuses are embodied in two cultural ideals, one for the
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owner, another for the worker" (235). This is further explored in the puerto

Rican peasant views on ethnicity (an ideological concept) which calls large

landowners, disparagingly, 'spanish,' whether they are or a.re not indeed. from

Spain. The corollary to this is that Puerto Ricans a¡e considered those who

are ha¡d working and considerate. There are times that Wolf shows that he

believes that classes exist in relation to other classes. A good example of this

is seen in his discussion of an upper class view that views working puerto

Ricans aslazy and drinkers (192).

Another aspect of the relationship between ideology and class differences

that Wolf finds interesting is that poor people internalize beliefs that a¡e self-

denigrating a sure way of maintaining those differences. He shows how

people hide the fact that they are poor when he says that ',corn meal is
disliked' and most people will hide the fact that they ear ir,, (201). Fishing

also shows ideologies of class distinctions dealing with basic subsistence. ,,The

more prosperous members of the rural community look down upon fishing as

'an activity of lazy people' (vagos).', (201).

CONCLUSIONS

What emerges from Wolf's description of Puerto Rico, before the massive

intrusion of productive capital, is a society based on:

-) locally organized iabour,

-) production choices usually made at rhe local level,

-) basic subsistence production as well as production for the market,
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-) face-to-face interaction,

-) class differences in wealth,

-) and beliefs that supporr community

face of these class differences.

cohesion and traditional forms in the

As well, since production and consumption are often such local and

personal matters, they are deeply interwoven with most other aspects of

society. The culture core and its secondary features are closely tied to each

other.

PART TWO .. PUERTO RICO IN THE WORLD CONTEXT

This part looks at the view of the historical context of Puerto Rico

the nature of capitalism expressed as expressed in wolf's chapter in

People of Puerto Ríco.

HISTORY AND THE 'EXTERNAL'V/ORLD

The first thing that one is struck with is Wolf's and. the other's awareness

of history and context. The first section of the book is devoted. to puerto

Rican history of the last four hundred fîfty years. Changes in the pamerns of

agriculture, population, economic development, social structure, government and

religion, are traced through four historical periods. The way the authors

delineate the four periods is interesting. They look ar rhe initial conquering

and restructuring of the island's politics by the Iberians; the period of

increasing export agriculture; the period of expanding agricultural export; and

and

The
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the period of the US occupation, with the massive influx of capital into new

forms of agriculture for export. Throughout these periods, the external

pressures on the island are discussed. They may be politicat pressures from

Spain and the us, economic pressures from a changing world market or

competing foreign landholders, or ideological pressures in the form of religion,

education, or the media.

Wolf continues this concern with factors outside the community in his

section on San Josó. Wolf clearly poinrs out that the changes in San Jos6

society are di¡ectly tied to the changes in the "outside" world. Much of his

discussion is how production changed in relation to the world markets,

changing demands for coffee, tobacco and sugar.

The change was away. from the production of crops for the satisfactionof immediate consumption needs_tõ the production äf one *á¡.i.iop r".the world marlgt in exchange for monêy or its equivalenti.'--ttre'sirrt
was gradual (190).

Two points must be brought out here. First, when discussing the

historical relationships that San José has had with the rest of rhe world, Wolf

looks mostiy at the economic aspects of the external pressure. problems such

as the change in world demand for certain crops, or the influx of foreign

capital, are Wolf's major concerns.

Second, and this remains a serious problem throughout Wolf's life, he and

the rest of the authors gloss over the impact of US policies: in this case rhe

US occupation. Even though reference to certain topics is made in passing,

there is no systemaric analysis of the origins, or rhe policies of the US. At

times, there is reference to the imposition of English language in the schools,

or the change in certain laws, or the effect of US media, but it is almost
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always just in passing. While there is a clear exposition of foreign action

the Spanish period, this depth of historical analysis is missing for the us,

spite of the tremendous impact it has had on puerto Rico.

CAPITALISM

In spite of the limited and inconsistent view of US history, Wolf and the

rest of the Puerto Rico team do present some idea of what underlies the

impact of the external world some form of world capitalist order. The

authors do not attempt to construct a complete model of capitalist relations

and dynamics, but there is an awareness of its specific dynamics. For Eric

v/olf, capitalism must seek profit, and it must do so in a rarge way.

tusl . capitalists were building rarge-scale indusrry, large-scale
agriculture, and large-scale bankiñg facilities. In order to óntinue
growing, their _-capital _needed largé investments and large returns on
investments. If United States caþital was to flow into-Puerto Rican
agriculture, it had to be invested- in enterprises which guaranteed the
maintenance of a high rate of return (197).

Another major criterion of capitalism for Wolf is the necessity of wage

labour. In fact, much of his chapter is an attempt to document how

capitalism actually creates wage labour by transforming land-holding patrerns.

'Wage labour is shown to create a situation whereby wage earners are

dependant "upon wages to meet their subsistence needs" (202). As we shall

see, this is an aspect of capitalism that Wolf deals with extensively

throughout his career.

V/olf sees capitalism as a set or system of cha¡acteristics, and thus ties

the capitalist profit motivarion in with the dependency of wage labour

through the relationship between labour and technology.

1n

in
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It can be seen that the. greater the outlay in money
greater the ourpur of the machine and ihe smallei
human labor (182-183).

machinery,
expenditure

Wolf identifîes here an important and dynamic aspect of capitalism;

capitalists, with their need to maximize profit, seek to invest in new

technology to lower labour costs. This shows Wolf's view that labour is the

major factor to wealth. If labour costs can be kept down, then profit can be

increased. This underlies the theoretical differences between Wolf and

Steward that between labour and work a distinction V/olf will later

attribute to Marx. As discussed in the previous chapter, work is just the

physical activity of people, but labour is the social aspect of work. Labour is

something that people keep track of and care about; it is the quantity of

work, the value of work that are sociatly significant. By focusing on labour

as a social process, it is possible to understand the formation of human

understanding, as shall be discussed in the section on ideology.

While people working for wage labour may be dependent on capitalist

investment, capitalism ties people to it in another way as well material

commodities "introduced the other incentive to wage labor" (193). While it is

not explicitly stated, cornmodities, or rather a process of commod.itizatton,

seems to be the essence of capitalism for Wolf. The context that Wolf seems

to building for our understanding of change in san Josí, is based on the

commoditization of life. Labour becomes a commodity (198), and even in the

1950's Wolf is recognizing the hegemonic aspect of the capitalist mode of

production. Wolf sees capitalism as an inexorable cultural force; non-

commercialized peasant recreation will make way for commodiúzed

entertainment, such as radio, baseball, etc. (2I4).

the
of

for
the
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In the 1950's Wolf is not saying that capitalism is actually commod^ity

production. What concerns Wolf is the sale and possession of commodities,

not how they are produced; Wolf charactenzes capitalism by the ma¡ket -- in
contrast to his later view where he says that "capitalism, to be capitalism,

must be capitalism-in-production" ( 1 9 82 :79).

Because of the focus on exchange rather than on productive relations,

Wolf's exposition of capitalism in The People of Puerto Rrco is diffuse and

non-explanatory. While V/olf uses it to adequately present a general context

for change in traditional society, he does not present a holistic view of

capitalism as a mode of production (to use his later terminology) or even as a

unified level of socio-cultural integation (to use Steward's terminotogy). The

external changes in world capitalism -- the depressions, the wars, the influx of

large-scale us capital -- are just presented as given. while these 'givens' may

provide some explanation for internal changes in San José, explanation of the

global changes themselves are for the most part ignored. In fact, as

Roseberry notes,

nowhere... does capitalism _enter into the analysis as independent or
dependent variable other than by euphemistic 

- 
reference tô 'external

influence'. signilfantly, the woerul! inadequate index conrains no
reference to capitalism, though g?ch áuthor rnentions it... one may,
however, find references to 'dogfights,' 'earache: treatment,' etó.
(1978:33).

Capitalism is reified into a totally external force. Puerto Rico and puerto

Ricans were (and are) part of that world capitalist sysrem, and thus play a

role in what happens to that system. By isolating Puerto Rico from the rest

of the world and only seeing a one-way impact, understanding of historical

reality is compromised. As this thesis will demonstrate, and as Wolf currently

&2maintains, a focus on structures of production along the lines of the
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analysis that Wotf used within San Josá -- will be more useful than a focus on

just the "external" market and trade relations.

This inability to conceptualize capitalism as a full, dynamic system of

production seemed to be a problem of many of the post-wil anthropologists.

They had well-worked-out theoretical tools for dealing with the specific

community or area that they were dealing with, but they could not seem to

extend theoretical rigour up to the most general and abstract level the

level of a capitalist mode of production. Maurice Bloch notes the same

problem of not linking various focuses into a unified (holistic) theoretical

approach.

The problem with alt these studies is that they seemed unable to dealwith the colonial, capitalist, or imperialist systems in the same
theoretical framework 4ut tjt.y uled for 'analyzing the locai
communities which they studied (1983:161).

Nonetheless, these analyses went far beyond steward's own work, both

theoretically and descriptively. V/olf is acutely aware of this gap.

What saddens me especially is that Julian Steward who fathered rhar
research never transcended its limits. His subsequent 'Perspectives on
Modernization,' . summarizing further cross-cultural researcli in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America extended the approach pioneered in puerto
Rico withour any further gain in conceptual aepth^1t9Zg:25).

CLASS

Class is a concept that Wolf uses throughout his career, although how he

delineates it changes. In this work, Wolf uses a variety of criteria, some

based on material, productive relations and some on more sociological aspects

of society.
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When defining various groups of rural residents, he focuses on access ro

land, and whether or not a person has to sell their labour. Thus the

peasanry is divided into the two groups of small holders and small farmers,

both of whom rely on family labour, and employ wage labour rarely. They may

work for wages to supplement their income. Middle farmers "rely on wage

labor, and accumulate capital beyond subsistence needs" (203). Agricultural

workers are landless and live through selling thei¡ labour. A hacienda owner

"specializes in the production of cash crops, employs wage labor on a large

scale, and manifests a high rate of capital accumulation relative to the other

farms in the barrio" (203).

In the towns, the producers are also defined by economic criteria.

Its members are wholly dependant on wage labor for their livelihood...
They must 

. 
compere for jobi in a market óversupplied with taborers l*e

themselves (258).

In other situations, Wolf uses different criteria. The middle classes

generally lumped together by the fact that they do not do manual labour,

Wolf specifically categorizes them by profession.

Interla¡ded betwe_en these two, we now find an additional class, the
middle class of the rown. To this group belong storekeépers,
govemment officials, teachers, veterans, and cabdriveis', (256).-

Wolf does not apply any theoretical rigour to the concepr of a middle

class. In some situations he views it as a specific class, and sometimes even

feels that separate non-manual occupations constitute classes in their own

right. V/hen talking about the new US administered education he says "popular

education has created a teacher class" (263, emphasis added). In another

place, Wolf at times refuses to draw any boundaries for the middte class at all.

are

but
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Since the middle classes .a¡e -the products of ongoing cultural change, no
clear. dividing line can be drawñ berween mi¿äte-õlass and uppei-óluss
pe.ople on the one hand, and lower-class and. middle-class p.opi.i on the
other (260).

Woif's discussion of class divissions also shows that he feels that classes

can be delineated by some sort of self-awareness of that class.

People are conscious of the fact that there are now three
groupings in the town... At the top there is, as before, a
class'... At the bottom there is a class... the 'populace' of ttre
Interlarded between these two... the middle class of the tolvn (256).

class
'first

town.

The middle class especially seems to be defined

in terms of self-awareness of class position and not

to production.

1n

in

this sociological way--

any particula¡ relation

In spite of this loose use of the term 'class', Wolf does point to some key

relationships that create tension between classes. For example, when

discussing the relationship between landowners and sharecroppers, Wolf

recognizes contradictions between landowners and labourers. He also

focuses of how this contradiction is soothed through time with insular credits

and the labourers' own subsistence work. "In other barrios the absence of

this buffer has permitted conflicts to arise between landowners and workers"

(23I). Even though Wolf looks at this "contradiction in the relationship

between workers and landowners" (23I), it is not presented as the key aspect

of class. In Wolf's further discussion of sharecroppers, he implies that at

times this contradiction does not exist, only coming into existence along with

certain other factors, such as wage labour (231-232).
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Class is ultimately seen merely as a relationship between people and their

type of labour (ie. their work), no[ as a relationship between goups of

people regarding the product of labour. Coupled with the focus only on local

production, this allows Roseberry to comment that in the book

the various class analyses are weak. Although classes are
according to their relationship to the productiie system, the
itself is so narrowly conceiveã that classes are seen as local
the local class analysis is based on relationships of labor
(t978:34).

divided
system

goups...
to land

This ties in with Wolf's use of class in relation to his concept of a world

capitalisrmarket system. As pointed out before, the external world history is

not really analyzed. This holds true for the class aspect of the external world

as well. The implications of certain class relations such as the US

capitalist class' drive for profit -- are pointed out, but the owners of the big

US interests Íìre not analyzed as a class, and thus the possibility of

developing an understanding of the important dynamic relationship between

Puerto Rican labourers and the US multinationals is missed. The outside world^

merely impacts upon Puerto Ricans; Puerto Ricans have no impact upon the

external world.

Class, according to Marx, was a useful concept for the very reason that it

could provide an understanding of how the mass of producers, normally

written out of history, were actually a major and dynamic paft of that

history. Woif himself realizes this in his later work and amempts to deal

with class in a more theoretical and specific way. He does this in an arrempt

to give to those masses (including those studied by anthropologists) thei¡

history; their role as participants in the formation of the modern world is

missing.
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CONCLUSIONS

In a situation where production and consumption are local, with most

labour being organized at the level of the family or community, we see that

Steward's methods work fairly well for Wolf, and differences between work

and labour appear quite minor. But V/olf does make a break with Stewa¡d

when he starts to use the idea of 'class,' and this allows him to deal with

ideology and control of labour. Steward's methods also provide for some

explanation for certain changes and forms related to the world system (such

as the hacienda), but once again Wolf's focus on labour and. class takes him

further.

In terms of the limits set by the 1950's US Great Fear, we have seen that

Steward was never able to develop a theory of capitalism that could connect

with his local, work-focussed, community analyses. v/hile wolf did not

formulate a complete model of capitalism, his differentiation between work and

labour did structure his analysis in terms that provid.ed at least some common

ground for understanding the changes resulting from capitalist production.

Within anthropology, V/olf was being quite radical, but when one looks at his

omissions, one sees that Wolf's radicalism is only rad.ical in relation to a field

that had virtually no contact with Ma¡x at all. In terms of understanding the

relationship of the US with Puerto Rico, we learn virtually nothing at all.

The limits on discourse set by the Great Fear were not transgressed, as

demands were not made on readers to think about their own relationship to

what they were studying.
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CHAPTER FIVE -. CAPITALIST INTRUSION AND RESPONSES

socialism, which was once a promíse._of liberation, has become a questionof surviva.l_._ _ II tlte ecological equiliúrium is bio,kàn, then tie -rili -o¡

freedomwíll be further off th"an ever @.ose and Rose, lgiil.

As lrotsþ noted,^. captla!ísm ¿s combíned and yet uneven in its
deve.lop.ment (s.ee L_ön y, IgsI). The logícal contradíciions that exist- in- a
çgytyalist ,mode of 

- 
production are expre,ssed, by people liiliig 

- 

äitolicatlives, and as world-capítglí¡m ebbs and flows- throitgh booit and bistperíods, people _become tied to its díctatei tn a variãty o¡ iayl - 
sâmepeopl.e are pushed otr land and into wage labour situâfions, .lr¡te io,*,people..are kept tied_-to the land, but ñnst are prod,irt"g'¡ir"i ."ü¿capitalist market. Thus, direct producers find thenselves" ín condi.tlons

where they have only límíted choice wttlt¡n their'líves.

Among other things, this thesis has been exploring the usefulness of the

concept of capitalist mode of production, as outlined by Wolf in lgg2.. That

perspective is quite different than the one portrayed in The people of puerto

Ríco- As of the late 1970's it has been the flows of labour and. capital within

the capitalist mode of production which make history for Wolf. As he said in

retrospect about the Puerto Rico project,

!h. four regjons which we studied through our inquiries in four
'repre_sentative' communities represent but þarticular cbmbinations òf
capital and labor at a particular moment in time (tglt.ZS).

At the time of the 1950's Great Fear, Wolf represented the relationship

between Puerto Rico and the capitalist mode of production quite differently.

He certainly did not consider the idea that Puerto Rico's problems could be

considered under the rubic 'imperialism.' Nor did he talk about articulation of
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modes of production. He barely discussed dependency, with its concepts of
enclave and hinterland, core and periphery. Those concepts Wolf now feels

are "merely descriptive, and they conjure up a static relation between but two

hypostatized elements" (ibíd.24). But even these concepts would. have added

much to his analysis; the impact of the worid.-ma¡ket price variations on local

Puerto Rican producers is really the only sense of dependency discussed.

PART ONE .- CAPITALISM AND THE US

Characterized merely as the "external" world. in early work, Wolf's view of

both capitalism and the US do change through time. Capitalism comes to the

fore as the major force for social change in the world, but the US does not

become seen as the major country. The US remains strangely obscure; it

barely appears as a major country, let alone one of the major countries.

Recently, regarding the absence of the uS in his work, wolf has said "maybe

that's a fauit of mine, and I would say that's unfortunate" flMarhaft interview

#2). wolf clearly has a contradictory relationship with his adopted. counrry.

PROLETAzuANIZATION

Eric wolf has built his life on the study of the processes of

proletarianization how people who were formerly tied to the land become

dependent, directly or indirectly, on wage labour relations. While some of his

terrns of reference have changed over the years, most of his descriptions have

followed a simila¡ pattern; changes in the world ma¡ket have created. changes

in labour relations.
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In The People of Puerto Ríco the word 'proletarianization' is not used by

V/oli but it is the focus of his discussion. This is significant, nor because he

did not use the Marxist word, but because the analysis was, in effect,

Marxist. The contrasting of wage labour to reciprocal labour -- a1 the while

showing how one gave way to the other -- is a dialectical and critical method.

Changes in labour patterns (proletarianization) in Puerto Rico are looked at

in terrns of the dominance of certain cash crops at ceftain times in history.

Tobacco, coffee, or sugar cultivation all have different needs for land,

machinery, and labour. Some, such as tobacco, can coexist with subsistence

farming due to the small need for capital investment. But the primary crop in

San Josá has been coffee, and starting in 1875 "developments in the world

market made large-scale specialization lastingly worrhwhile" (1956:188), and this

meant change.

Tfq chalge was away. from the production of crops for the satisfaction
of immediate consumption needs- tó the production õf one major crop for
the world mark99^!1 exchange for monèy or its equivalents." The'shift
was gradual (ibid.Lg}).

One of the major changes that Wolf documents is the d.isplacing of many

peasants from the land. Commercial interests needed large amounts of land,

and large amounts of labour at certain seasons. In San losá Wolf notes that

there was more than enough land, but not enough labour for investors

responding to the world demand for coffee. This explains for Wolf why there

was such a strong land grab at that time:

As long as fields could be clea¡ed and squatters' rights were recognized,
no worker would voluntarily exchange the independent role of ã self-
sufficient producer for that of a dependent laborer (ibíd.).
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Land that had been worked by people for generations was taken over

through a variety of means.

It could be obtained in a land grant. It could be bought. It could be
acquired thrgug-h.a challenge oflsquatJers' rigrrts. n c"out¿ ue acquirea
by force. And it could be received in the ðourse of credit transaôtions
(ibid.).

Of all of these methods, it is the extension of credit that Wolf identifies as

the most important mechanism. Wolf identifies this credit influx as being "the

introduction of outside capital into the local area" (íbid.). Merchants from the

towns would suppiy credit to farmers and this meant that they would have to

produce more than normal because of the interest.

It thus forced pe9pl9_ to-accumulate capital above and beyond the level
of barter exchange (ibid.lg3).

Many people became indebted, unable to keep up with the interesr, were

entirely forced off the land, and thus into wage labour. Even those who did.

not lose their land often had to look for external wages at the new haciendas.

V/olf describes how this process affected the family and local community in

other ways as well. Coffee production demands a high input of labour, and if
families were to compete with the new-sryle, capitalist haciendas they would

have to intensify their labour effort.

This meant... a closer marshalling of the available resources of famiiy
labor. It also meant a curtailing of their standards of consumption
(ibid.r92).
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In an attempt to maintain consumption, while not having to take credit,

"they had the alternative of balancing their ownership of land with wage labor

at the newiy deveioping hacienda" (ibid.). Competition for labour leads to a

breakdown of traditional labour organization, and labour exchange, based on

personal intra-community relations, was usually for subsistence crops.

The intrusion of wage labour does more than monetarize social relations, it
reenforces traditional wealth differentials, and creates new ones. Labour is

commoditized and subject to competition, and thus raises its cost. This

process continually divides producers into rich and poor, winners and losers.

Productive techniques also fall prey to the encounter with capitalism. This

happens through the process of commodity production in a world ma¡ket. The

traditional ways of producing goods for one's home or community give way ro

the purchasing of goods with the products of wage rabour, i.e., money.

The increased ease with which ggods are obtained at srores by means of
hard cash has brought a decline-in the number and kinds of óommó¿ltiàs
manufactured within the rural household (íbid.Z4}).

All these effects of capitalist intrusion were recognized. in the late 1940's

and early 1950's. In the following three decades, V/olf conrinues this intensive

documentation of the changes in rural peoples' lives, at the same time slowly

developing an analysis of the external capitalist world that he ignored in the

1950's. It is that analysis to which we now turn.
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SYSTEMTZING CAPITALISM

Reading Europe and the peopre without Hístory (19g2) is very much like

reading Wolf's contribution to The People of Puerto Ríco (1956). There is the

same eye for detail, and a still strong reliance on empirical data. There are

some changes though. Capitalism, which was ignored in the earlier work, is
now a continual part of the analysis. For example, when Wolf discusses puerto

Rico in 1982, he still focuses on the transformation of labour and land

relations, but now he does so while d.irectly relating it to the dynamics of

capitalism.

American intervention in the local effort to separate the islands fromsp$tt creared the conditions for -the repltc_emént _of pi*ì"rs;--.upitur
with corporate capital brought in from thè United Stateö... SuUrirt.n..plots disappeared, and w-ork now paid as piecewort 

---l- 
*u,

remunerated in wages in the form ór tokens ^ exchangeable for
commodities at a cgmpany store. V/ithin a short rime, the UUãi iåice ofthe area was transformed from a. pgpqryig!_of laboierr puio-i-gåiy in
kind into a full-fledged rural proletariai (igg2:335_336).

Europe and the People lVithout History actually goes further than just

incorporating capitalism directly into the historical analysis; it has a number of

sections that deal directly and analytically with both Marxism and capitalism

by themselves. It is those sections that make up the theoretical framework of

this thesis, as outlined in the Introduction, and used so far.

Wolf's systemization of capitalism went thtough a few stages. In Wolf's

flust book, Sons of the Shakìng Earth (1959), capitalism is not yet capitalism-

in-production; it is not a capitalist mode of production. Basically he discusses

capitalism in tenns of the search for "wealth and trade" starting in 15th

century Spain (157), rarher than what happened in 18th century England, where

"wealth-as-capital laid hold of technology and purchase of machines" (1982:267).

When discussing the modern capitalist world in the conclusion, he notes that
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capitalist investment does not necessarily raise people's standard of living and

may even "mask the hidden exploitation of the industrial labor force"

(1959:254). But there are only a few references to capitalism anyway, so a

complete concept of a system of social relations determining pressures on

history is absent.

It is not until the height of the Vietnam war that Wolf actually starts ro

systemize capitalism. In Peasant Wars of the Twentíeth Century (1969), Wolf

says that the major component in social change is the "world-wide spread and

diffusion of a particular cultural system, that of North Atlantic capitalism

(276). Capitalism thus becomes defined by V/olf as when "land, labor and

wealth were turned into commodities" (ibid.280). Once Wolf has defined

capitalism in this way, it allows him to describe its dynamics.

Capitalism is unusual both in the speed. and intensity of its operation, asit creates 'free-floating' resources previously held 'fast bV ä tiiiue of
social and political connections. It mobilizes economic 'resources 

and
renders them amenable to new forms of allocation and. use; yet in doing
so it also cuts the tie between these resources and any con'nection the!
T-ay. ¡3ye had with traditional social prerogatives and þohtical privilegei
(ibid.283)

V/olf also makes the link between the local area of study and the

overarching intrusive world system. He talks about the relationships that exist

between "the capitalist center, the metropolis, and the pre-capitalist or non-

capitalist periphery" Gbid.278) relationships that specifically involve

"exploitation" (íbid.279) and are "predatory in character" (ibid.). This

relationship is elaborated on in 1972, with Wolf and Hansen's "enclave and

siphon economies." An enclave economy is where foreign capital creates "mere

islands or 'enclaves' in a countryside which participates but little in this

economic effort" (1972:8). The siphon economy also fits in with 'Wolf's
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continuing analysis of how proletarianization takes

are

well-established ch-annels through which goods
the hinterland lof a counrry 

- with enclãve
advanced sectors and beyond, and it is through
of the produce and money of the hinterland is
and beyond, to the markets of the world (ibíd.13).

place. It exists when there

travel to the and from
economies] to the more
these channels that much
siphoned off to the cities

Thus, the authors explain similarities in the creation of the Third \ù/orld in

Latin America by reference to the inherent dynamics of the capitalist world

system. Foreign capital creates a "lopsidedness" (ibíd.7) in the economy, "to

satisfy the needs of the international ma¡ket" (ibid.8), and it is d.one "wirhout

reference to the human development of the arca" (ibid.9).

One implication of a systemized view of capitalism is that the flow of

profit between areas can be traced and understood. A world system that

divides people and areas into rich and poor, will mean that a key problem for

Third Worid development will be the continued lack of capital available for

local investment -- a belief that Wolf holds to rhis day (Warhaft interview #2).

None of this is much different from Wolf's current analysis of the capitalist

mode of production. Capital invesünent and proletarianization flows of

capital and labour -- continue to be determined by an "external" set of social

relationships based on private property and wage labour. And as we have

seen, the characterizing of capitalism as "external" goes back to Wolf's earliest

work. And V/olf sees capitalism as external to more than just a specific local;

it is external to people's participation. This is true of Wolf's cr¡rrent view of

the capitalist mode of production. It too, is an external force, not seen to be

affected by what people do; it is jusr a sysrem that affects history.
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This externalising of the basic motor of history, in regards to human

experience, has some serious consequences. Readers of work portraying this

view will find themselves not dealing with the very basic nature of their own

society. Their daily actions in life will not relate in any dialectical way ro

the theory and history they are reading.

OMITTING THE US

Wolf's systemizing of the capitalist nature of the world has not extended to

applying it to the US, the country that has been the dominant capitalist narion

in the world for most of this century. rn The people of puerto Rico, the US,

like capitalism, only makes up part of the "externaL" world. It is not analyzed.

or focused on, but it is mentioned.

In contrast, Sons of the Shakíng Earth is so blatant about ignoring the US,

that one must wonder what wolf was trying to do. That book, which is

subtitled "The People of Mexico and Guatemala their Land, History, and

Culture," does not talk about the major player in Latin American affairs since

the middle of the last century. The US is not even mentioned in the index!

Wolf basically portrays the US as providing images of "North American culture"

(1959:254) that cause people to want cheap commodities -- an importanr point,

but not the major relationship. As well, the US-based United Fruit Company,

which has continually been the single most powerful influence in modern

Guatemalan history, is mentioned only twice. Wolf basically cuts short his

analysis of the 20th century, writing only a few pages on the period since 'WW

I, and thus seems to feel that he does not have to look at the us. But

significant US involvement in Guatemalan history (not to mention that of

Mexico and the rest of Latin America) goes back hundreds of years. The
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Munroe Doctrine of ß23 set out US economic claims to all of Latin America,

and in Guatemala full scale economic involvement started. in the 1870's, when

United Fruit's first banana plantations were developed to provide funds for

building the US business-dominated railway (Handy:78-79). Guaremala's history

since then has been one of a small Thfud World counrry where the processes

of proletarianization have been directed by such dictators as General Jorge

Ubico Castenada, who before WW II, "ruled the country with terror for almost

14 years" (íbid.l}Ð as a virtual paid employee of the united Fruit company.

The omission of the US is all the more disturbing when one considers that

this was written in 1959, just five years after the US very publicly forced the

elected Jacob Arbenz government out of offîce in Guatemala. Arbenz had

come to power as part of the post-war middle class movement that had finally

pushed Ubico from power and instituted fair elections. Arbenz was what

Stawianos calls "definitely a reformist socialist rather than a revolutionary

Communist" (1981:687), âf,d in his attempt to develop Guatemala, he

nationalized 200,000 acres of unused United Fruit land and distributed. it in an

agrarian reform. The US reacted quickly and orchestrated a covert action that

labelled the regime 'Communist', and quickly forced A¡benz out. The

manipulation was so blatant at the time that France and England initialty

accepted the Soviet Union's UN proposal that peacekeeping troops should be

sent to the area (ibid.).

That the overthrow was planned at the very highest levels of the US is

also of no doubt. After working on large amounts of government

documentation obtained through the Freedom of Information Act, Stephen

Schlesinger concluded that the coup was
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conceived of and run at the highest levels of the American Governmentin closest cahoots with the Uniled Fruit Company and under the ó"e.altdirection of secretary.. of state John Foster DullÉs, backø uy nesilent
Eisenhower (quoted ín ibid.)

so what does wolf say about this us (and capitalist based)

another country's history? He writes only one sentence; "In

counterrevolution reversed these steps in 1954,, (1959:24g); there is no

reference to the US in regards to the overthrow. But Guatemala has always

been one of the most brutal regimes in Latin America, and it has been

continually supported by the us. so wolf's 1959 omission of the us (and

Ubico, by the way) unforh¡nately keeps the reader safely isolated. from being

any paft of the analysis. Studying The Sons of the Shaking Earth in the US

was a safe thing to do; uS imperialism was carefully looked away from49.

49 T"n years later, Richard Adams was to show how a non-Marxist
}laly.sis of Guatemala could tanscend some of these barriers. V/ritæn in the
1960's as a te¿rm effort, and focusing on an entire region, the work is
reminiscent of The Pgop.le of Puerto Ríco, but the concerns are quite different.
There .is greater emphasis on- the military, and on US involuemeit. Focusingp.iT$ly on thg nature of,'power,' Adams, and the graduate students that
parti-cipated o! qe proþct, look carefully at what Wolf ifnores in Sons of the
l!_oQ"s Earth; the-Ubico period and US control form mãjor parrs of the Look.US investment and attempts- at_ political gontrol (including^ "the training in
counterinsurgency... provided by thè United States" U970:2a21) are shown tó be
directly responsible for Guatemalan misery. Bui keeping- with mainstream
currents at the time, the US itself is not really dealt- wfth. As well, the
large number of raw data creates a few problems. As Edmonson says, in a
revlew,

yriting 'objectively' about lgly political facts results in burying the
important point in a mass of statiStics or in the middle of a p'arafraph.
Both Guatemala and the US need to have spades catled spadeì in ttrì:ir
painful relationship... It is quite clear from ttris book who is crucifying
whom. But the book os much too polite ro say so (1972:79).

lmpact on

Guatemala,
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Vy'olf's more current work has not elaborated much on the capitalist nature

of the US, and he still tends to sidestep its imperialist natu¡e. In Peasant

Wars of the Twentieth Century the US is mentioned in passing twice in

regards to Mexico and perhaps half a dozen times in the chapter on Vietnam.

The only place that there is any discussion of the nature of the US itself is in

regards to Cuba, and that does not give much of a look into the nature of the

US itself. Rather, Wolf notes some specifîc effects of US policies--

especially regarding sugar quotas -- but the closest he gets to an analysis of

US imperialism is in this sole paragraph where he says,

_cyÞu provides an excellent example of a 'skewed' economy and society.
Linked to the American market, it was made subject to the powerfül
uptú. created 

_ 
by the _American economic system; yet the very

mechanisms which bound Cuba to the United States also placed limits on
her capacity to make autonomous decisions about the emþloyment of her
resources (1969:260).

One big difference to ea¡lier works is that V/olf does make reference to rhe

reader as being a part of the modern US imperialist world. He does not do so

in those terms, of course, but when talking about Vietnam in his preface he

says,

there have already been other 'Viet Nams' in Cuba, Guatemala, and the
Dominican Republic, and there will be other 'Viet Nams' in the future,
unless America reverses her present course (ibid.x).

Unfortunately, these concerns are not addressed in the body of the text,

leaving a gap that is difficult to fill in. Capitatism dynamics are described

quite usefully, but there is no link made between an abstract capitalist

"cultural system" (ibíd.176) and the unique position that the US has held in

that system. US citizens ¿re still external to the analysis.
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This book was published at the height of the vietnam war, when many

limits on academic discourse were broken down and many radical works entered

the mainstream. Civil rights, feminist, âDd anti-war sentiments within the US

came to the fore after the 1965 full-scale invasion of Vietnam, ffid these

topics entered universities and schools as students and teachers looked for

relevance in their studies. Universities were seized by students, and whole

new questions were asked about the nature of reality. Some people turned to

altering their consciousness as a form of counter-hegemony, while others

turned to revolutionary theory; some turned to both. Contrasted with that

political climate, Peasant Wars of the Twentieth Century played it safe, with

the imperialist US briefly visible only ar the sidelines.

This is not to say that wolf himself played it safe, for he clearly

demonstrated his committment to "learning in order to understand... [which] is

an obligation of citizenship" (ibíd.x). In March, 1965, v/otf and some orher

professors at the University of Michigan stafted the teach-in movement about

the Vietnam war, which was aimed at ending the war through the education of

US citizens.

v/olf and Edward Hansen togerher looked at the us in The Human

Condítíon ín Latín Ameríca (L972), but the book is such a hodge-podge

collection of long quotations, anecdotes, and personal drama, that a coherent

view of the US is lost; again the US is not even a listing in the index. One

section does stand out though; there is a thirty page chapter on "The Politics

of Interventionism: The US in the Dominican Republic" (263-294). V/rinen by

Fred Goff and Michael Locker, both early editors of the NACLA Report, it is

indeed radical. It documents quite clearly the US actions in regards ro
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Dominican republic, tracing the relationship back ro rhe 1800's, finishing with

an analysis of the US invasion in 1965, and even bringing it up through 1966,

just three years before it was originally published.

There is no doubt that V/olf wanted this (1972) to be a radical book. It

was at the time of his greatest optimism regarding change in the Thfud World,

saying in retrospect, "I think that both of us had great hopes for a Latin

American revolution" (v/arhaft interview #1). As well, the book "was fi¡st

developed as a project to teach high school students about Latin America"

(íbid.); both the authors were quite consciously attempting to build an

alternate hegemony to that of US capitalism. Wolf and Hansen's push at the

political limits of mainstream academia seems to have met some resistance.

The authors allude to problems having it published, saying,

this book has had a
originally conceived
ago. That august
educational mission.
of whom were both
its style (1972:vä).

long odyssey from conception to publication. It was
fgr qhe {.nthropology Curriculum Projecr some years
body found this work incommensurate witli its
It then wended its way to various reviewers, most

uncomprehending of its substance and dismayed by

There may be other reasons why WoIf had a hard time publishing that

work. He had become well known as one of the people who had exposed the

CIA's Project Camelot which attempted to use US university research for

developing counter-insurgency campaigns in Thailand and elsewhere (Wolf and

Jorgensen, 1970).

Europe and the People Wíthout Hístory, V/olf's most recent book, does

include the US in his analysis of the expansion of the capitalist mode of

production, but he has backed off from the point he reached in 7972; as rhe

title implies, the newer book deals with capitalism as being predominantly
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European focused. One way it accomplishes this by stopping at about the turn

of the 20th century -- just before the US became dominant in the world. We

have also seen that the capitalist mode of production is reified. as a sysrem

external to human agency, so Wolf does not make the link between the moddrn

US and the huge level of violence it has continued to perpetrate on the world.

PART T\ryO .. RESISTANCE TO CAPITALISM

Eric V/olf sees human action in a fairly consistent way. people act in

relation to some basic form of self interest -- a view that goes straight back

to Julian Steward and his focus on subsistence production. In the

agriculturally-based state societies that existed before capitalism Wotf sees

enough similarity in what we might call 'production culture' to say that they

share the same dynamic. In 1955, Wolf identified this as a "peasant segmenr

[which] is a part-culture, related to some integrat whole" (454). In 19g3 he

calls this the "tributary mode of production." The implication is the same in

both cases; the basic dynamic of social change in pre-capitalist societies lay

primarily in subsistence relaúons. Tributary relations, where a non-capitalist

ruling class exploitates a landed peasentry, are secondary in Wolf's view, and

thus it is the subsistence relations of the peasant par:t-culture upon which

capitalist impact was grear.rF0. That explains why wolf looks so much ar

50 unfo.tunately, v/olf's qqage of a tributary mode of production is
fundamen!3ily flawed. f!e- ^problem can be seen in Europe and the people
Wi!-hou.t History, where V/olf takes this p_erspective to its lógical conclusion ^by

collapsing European (and by- extension, Japânese) feudalism- into the tributary
mode of production. Not only a¡e these ,arèas unique in that they are the only
areas in the world (other than colonial settler ltates such að the US) tó
develop ^an advanced economy, but they can be seen to have a very simila¡
-Sg of production one based on imall self-sufficient manors oi daimyo,
rylq¿ by a_ local poliqical figure. So in spite of very g¡eat historiõai
differences, 

- 
Japan and Northern Europe have shared a structuraL- similarity that

has allowed them to respond to intruding capitalist social relations in iimilar
ways ways that a¡e far different from other parts of the world. Thus,
when Wolf links all peasant societies together, he- in effect takes away their
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traditionai labour patterns and proletarianization, which is basically the forced

reaction of direct producers to the structural impact of capitalism.

Just as most of Wolf's other analysis has focused on reactions to capitalism,

peasant resistance to exploitation is also looked at in terms of reaction to an

all powerful external capitalist system. Because V/olf has reified the capitaiist

mode of production, when looking at actual history there can only be reaction

to capitalism, as opposed to participation in world history. part-cultures can

only "adapt their internal organization to changes in the total social field of

which they are a parr" (íbid.455).

CLOSED CORPORATE COMMUNITIES

Looking at reaction to capitalism brings us to the concept of the closed

corporate community, a topic that V/olf has discussed regularly since the

1950's. When looking at Latin America, Wolf sees this type of community

organization as a defense against (primarily Spanish) capitalist intrusion

(1957:13, 1986:326). It typifies many Indian villages, and shows a turning away

from capitalism in a rational attempt to retr.rrn to subsistence relations with all

their integral social support networks.

history, for history iq .ryorg than just.tlre 
-capitalist flows of labour and capital;

it is what people did within changing social relations.

This is too large a topic to discuss properry in this thesis, for it
engenders the totality- of Wolf's views of the ThfuA \Morld. For an analysis of
the .implications of . the tributary ryo{e o_f_ production with regards to cápitalist
origins in Europe and Japan, see (Warhaft, 1990a).
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Primarily this type of community is found on land marginal to capitalist

needs. This marginality, coupled with traditional technology creates a kind of

economic isolation from the external world. Land. is worked with traditional

technology, creating limits to the level of production, and thus keeping the

land margi nal (íbid.l).

The whole idea is that this type of process allows peasants to resist outside

influence and diminish inequalities. people have rights to land, and much

jurisdiction for land allocation and reallocation is done by the community as a

whole. outsiders are prevented from owning land or from marrying in, and

daughters are generally married out to limit community growth. Communities

retain identity with relationships such as confradres, ild there is an emphasis

on Indian identity coupied to the concept of insiders and. outsiders (íbtd. 3fÐ.

The end result is a community that, while poor, does not see labour as a

commodity.

The response to capitalism has been to retreat to subsistence, but it is

ultimately a losing proposition, for communities can "never eliminate...

inequalities... completely" (ibid.l3). Externally enhanced differentiations "musr

weaken communal defenses to a point where the corporate organization comes

to represent but a hollow shell, or is swept aside entirely" (ibid.l4). So the

reaction of people to turn away from the impoverishment caused by capitalist

intrusion is seen not to be very successful in the long run.
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OMITTING REVOLUTION

While the corporate communities may have existed in territory not need by

capital at the time, most rural producers have experienced. the intrusion of

capitalism through more direct pressures of proletarianization. And revolts and

attempts at revolution have been a continual part of the history of capitalist

expansion. But the only time that revolution has been a major part of Wolf's

work was in the late 1960's and early 1970's -- the same time that he was

systemizing capitalism and ignoring the US.

Sons of the Shakíng Earth has a few pages in its conclusion on revolution

in the 20th century. A crisis in authority and a land crisis are the two points

that Wolf identifies as the base of the Guatemalan and Mexican revolutions--

topics that surface in his later work. Other than those three pages, people's

resistance to the drastic changes of the last few hundred years is rarely

mentioned. There were many revolts in Guatemala throughout the Spanish

period, and they too are absent. For example, Wolf makes no mention of the

fact that in 1838, a 2l year old Indian, Rafael Carrera, led 4,000 Indian and

Ladino (Mestizo) peasants in a successful peasant revolt. Carrera remained in

charge of the country until 1865, and it was "the only time in Guatemalan

history that peasants, Ladino and Indian, have been able to significantly alter

national legislation and press their interests" (Handy, 1984'54). Twenty-seven

important years of Guatemalan history are simply absent -- years that show an

alternate form of political representation in a poor, undemocratic country.

Omissions of such major historical periods dramatically affect the work's

radical hegemonic potential. If oppression is portrayed as impossible to

change, then people's understanding of their capabilities is limited. Ir is all
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the worse when that impression is learned through a simple lack of knowledge

about the basic facts. Reconstructing the past can play a profoundly radical

role in helping us understand our own capabiiities, but it can very easily add

to the capitalist-confirming hegemony that we live through day by day.

PEASANT WARS

In 1969, partially as a result of the Vietnam war, Wolf addresses the issue

of revolution in Peasant Wars of the Twentíeth Century. It is in some ways

an odd book, as it deals only with successful revolutions, ignoring such

important failures as the Philippine inability to oust their US invaders ar the

turn of the century. As well, Wolf attempts to label the major revolutions of

this century as "peasant" wars, even though his own analysis shows that they

a¡e much more than that. V/olf shows that in all cases the leadership was

made up of non-peasant, urban intellectuals. And while there was a specific

rural involvement, it is questionable whether there existed an actual peasantry

in all of these revolutions; some places, like Cuba, had vir:tually no traditional

peasantry at all, with most rural work being performed by wage labour. But

there are colnmon threads linking all of the revolutions that Wolf looks at.

One of these is the focus on the impact of capitalism, which V/olf sees as a

somewhat systemized structure by this time.

Understandably, Wolf fîrst looks at the impact of capitalism by focusing on

changes in iand and labour. The first requirement for revolution is that land

must be becoming a commodity, and that change can happen through force,

colonization, or the emergence from the peasantry of an entrepreneur class.

Second, there must be an ecological crisis brought about from "the dance of

commodities" tied to a population increase (1969:277-280). Products which were
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once minimal subsistence items become bought and sold, and then become out

of reach for many. This directly "forced men to seek defenses against it,,

(ibid.282), either through a reversion to traditionalism, or in a search for "new

social forms that would grant them shelter" (ibid.).

Following his eariier discussions about the various

isolates the middle peasanrry as being the most likely to be

rural revolt.

peasant strata,

at the forefront

he

of

It is this culturally conservative stratum which is the most instrumental
in dynamiting the peasant social order (íbid.Zgz)

The middle peasantry is the primary rural group because it is from them

that cohesion is maintained. Not employing labour and not hiring it out, make

them the quintessential peasant, and the bearers of tradition. But their

independent production makes them all the more vulnerable to dramatic change

in their situation, and capitalism provides that. And peasants only rebel when

they have an ally. This ally, which wotf labels "external5l," is usually the

rootless intellectual, displaced by new forms of capitalist-rational organization.

'Wolf's is thus a very rational and straightforward view of why revolutions

occur; capitalism creates crisis in Thfud V/orld countries; and people, given the

51 V/hut Wolf means by external is a bit of a mystery, for he often uses
quotation marks a¡ound that or similar words. For example- when talking about
the relationship between Cuba and the US he says,

That 'outside' force (that broke the political deadlock) proved to be the
rebel band of Fidel Casrro" (ibíd.267).

The question is, outside to 'what'? Most of the rebels were Cuban
nation-als. Perhaps Wolf is implying that they are outside the capitalisr system,
but if that is so, there we come back to the same problem- of linking a
capitalist system to history; how do you fight a system that you do not exist
in? Just because a reaction is radical -- 'outside' of normal Western discourse
-- does not meÍm that it is not related structurally to the same mode of
production that was in the deadlock.
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conditions, will come ro the fore of history. people act from basic self

interest, but that self interest is conditioned in many different ways.

But in spite of Wolf's "non-Marxist attempt at class analysis" (íbid. back

cover), his limited view of imperialism and the US, and his view of humanity

as being reactive in nature, Peasant Wars of the Twentíeth Century is a

brilliant book. And it is here that we see the Puerto Rico project experience

really paying off; the scope of this book, covering six major revolutions from

a fairly radical perspective (in only three hundred pages!) fit right in with the

somewhat critical, but still mainstream anthropology being done at the end of

the 1960's.

THE OTIIER CONDITION IN LATIN AMEzuCA

The Human Condítíon ín Latín Ameríca is a radical book. It delineates a

capitalist structure with a strong emphasis on dependency, and it notes the

role of the US as a major military (as well as economic) figwe in the area.

It also discusses the revolution in Cuba. But there is a peculiar image of Cuba

that stands out -- an image that represents a strongly capitalist hegemony.

The last eleven pages of the last chapter a¡e far different from most other

parts of the book. They are ethnographic, and contain a large amount of

dialogue. written by Jose Yglesias, the section deals with young men who

have caught La Enfermedad, which is "a penchant for tight pants" (1972:338).

It portrays a society where male youth are frantically running around looking

for sunglasses and sexual encounters. The selection is written in a chummy

and warm style, and it was clearly picked to appeal to the high-school

students that the authors were aiming at.
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The problem is that the images that are presented of the revolution do not

show any powerful examples of alternate forms of personal reaiity. The

authors acknowledge that it "describes how some Cubans are desperately

keening for those goods and services which are now scarce or absent in

revolutionary Cuba" (ibíd.). As well, much of the dialogue is pointed.ly anti-

revolution; as Yglesias says about his subjects, "they are counter-

revolutionaries; they despise everything about the Revolution and are only

waiting to reach that magical age of twenty-seven, when they can apply to

leave the country" (ibid.339). of course there are many people in Cuba who

hate the revolution, and undoubtedly many of them do so because they want

unavailable US commodities; but that is not the point. To finish this radical

book with a selection that glorifies the type of society that the revolution has

attempted to change, is very odd.

In his attack on the values of the revolution, Yglesias goes so far as to

call a Party member a liar, when the man says that he has been cured of

looking at women as sex objects.

when a good-looking blonde went by, and someone with us exclaimed,
'Look at that! couldn't that entice you?' The Party member took a
quick look, laughed, and sqid, 'I have been cured of that!' But obviously
he approved of all the aids the hair dye, the cinch-waist belt, thê
aggressive brassiere, the tight skirt -- that tempted him to look (iåid.)

The implication is that no one can be altruistic, and the only reason one

joins the Party is to get tight trousers for themselves (íbid.33S). Bur there

are many altruistic people in Cuba; many Cubans have spent years in

educational and health support projects around the world. Many have died

protecting African front-line states against South African apartheid and terror.

If the authors had seriously wanted to show an alternative to the Latin
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American condition, they could have picked something that showed. that many

peopie do support the changes because they do believe in Third World. struggle.

Rather than breaking with the day-to-day hegemony of capitalism by showing

the reader something different, their work reenforces it by romanticising a

way of life that the authors admit is part of "the eÍa. of Norrh American

hegemony over the island" (ibíd.). For an example of how one could portray a

radical hegemony and still retain a sense of the personal, see "Appendix One-

- When Peasants Find Their Voice."

OMITTING REVOLUTION... AGAIN

After The Humøn Condítíon ín Latín Ameríca, revolution just disappears

from \ù/olf's work. And even that book follows Wolf's pattern of not bringing

his work up to the present day. Finished in June, 1971, it did. not mention

the 1970 election of a Marxist government in Chile -- a unique revolutionary

circumstance that certainly caught the US government's eye. This is another

example of how Wolf's looking at similarities and not differences limits

understanding of the range of human capability. These rypes of

generalizations "are both less reliable and less of a conribution to our

knowledge, than generalizations which point out that under d.ifferent conditions

these wars progress differently and yield different outcomes" (Lehmann,

1973:328).

In terms of revolution, Europe and the People Wíthout Hístory retreats once

again to the level of Sons of the Shakíng Earth. It looks ar rhe effects of

capitalism, (with the capitalist mode of production being named as the motor

of intrusion), but revolution, rebellion, and revolt are again virtually absent.

And even though it purports to come to the turn of the twentieth century,
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major uprisings are missing. Examples can be seen in the 1825-1830 Javanese

revolt against the Dutch which left 200,000 dead (Keesing, 19g1:439), or rhe uS

invasion of the Philippines in which up to 500,000 Filipinos may have been

killed52.

In wolf's work, capitalism is dehumanized seen as a system that has

nothing to do with people. If ir has norhing ro do with them if
theoretically people do not participate but merely react -- how can society be

changed by them? The changing of society is a goal Wolf has articulated

clearly and strongly for years. Revolution is also viewed as having this

'external' quality to it; just like Wolf's view of capitalism, there is no room

for human agency. It is as if revolutions are nothing more than intemrptions

in flows of labour and capital.

At the base theoretical level, these problems seem related to the

work/labour distinction that so clearly distinguishes Wolf from Steward. But

Wolf does not always bridge the next jump the one between labour and

production -- which places societies into relationships with each orher. Thus

we often do not see basic contradictions between the international aspects of

capitalism and locally grouped producers; classes sometimes seem to exist alone,

and not in necessary relation to others. Process becomes reaction, whether it

be from the ground up, in the manner in which he discusses peasant relations,

or from the top down, in the manner in which he discusses capitalist intrusion.

There is no fusion, no sense of a dialectical interaction. His analysis of

52 Actually, the inclusion of the Philippines would have made a nice link
to Peasant Wars of the Twentieth Century, bringing the capitalist mode of
production, revolution, and the imperialistic nature of the US together in one
strai ghtforward analysi s.
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peasant societies has not changed much since The People of Puerto Ríco; he

has just added a capitalist mode of production on top of it.

If this all sounds very critical, it is only because Professor Wolf has

already done what very few others have. He has really opened the curtains

and let mainstream academia see the huddled masses for what they are: poor,

hungry and exploited. This is a real breakthrough in us thought, for the

Great Fear really was quite effective in limiting virtuaily any radical input

into academia for twenty years. One just wishes Wolf would go a little
further; if he will not look at the US, perhaps he could not always be looking

away from it. The US public must learn to bring themselves into the picture

if there is to be any hope in the world.

And speaking of hope, just as the capitalist mode of production is

dehumanized it is also seen by Wolf as dehumanizing. As the next chapter

shows, V/olf feels acutely the pressures of living in a capitalist-dominated

world. And perhaps it is by looking at Wolf's own personal life that his basic

views of human nature may be understood.
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CHAPTER SD(.. ERIC WOLF: THE PERSONAL AS POLITICAL

The National Review has called me a Marxist: so have others. That,s
frre with me... But then various students of mine are setting aside
three sessions at the fuut meetings thts fall 

- to gíve papers oi issues
that have something to do with what I am interesled ii, and wíth whatI have contributed to them; and thnt's nice. I never had any aspirations
tg__be_ a^ prophet, but I do want an anthropology that explaiis the world,
(Warhaft ínterview # I ).

Wolf's work has fit into US anth¡opology because it has not challenged the

current status quo. In this chapter we shall see that Wolf feels defeated by

the powers that be, so this personal belief probably informs his Marxist

perspective. Is this due to his view of the capitalist system as being a non-

personal external structure, or is it related to his belief that there is little
that can be done about this structure in his lifetime?

As this is not an attempt at a psychological

best to allow him to account for himself, as

meaning for him. The following is taken from

one by Jonathan Friedman (1987); one by

analysis of Wolf, it is probably

it is his life that has ultimate

four interviews done since 1987:

Ashraf Ghani (1987); and two

cond.ucted by myself (V/arhaft, interviews #1 and #2: 1990)53

53 Hereby cited as (Friedman), (Ghani), (Warhaft, #1) and (Warhaft, #2).
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EARLY LIFE AND INFLUENCES

Eric Wolf was born in Vienna in 1923. His parents were true products

the enlightenment; of Jewish origin, but, in their minds ar least, primarily

the European tradition;

My father was a free-mason and had_ a qtrong belief in the power of
reason, and in human potentiality. I think -he rerained this^ kind of
sense .throug,hout his life, uncontaminated by any kind of sociological
analysis. My mother, who wanted to become a ãoctor and had rtu"¿ié¿
medicine in Russia, belon_ged to the generation of people when women
were moving into the professions... I think, in her own right, she was a
feminist, not in terms of declarations, but in terrns of -her stand on
human possibilities (Ghani:347).

V/olf remembers clearly the stories that he heard from the variety of people

that he met as a child. For him, this period was a major influence on his

later vocational choices.

My father was an Austrian and had travelled before V/orld War I in
Latin America, and then in the war he was captued by the Russians and
sent to the outer limits of Siberia... I s."* up... with all these
reference .points Latin America, Har-bin in Manchuria, my
grandfather's house, all the stories about the wil, where peopÍe hait
been (Friedman:107)

t.^guppose..I've always -wanted- to find out why there are so many
different kinds of people in the world with diîferent culrures, parrli
because my. _own f*i_ty -came _from such very different placej anä
backgrounds" (quoted in Friedman: 107)

Instability was part of 'Wolf's childhood. Many of the stories that he heard

were of conflict and fear.

À-,fl mother had been displaced from Vladivostok to Harbin in Manchuria,
after some harrowing experiences with the Reds and Whites in Siberia
(Warhaft, #1).

Many schola¡s in the Vy'estern tradition have been Jewish. This is not

relating to a specific religious sense, but something more akin to a nationalism

or ethnicity. Even those Jews who felt assimilated into European culture soon

of

of
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found themselves defined as different by the rest of society. Wolf feels that

his being Jewish has contributed to a sense of insecurity in his outlook.

I didn't have any sense of a Jewish community as such.
were both pretty nonreligious, I suppose on occásions I must
to a Synagogue to witness a marriage or something (Ghani:347).

Being marked as Jews in Vienna, although no one in our
religious or had been for generations, we were immediately
the question of who we were in relation to others (Friedman:107)

My parents
have gone

family was
involved in

Moreover, we Jews - do Jews ever have confidence in the stability of
the world? (Warhaft, #1).

Vienna was a troubled and varied city in the post WW I period. The

crumbling of the Ottoman empire, and the variety of ethnic groups developing

various concepts of themselves as nations led to an uncertain situation. Wolf

traces much of his concerns to this period.

That we live in as uncertain world was, I am sure, part of the
realization of my childhood. Vienna 1923-30 was not a place to inspire
confidence in the stability of the world; and my father had óttly
returned to Europe from an Austrian-prisoner-of-war camp in Siberia in
'21 (V/arhaft, #1).

I have quite strong memories of different kinds of events that were
laden with conflict. I used to play in a park that was very close to rhe
university, and student goups would come out and beat each other to
death, literally (Ghani:346)

Much of V/olf's work has dealt with the changes people went through as

they became proletarianized. Different nationalities experienced similar

processes, but nonetheless maintained feelings of separateness from others

enduring the same processes. The fact that his father was a factory manager,

and was responsible for speedups and other capitalist attempts at increasing

production added to Wolf's understanding of class as a category. Class and

ethnicity seemed evident to Wolf, but why people maintained their ethnic

concerns over class concerns has never been clea¡ to him-
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The factory in which my father operated drew its labor force both from
Germans and czechs, and the Germans were mostly people who had been
smalt farmers, artisans... I think both class ana^ettrìlcity have been
tangible phenomena for me. I still have no theoretical cloiure on how
they are related (Ghani:349).

v/olf is known as an expert on peasants; he "wrote the book" on them. His

feelings for them come from a very early age. Unlike many other

anthropologists, he has always maintained an interest in these people who are

tied to class societies, as opposed to those who had no relation (at least until

fairly recently) wirh srares and exploitation.

We used to spend surlmers in the countryside, in the Tyrol of Carinthia.
Encountering the peasantry as one's tother' was quite a corrrmon
experienc-e...- Playing with peasant kids those summers gave me a lively
sense of the 'other.' These people had very different lives anit
preoccupations from my own. Then, of course, there were all the
stories of foreign places that I got from my family, stories about
Russian peasants as well as officers. These were all- differences that
were close to home. So-called primitive or tribal societies never held
the same interest for me because they seemed so totally alien to my own
life. They were very distant, and it made sense thât they lived such
apparently strange lives. But my chief fascination was for- the extreme
differences that made up my own social universe, totally alien forms of
life that 

_ 
belong-ed to the same society, carried the same passports, and

interacted in a larger national context. This experience haí prôbably led
me to much too simple dichotomies between peasant and 

- 
non-peasant

that I wouldn't subscribe to today (Friedman:111).

As a result of these early childhood experiences of alienation and society-

in-conflict, Wolf tums out to be rather shy -- more comfortable in preset and

formal situations.

I find myself much more at ease with people who have learned how to
cope with these [Latin/Flapsburg-type social] hierarchies and who,
therefore, also leave you an autonomous field that is defined by status
and by etiquette, in place of the immediate onslaught of direct
relationships, and this is why I often feel easier with Làtin Americans
than I feel with North Americans... I am not that easy with people
(Ghani:363).
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It seems that wolf has a deep-seated need to find a sense of place

world. He feels that has much to do with his focus and concerns

studies. Even his published work provides a specifîc meaning to, and for, him.

in the

of his

how the
idea that

strange as.it may sound, I write primarily to explain to myself
world works. I try ro write as- ciearly as I èan, with ihe
clarity has a value, both analytic and intelleciual (Warhafi, +t¡.

TT{E WAR

In 1933, Wolf's father was transferred to Sudetenland. And. being a Jewish

factory manager was not a secure way of living! In 1938 Wolf was senr ro

England and for two years attended school there. It was not a traditional

school with a focus on classics. It is here that V/olf gets a specific notion of

order in the world; something missing from his ea¡lier experiences in Austria.

I went to an English school for two years... I learned a lot there.
was. I gggq -school. I discovered natural science and the theory
evolution (Friedman: 108).

The headmaster believed in science. He was a Canadian, and contrary to
many other such schools... he believed in science... we d.issected all
kinds of animals, reptiles, and fish, and we learned about Darwin. Notjust the notion that natural. phenomena are interesting but that you
could think about them systematically (Ghani:350).

In 1940, Britain rounded up many refugees and put them in detention camps.

The camps were not well provided for, but for Wolf, the poor surround.ings

were not important to him.

The camp was rather fun -- remember I was r7 yeas old -- a chance
be away from home, experience new thoughts and thiiLgs (\ù/arhaft, #1).

Many internees were academics, there were lectures organized, and V/olf

came in contact with people with many different ideas. An important person

to V/olf was Norbert Elias, whose ideas

It
of
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that the individual was born into an already established network
people, 

_ 
that his very petson is a social phenomenon, was for me,

exremely revelatory experience (Friedman : 1 0 8).

of
an

It is also here in the camps that Wolf sees conìmunists in action, and he

was impressed.

That's when I realized the talent of the communist party in organizing
food distribution, medical services,_ psychological cbunseling, -keepin!
grdel -flgng^.sure__rhat peopl,e wouldn't fight. - There were pãopte, frorñ
the Spanish Civil war, but also those that-had come out of^thé German
communist movement. I think they do well in times of adversity, if not
that well afterwards (Ghani:350).

In september 1940 wolf emigrated to the us as part of a 300,000 person

Jewish emigration. By 1944 he had rerurned as a soldier, and the war resolved

many personal conflicts for him. V/olf came back to the US with his sense of

his physical, mental, and social self solidified.

lav mititary-ye_gl, spenr in ww II, 1943-45, were very important ro me.I served with u.s. mountain troops, so this was a way I cóuld prove my
skiils in skiing and rock climbing. Saw combat in ïtaly - anå got ttre
silver star, which made me a hero -- that was nice -- an¿ it dloùed me
to. put .all _that behind me. As a Jew I demonstrated to myself and
others that I could be just as tough and ferocious as they. Thát cleared
my mind for other things after the war (Warhaft, #1).

However much the military experience added to the specificity of Eric

wolf's character, in tenns of understanding the world, the war did have an

unsettling effect on him.

It had the feeling of a flood that had poured over people and the flood
receding, and actually, physically, that's the way it looked. Italy, when
we got there, was a battlefield, and people huddled in half destroyed
houses... it had the quality of a disaster, a natu¡al disaster. And then,
of course, in addition, lots of hungry people wandering around, all kind
ql raggle-taggle soldiery was marching up and down the landscape...
That world was filled with types who had been scraped off whatèver
locality they had had (Ghani:351-352).
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The ending of the wff, coupled with the seeming altruism of the Allies,

gave Wolf a view of the future that was futl of promise. Apparently today he

feels somewhat betrayed.

Public 
- 
power, the power of the state as such, had taken the form of the

war effort and this enoûnous mobilization of everybody's energy, partly
because the war was seen in such a positive lighl. Íhe statã'âiä not
then look like the cold and iron mônster that- it has since become.
Although clearly ir must have been ar rhe time (Ghani:353).

STUDENT

Before the war, Wolf attended Queens, pursuing the interest in the natural

sciences that he had discovered in England. He went from biochemistry, which

turned out to

have.nothing to do with these great quesrions... tofl the origins of life,
the difference between life and non-life... so I -quit 

and rvent over to
political _ science, and then to economics, ffid finally ended up in
anthropology by accident (Friedman: 108).

Wolf spent the summer of l94I at the Highlander Folk School in eastern

Tennessee.

It really allowed one to see something of the underbelly of the Southin ways that I had never, ever imagined... You could ïtill see that the
people 

_ 
weJe .grribly poor and opprèssed. It gave me a sense of the

South that I still retain (Ghani:352).

After the war, V/olf enrolled in Columbia. He "thought the teaching was

abysmal" (Friedman:108). He studied under Ruth Benedict and Julian Steward.

He did field research in Puerto Rico in L948-49, which would be published in

1956 in Steward's The People of Puerto Ríco. He received his PhD in 1951.

While he may have been disappointed in the teaching ar Columbia, he did

meet some very interesting students; people that would end up at the cutting

edge of us anthropology. They included Morton Fried, Sidney Minrz, Elman
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Service, Stanley Diamond, Daniel McCall, Robert Manners -- all war vets and

all with socialist symparhies.

we were veterans, and therefore slightly different and somewhat
standoffish towards the rest of the studeñt fopulation. And we all had
some kind of slcialist -sympathies, and I think- that we saw anth.ropology
and that kind of socialist concern as having some connection with eaõÍr
other. The questions of class structure and state formation were there
at the beginning, not just simply as a result of discovery (Ghani:355).

Since the end of the wü, Wolf has remained in academia, never having

experienced personally alternate forms of work.

I have no real work history outside academe -- as a kid I worked for a
transvestite curer who paid me for snakes that he rendered into
medicines; I spent a srunmer in the Tennessee highlands cutring timber
on a reforestation project, and small projects like this; but- I have
always wgr\ed in academia; and my war experience was probably as close
to manual labor as I would come. I do my own house wórk (stilt),
rep+ what I can, clean out the. gutters, can do wood-working and
repair cars -- up to a point (Warhafr, #1).

TEACIIER

After graduation, Wolf spent a year in Mexico doing research with Pedro

Armillas and Angel Palerm. Upon his return he served as Steward's resea¡ch

associate from 1952 to 1955. He enjoyed this because of

all those people around Steward, like Murphy, Ben Zimmerman, ffid
others. So there was a lively anthropological discourse (Ghani:354).

From 1955 to 1958 Wolf taught at Virginia.

I was the only anthropologist... I think that move was very good for
m9, partly because it got me out from Steward's aegis, to do my own
thing, but also because, I think, there may not have been more than 12
people using the library... You really had a great deal of peace and
quiet, and no involvement in academic administration... Virginia was also
the place where I met up with these people in psychology who were
interested in systems theory Gbid.).
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The one year that Wolf was at Yale (1958-59) left him as the outsider

again; he was the new professor that was last in the pecking order. In

Chicago (1959-61), We see a preoccupation of Woif's, regarding his concerns of

independence from bureaucratic control.

what I found difficult in chicago was that there was really a
gerontocracy with the appearance of committees. The committee dould
meet and discuss endlessly how many stamps to put on a letter to
somebody in Indiana, but real decisions were made by elders; it was like
an Australian kinship. lystem... You had enonnous numbers of graduate
students who were living in the shadows, who had never been -able to
talk to one of these gerontocrats, or even one of the junior faculty. So
the junior person coming in inherited all these laménting massés and
that is an enonnous drain on one's time and energy (ibid.351).

Wolf feels that this conflict between power and democracy is not easily

resolvable. In spite of the hierarchical nature of the university, at times he

appreciates having the trains run on time (so to speak).

I-f vog have a-.head, you'll very often get a tyrant, by whose rules you
then have to live, but it saves you a hell oi a lot 

- of time; whereas,
wherever 

- 
you. have committees which essentially don't make any

ultimate decisions either, but where you have to shôw up and involvê
yourself, in pushing some rock from one side of the room to the other-
- you really use up an awful lot of energy (ibid.354).

The ten years at Michigan

participating in both university and

ability to do his research. In

(1961-71) afforded V/olf the luxury of

external politics, without compromising his

fact the extra-curricula¡ aspects of that

university experience actually added to his academic ability and perspecrive.

It was much more participatory, but there was also an effort to reach
conclusions. There were committees, but essentially the chaþerson
made decisions, and you were left to do your work (fåid.355).

Michigan afforded ffie, first of all, lots of opportunity for discussion
among faculty... I also belonged to another discussion group, who
brought together people from anrhropology, history, li-erature,
philosophy, and psychology... And then, increasingly, from 1964-65 on,
engagement in political issues, the civil rights business, the Vietnam war,
and a sense that anthropology spoke to the issues (ibíd.).
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Since 1971 Wolf has taught at CUIry54 in N"* York City. He feels that he

has the freedom to pursue his major concerns, without having to become

overburdened with departmental officialdom.

At cuNY, there are committees, but as long as sydelss has run the
_system it has been run ry-ith. tight- efficiency, decisioñ making is always
brief and to the point, and effective (ibid.).

AIso, v/olf finds CUNY the type of place where he can do the work he

considers important; but the city itsetf gets in the way.

Being a public university, CUNY does have that kind.
talking to_ the political issues. Again, people who talk to
have a discussion group at rhis pôint, þunly because I've
to do. That, however, is one oi the drawbacks of being
(ibíd.).

Wolf maintains the desire

and elegantly. He feels that

himself.

of quality of
you. I don't
got too much
in New York

life -- explaining things clearly

this for others as well as for

he has had all his

he must try to do

Maintaining early concerns about simple clear ideas.

I !+uq alryays taught undergraduates as well as graduate srudents; since
l971.1argely "minority" people at Lehman in the Bronx. My ideal is to
be able to convey ideas in such a way that intelligent peoplê, even with
a minimum of formal education, can get the point lWarñaft, #t¡.-

Recently Wolf has been feeling a gap between himself and students. This

seems to be related to a more general discouragement about the possibility of

a future, more humane, sociefy.

54 Co**unity University of New York

55 Wolf is married to Sydel Silverman, Director of the Wenner-Gren
Foundation, and before that executive officer of the anthropology pro$am at C.U.N.Y.
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How we link academe to politics is another and much more difficult
issue. I am coming to -the point in my life where I am beginning to
lensg a- very great gap between the undergraduates I teach and myself.
So that's the end of an illusion that one can have a measurable irirpact
on people through teaching - if it was true at one time, it seems to me
less true now. The kids are sca¡ed and know that to think too much is
likely to derail them on the path to their chosen careers as accountants,
nì,rses, and social workers. They are not stupid, far from it - but their
analytic- ability is kept at a low ebb. our þaduate students, however,
a-re -still "very p_olitical," though in some new-left way rather ihan in an
old-left way. I. suppose we are on friendly terrns,-but I suspect that
they see me rather as some sort of ancient left over from air earlier
flood (Warhaft, #i).

HUMAN ANIMAL -- POLMCAL ANIMAL

Early in his career V/olf reports that he felt that there were serious

political problems with evolutionary perspectives. He recognized the inherent

Western biases that informed evolutionism, and very quickly reacted against

them with a focus on history and context.

I hqve always felt ambivalent about the whole approach, not because I
think that it's not very useful to conceptualize the world in such tenns
but because I could see it leading to a kind of modernization theory of
evolution, you know, more energy, more innovation, more sciênce
(Friedman:109).

Although I wrote... about 'types' of Latin American peasantry, the term
'typ9s.' was _the language of the time, but it referred- to complexes that
are historically- variable. Sons of the Shakíng Earth was also a strictly
historical-transformlllonal approach ro Mexico. Thar's the way I'vê
thought all along... There is certainly no evolurion here... (ibíd.IlÐ.

This understanding of evolutionism as a form of modernization was clearly

tied in with Wolf's more direct political understandings. Even though it took

V/olf years to be able to use Marxism in anthropological discourse, it certainly

informed many of his opinions. Vy'e see here a quite clear view of what the

political sphere means to him. We also see a certain pessimism that shows up

in much of his work.
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what kind of "red" was I and am r? I read. a lot of rrotsky,
Luxemburg, the Austro-Marxists, as well as the standard CP stories ín
the 1940s. I always had the sense that Lenin's point that a "vanguard
pafty"- was needed to overcome sectional particulanities was correci but
would have been- happier yilþ - "Italian" 

^Gramsci-like 
party rather than

what was offered where I lived. Gramsci had a sensè tñat the party
needed to build coalitions (and his notion of hegemony was connècted.with this); an$ the existing communist parties- were ail strong on
centralism and low on democracy. As a graduate student in New Yãrk I
supported . vi.to _ Marcantonio, the tért American Labor pany
representative 

. 
in Congress, and voted for Henry Wallace. I still ca¡

myself a socialist, and would support a viabls socialist party if there
were one. I don't see one - mayþe we will have to wait Ìirty years for
one, but by then I'll be dead. We are somewhat in the sítuátions of
Jacobins after the failure of the French Revolution and the Napoleonic
disaster; they had to wait until 1830 and 1848 for the fìrst ienewed
stirrings. something like this will probably happen again, but then the
whole enterprise will have another name (Warhaft, *t).

Wolf was nor anacked during the McCarthy period; parrially as he spenr

one year (195I-1952) in Mexico. But that year had political overrones as well.

I was not direcrly. targeted by the McCanhy people, but our gumshoes
did have (and probably still do have) a file on me, which I ñave now
seen, thanks to the Freedom of Information Act. one thing they were
interested in was__my friendship with Spanish refugees in Mexico (Þalerm,
Armiilas, Kirchoff, etc.). working in Mexico iñ the '50s removø mé
somewhat from the eye of the storm, though I did not realize that. I
only move4. back into the focus of their 

-attention 
during the protests

against the Vietnam war, and the teach-in movement (Wa¡haft, #l).

In March, 1965, wolf became involved in the teach-in movement at

University of Michigan, in response to, and as a protest against, the massive

American bombing of North Vietnam. During that period Wolf wrote Peasant

Wars of the Twentíeth Century, a radical book, even if the back cover does

proclaim that "the best thing about this book is that it represents a non-

Marxist attempt at class analysis." Many people did see v/olf as wrongly

crossing the accepted limits of discourse; he says that due to his politics "lots

of old friends no longer talk to me" (Ghani:353). Snitching on the CIA's

attempts to use academia in its counter insurgency campaigns during the

Vietnam war, increased the impression of Wolf's radicalness.
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After the publication of Althusser and Balibar's Readíng Capítal (1970), Wolf

was able to bring together Marx and anthropology.

Reading Althusser was very important for me still is. I had. read
sweezy and some Marx, and white I found it arl very sympathetic, I did.
not see .clearly how these ideas could be made relev-ant to anthropology,
except in a very general way. The Marxist-structuralists did ofîér
methodological clarity (Friedman: 1 13- I 14).

It is this attempt at methodological clarity, informed by a Marxist analysis

that starts to manifest itself in his work from this time on. But in spite of a

using a more overtly radical and Marxist analysis, the modern US is not

brought into his work. Whatever the reason, it not merely for lack of theory,

for he certainly feels that the concept of capitalist mode of production is

applicable to the US.

o! .yeah! r have no rrouble with that. Not only that, but I think a lot
of it explains what happens but it doesn't tell 

-us 
much about how it

works, I mean it tells us something general about it but not how it
works under particular circumstances (Warhaft, #2).

Not only does V/olf see the US as capitalist, but he acknowledges that the

US is a key player in the world. So when asked why has it not played more of

a role in terms of his Latin American work and other projects, he responds,

V/ell I can't... qlaybe that's a fault of mi¡s, and I would say that's
unfortunate, but I do think, for one thing there are people who 

- 
can do

this better than I can, and for another I don't quite ùndêrstand how one
goes about adding to an analysis simply saying there it is, this sort of
monster Molach. Actually it works in very peculiar and particularistic
ways. As an example a lot of the influence 

-in 
Central America or in

the Caribbean comes out of New orleans and particular kinds of
merchant capital. I don't know enough about that. - I don't know how
that hangs together with other things rhat go on (Warhaft, #2).
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Regarding changes in Wolf's feelings about revolution, when speaking of his

and Hansen's views when writing The Human Conditíon in Latín America

(1972), Wolf says,

I think that both of us had great hopes for a Latin American revolurion,
hopes that have now come to nothing (Warhaft, #1).

Wolf has maintained this pointedly pessimistic view about revolutions.

While he seems to believe that Western democracies do not provide a

reasonable vehicle for humanistic social change, he sees political action going

beyond that tolerated by the state too easily degenerating into violence for its

own sake.

I do think that we need new ways of thinking about democratic
representation; and I have only the faintest idea of how that could be
accomplished. Violence can be liberating, but it can also become
destructive and redundant in its destructiveness (e.g., during the
Colombian violencia). I am no advocate of violence for violence's sake.
It can cut through Gordian knots of domination; but it an produce
endless brutalities and stupidities when it fails. I suppose rhat's an
issue being discussed now in the ANC in South Africa where people
have shown remarkable discipline in the face of oppression, bur where
false moves can also unleash events that no one will be able to control
(Warhaft, #1).

Even successful socialist revolutions leave Wolf discouraged, for he seems to

believe that there may be something inherently wrong with a revolutionary-

socialist project. For example, Wolf says that Nicaragua's Sandinistas and

other

such revolutionary regimes tend to see their national project as the
ultimate universal truth of rationality and progress (Warhaft, #1).

If I were an intellectual, as I am now, I would find living in Nicaragua
difficult... If you lived there you wouldn't like it (Friedman:116).
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These problems do not stop him from seeing the US (in this case) as the

main problem, nor does it stop him from becoming involved.

I_.thought that the Sandinistas were the best thing that ever happened to
Nicaragua and still think so. I assisted the Nicaraguan delegatiõn when
they came through NY to discuss the constitution they were about to
formulate; and it is possible that if left to themselves (without U.S.
pressures) they would have had more time and opportunity to think
through what they were doing. I do think that they will "return"; but
there seems to be little hope, g¡ven the performance of the US over the
last 20 years, that they will not again run into US sabotage and
roadblocks. I don't know. Events in the larger world seem to force the
US to retreat to its precincts in the New World, with very unhappy
results for progressive movements in South and Central Ameiita
(Warhaft, #1).

Wolf, disillusioned with his students, disillusioned with curent revolutions,

and seeing the retreat of socialism, realizes that one might have to wait a

long time for social justice.

I've never been optimistic... You can't get any optimism out of me if
we have to wait threè centuries (Friedman:11Ð.

In some ways it seems that V/olf has given up hope for any positive change.

Perhaps it has something to do with his 'classless' position, and his feeling

that he is "just a rootless cosmopolitan petty-bourgeois intellectual" (Warhaft,

#1), or perhaps this malaise is merely an asfute realism.

I don't know what our options will be... perhaps the various efforts to
help Third and Fourth world groups to retain some measure of autonomy
over their lives (e.g., Cultural Survival) will engage the energies of
progressives in the future to a larger extent than in the past. But I do
not see where this political leverage for such efforts will come from, at
this point. I wish I did. I am reminded of a song from the German
peasant wa¡ of 1525 - "Geschlagen ziehen wir nach Haus, unsre Kinder
fechten's besser aus" / "Defeated we return home, our children will fight
better" (Warhaft, #1).
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CONCLUSIONS

"Given the pressures of the academic marketplace, it was ínevitable that
abstracted and depolíticísed (i.e., non-Marxîsfi versíons of Marx were
ryore byoqQly gccep¡ab-le that forthrightly radical versions... [worf soys]in a clarification of -the Marxist approach, th.at 'the ultímate- purpose' o¡
anthropolosl^ ^is... the revolutionary scrutiny of our own' sàciety.'"
(Leacock, 1982:261). well, where d.oes wolf explícitly develop a
revolutionary scrutiny of our own society?

REGARDING ERIC WOLF

How rooted is academic thought in the material structure of society? How

dominant is the capitalist mode of production in determining the limits of

discourse in the US? These are general questions that this thesis has tried to

explore.

'We have seen that the US ruling class, occupying a unique position in the

world, attempted to manage much of the world's resources and markets after

WW II. In their attempt to do so, this class developed into a type of alliance

between some political, business, military and academic people. This had

important consequences for the direction and range that research and

publication would have within the professional community of academia. As the

US extended its hegemony into violent confrontation with poor countries, there

was a greater need for working models of what became called the Third World.

It is in that space that more radical views, such as those of Eric V/olf could

fit.
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Did Wolf cross that unseen line that demarcates the limits of mainstream

academic discourse? The initial answer is clearly no, as Wolf has remained a

major figure in US anthropology since he first appeared on the scene in the

early 1950's, the height of the Great Fear. But he has also been at the

extreme edge of mainstream, looking at the effects of capitalism, revolution,

Marxism, etc.

There is a certain sense in Wolf of acquiesce to the pressures of existence.

He does not seem to believe that capitalism will disappear for quite a while,

and he clearly has little faith that Third World liberation movemenrs will be

successful in any useful sense of the word. He acknowledges that he has little

hope, and this is obvious in his work. A focus on the key relationships of

exploitation is always somehow missing in his work.

W'e have seen that important concepts such as capitalism and revolution

were completely ignored in Wolf's early work, with serious consequences. Even

when these topics were dealt with, they reflected a view of humanity that was

both reactive and mechanical. Capitalism is always seen as an external and

reified concept not populated by real people. Revolution becomes a mere

reaction to these seemingly non-human pressures. In 'Wolf's recent work,

capitalism now becomes a systemized capitalist mode of production -- but it

remains a monster Molach. Revolution simply disappears, and human agency

never appears.

Another serious omission has to do with the US. The most powerful player

in the world of competitive states, it never makes the entrance as an

imperialist nation. Wolf acknowledges this problem as early as 1978, but does
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linle to rectify they situation; the

the reader's view. You can't look

is just not there!

modern US remains completely outside of

to Wolf for a context of your own life -- it

In Wolf's own tenns there is really only one omission that he can be

criticised for; he fails to communicate the personal aspect of the intrusion of

capitalism. The body counts in Europe ønd the People Without History are

depersonalized and without a sense of human detail. Just as people are

portrayed as simply agents that react to external circumstances, they are also

devoid of feelings, pain, laughter, compassion, or anything other than some

basic form of self interest. Only when a readership can relate and empathize

with actual people living actual lives, can there be the possibility of changing

the situation. And as W'olf's scope is indeed broad, some of the huge amount

of data that V/olf uses should be testimonial evidence from the victimized.

After all, Wolf does say that the anthropologist should be spokesman for those

who cannot speak for themselves. The personal aspect of the expansion of

massively destructive aspect of capitalism is missing, and it should not be

taken for granted; it is a necessary part of the analysis. Therefore let people

speak of their misery and desire for justices

But Wolf's omissions must b€ questioned especially in light of his

having been familiar with serious Marxist theory virtually atl his life. It

surely involves more than not having, the "intellectual wherewithal." In the

case of the US (as with the others), it is not that the US is missing -- it is

that it is pointedly missing. When placed in the context of post-war US

56 Fo, a possible example of this type of writing see "Appendix One--
When Peasants Find Their Voice."
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imperialism and the Great Fear, then serious questions must be asked. Was, or

is, Wolf sca¡ed to talk about the US? Has his life experience as a "rootless

intellectual" within capitalist social relations led him to be co-opted? Is he

emotionally panlyzed by capitalism? Does he want to publish popular works?

was it as simple as wolf seeing Marxist theory as being too caught up in

Stalinist and Soviet Cold War hypocrisy? These are not questions that can be

answered for a particular individual without a different kind of analysis--

something along the lines of an investigative-journalist type of digging into a

single person's private life. But that kind of endeavour would be fruitless.

Whatever personal reasons Wolf may have had to ignore the US (and obviously

it is a conscious decision on his part), the point is that it has allowed his

work not to traverse the unseen, and variable line of that which is deemed

hegemonically allowable. And to 'Wolf's intellectual credit, he certainly seems

to be an acute judge of where that line is.

So is Wolf radical? On the negative side are the omissions mentioned

above. As well, his view that people merely react to circumstances is clearly

not empowering. But if people afe seen as feactors, as opposed to

participants, then not only are people misrepresented theoretically, but there is

little hope for social justice. Wolf's humans are not capable of participating

in their own destiny for another theoretical reason; as capitalism is portrayed

as something external to human existence, then it cannot be changed by human

endeavour.

On the positive side, Wolf has used a class analysis since his first work

and recently has developed it into a clear and systemized capitalist mode of

production. He has introduced a Marxist perspective to a large audience that
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one imagines might never otherwise encounter it as anything other than a

wild-eyed dogma. Just the breadth of Wolf's scope is radical. And even an

analysis of a dehumanizeÅ, capitalist mode of production does show world

linkages and the historical nature of oppression. Wolf's delving into the

relationships between power and belief -- class and hegemony -- adds to the

already somewhat radical nature of holism in anthropology.

V/olf's theoretical pronouncements a¡e also very positive. The implications

of much of what he says lead to a specific and radical critique of the modern

world. By following Wolf's codex of Marxist theory, very radical research can

be done -- as this thesis has attempted to demonstrate.

It seems clea¡ that part of the reason for Wolf's depoliticising of Marxist

theory has been what could be called a subversive attempt to introduce Marx

to North America, and in this attempt he has been quite successful; his work

does lend credence to Manist analysis, but as noted above, with some serious

consequences. If he wants to be true to Marx, he should be more political; a

Marxism without a direction for action must be seen as pretty weird. There is

no link ever made between the reader and possible social change -- a theme

that continually informed Mam's work.

Still regarding V/olf's attempt to make Marxism palatable, is that he seems

to think that he is "rescuing Marx from oblivion or suppression" (Kramer,

1984:196), but as we have seen, Wolf's Marxism is hardly new or unique. As

well, if indeed he is trying to bring out ideas that have been obscured by cold

war rhetoric and internal right-wing conEadictions of academia, then one must

wonder why he waited so long. He was familiar with Marx, Trotsþ, Lenin,
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and others in the 1940's, but says that one

theory did not enter into anthropology untii

Frank (1978:24). This phrasing is odd, for if
then it would have entered in the 1950's.

must remember that dependency

the 1960's, with Andre Gundar

Wolf had done it in the 1950's,

So while the field of anthropology stitl remains within mainstream

academia, there is no simple answer to the question of whether Wolf is

radical or not. The complex interplay of the personal and the political leads

one away from simple categorizations (and simple condemnations), and towa¡ds

an understanding of the limits of any individual in any environment -- whether

it be an academic in a US university, or a third world revolutionary at rhe

forefront of violent struggle against a US dominated government.

PROSPECTS FOR TITE FUTURE

The current world situation in some ways tends to lend credence to Wolf's

lack of hope. In very real sense Marxism has collapsed. The Soviet bloc has

disintegrated, without any likelihood that it will be resurrected. Even within

the Soviet Union are ethnic and national struggles coming to the fore that are

frighteningly reminiscent of the Nazi movements of the 1930's and 1940's. In

the Third 'World, there are major problems too. Nicaragua's Sandinistas fell

from grace with their electorate, and Cuba is becoming isolated as one of the

only Communist governments still left in the world. Although leftist models of

state planning are in disrepute, it seems unlikely that capitalism will offer

solutions, for to restate a Marxist truism, capitalism is indeed in crisis. We

are currently in a world-wide depression (called a recession by our leaders),

with most countries experiencing a huge capitalist-caused debt load.
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Also frightening is the realization that the economic position of the US

has been slipping since the vietnam wil, and that they are no longer the

only super-capitalist nation. Japan has passed the US in terms of per capita

GNP, and the unification of Germany and the European coÍrmon market pose a

serious competitive threat to the marketing of US production. It seems that

in a last-gasp attempt to maintain a world hegemony, the US has been willing

to plunge the Middle East (and probably much of the rest of the world) inro

a bloody and devastating war.

On the positive side, there is a great potentiality for the liberation of

anthropology theory from the realm of capitalist hegemony. With the

systemization and acceptance of Man<ist theory have come studies that show a

more serious level of analysis both within anthropology and in the radical

left. With the collapse of Soviet legitimacy there is also room for more

critical and less dogmatic analysis much Marxist theory has been freed

from being automatically labelled as pro-Soviet. "The critique of capitalism

was the starting point of Marxism and socialism and is the point to which,

quite properly, that tradition can now return"' (Halliday, 1990:22). with the

increased focus on the personal as politicalsT can come the retrun to the

commitment to the international social justice that informed and directed Marx.

His theoretical perspective is still necessary in the face of the onslaught of an

uncontrolled and today virtually unchallenged capitalism. Learning about

capitalism is important, and so is changing it. And the new Marxism that is

57 Th" term, personal as political, comes from a feminist perspective
that sees all structures of exploitation as being tied in with each other.- This
thesis has not dealt much with the situation and exploitation of women within
modern capitalism, and neither has V/olf. This is a mistake. If linkages are ro
be made between and within disciplines, ffid between academics and non-
academics, then attempts to end the oppression of women must be a major focus.
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emerging does provide hope. Removed from Soviet dogmatism, powerful in its

critique, and linked with women's movements, environmental movements, and

social democratic movements, it can only add an increased sense of relevance

and understanding to these movements.

As fa¡ as anthropology is concerned, the tasks are quite clear. A

continued and thorough critique of capitalism must be maintained. Within this

critique, the really human aspects of exploitation must be at the forefront. So

must their responses. Revolution is not merely a violent overthrow of a

capitalist owning class. It also takes place at the level of creating an

alternate hegemony a hegemony that reflects the non-alienated, and non-

exploitative possibilities of the human animal. Anthropologists have the

opportunity to be a part of this necessary trend.

Wolf's curent work is concerned with these very linkages between

ideological hegemony and power (1990) -- a radical project indeed. It seems

possible that the understanding of hegemony cannot come from a purely

theoretical perspective. It might mean that one has to take sides in order to

understand the process. Participation in the creation of an alternate

hegemony might be the only way to understand the impact of the capitalist

one. That is the challenge anthropology faces today, and that is the

direction that V/olf, to his credit, is taking.
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APPENDD( ONE -- WHEN PEASANTS FIND THEIR VOICE

It ís not possíble to accurately portray
resistance to oppression ¿s included.
1990c) as a demanstra,tíon of a possible
importance of a grassroots perspective.

hutnan extstence unless people's
I offir this selection (Warhnft,
radical hegemony that shows the

On February 23, 1990, a group I was with met with some women in

Matagalpa, Nicaragua. They called themselves Las Mad,res de la Hírces y

Mártirs; The Mothers of the Heroes and Martyrs. These women are mothers of

youths killed in the wars against Somoza and the contra. I was in Nicaragua

as an official election observer, authorized by the Supreme Electoral Council

on Nicaragua part of the Cross-Canada observer Group organized by

Canadian Action for Nicaragua. We had been touring around Nicaragua,

interviewing political parties, attending mass rallies (of up ro half a million

people), visiting agricultural co-ops and state farms, talking to other observer

groups (the united Nations, Witness for Peace), ild so on. The committment

of many of the people we met was very impressive, but none affected me as

directly and personally as this meeting with Las Madres. The meeting took

place at Las Madres housing project, a building site where the madres

themselves have built 28 houses.

In total, there are 650 mothers and some have lost five children. Thei¡

projects include a restaurant, a sewing collective, and raising money selling

used clothes. Another task is to meet internationnllsr¿s such as ourselves.
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What follows is an annotated transcript of our meeting with these amazing

women. It took place in one of the buiidings that the madres had built at

this housing project. There were approximately twenty-five women at this

meeting plus a number of children running around. There was also a young

man on crutches watching the interaction. The translation at the meeting

was done by Philip Cournoyer, a former employee at Barricada International,

and Robert Davis, the coordinator of the Cross-Canada Observer Group. I do

not have any of the names of the women, so I have put thek actual words

into an indented form. An "*" indicates a change of speaker.

*Our elections are unique and dedicated to our sons.

*We feel that we have given our children to the struggle.

*This communal house is one of our projects; it's humble but made with
lots of love.

July 19, 1979 marks the overthro,w of Anastasio Somoza Debayle, the

massively corrupt dictator of Nicaragua, who until his overthrow, owned about

half the country. He once remarked of his people, while visiting a school in

the Philippines, "f don't want educated people, I want oxen." He used the

Guardia Nacional as a private army to support his position, and he encouraged

colruption in their ranks so that they would be alienated from the general

population, ând thus dependant on him. President Roosevelt once remarked of

the elder Somoza (founder of the dynasty) "he may be a son of a bitch, but at

least he's our son of a bitch" (Millett, 1977:198fÐ. The Triurnpåi¿ marks the

July 19, L979 overthrow of Somoza; Nicaraguans feel that the Revolucion is

still going on.
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Q) Could you tell us about the life before rhe Triumphia?

The Gua¡dia would just grab orlr yourh. In 1978 Matagalpa ,was taken by
the FSLN. They were a group of 12-18 year olds with molotovs and
22's. They did it because they couldn't take it any more. At that time
you didn't see any young people; they all went to the mountains to form
columns in the FSLN. After the Triumphia the nightmare seemed over.
Two years later the contra war started up and we have had ten more
years of work. El veinte-cinco, en la cinco.

This is an pro-Sandinista electoral slogan referencing to the FSLN position on

the ballot (five), and the date of the election (25th). All the women joined in

voicing this slogan.

Testimony is not easy, because we have to relive our suffering, but it
is good because you should know, and carry back the values of this
revolution, because you know that any young person has the right to
dream, prepare themselves, dance, laugh and cry... as the madres have
cried. When you lose a child you feel like a part of your life has died.

Q) Did any of Las Madres attend the visit of the Pope in 1983 when he told

them to shut up? -- This question was asked by a member of our group. I am

not familiar with the incident, but is quite well known in Nicaragua.

*Yes, we participated, as 40,000 had already died. V/e hoped to ask the
Pope to do an oration for our fallen sons, who are always living in the
schools, in the co-ops, which were part of their d¡eams. On the 25th
they will be even more present!

*It was our great hope that the Pope would say something about the
massacre of our people, but it was all negative. V/e felt the church
would take an interest. V/e found that we had to fight alone, and we
have a fear that the Cardinal [Miguel Obando y Bravo] has a preference
for the contras who are going a¡ound in the mountains. One of his
assistants told us to do our rosaries, and read our bibles, ild not be
vagabonds.
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Central America's only cardinal, Obando y Bravo is a member of Opus Dei.

Opus Dei is a Catholic organization which is

heartily disliked by many bishops for its secrerness, intrigue and right
wing tendencies... In Chile, for instance, Opus members an¿
sympathizers were among those who supported the.ÇIA-backed coup that
overthrew President Salvador Allende (Lernoux, 1989)rÒ.

At this point the madres started giving their stories of the Cardinal's

assistant.

*He came in a white ca¡ and did the rosary at us.

lThqy saw us crying and for something to be done for our suffering,
but they just had us kneel and that's ail.

Q) Is Daniel Ortega fulfiliing the goals of the FSLN regarding women?

*Claro sí [Yes of course]. Proof? In all the institutions of the state
there are more women than men (sic- this is actually quite eroneous.
There are far more men than women in government, but far more women
than before the Triumphia). The minister of health is a \roman.
Another proof; here we are, we are organized and I'm a councillor in
the city of Matagalpa. Also there is AMNLAE.

AMNLAE, Asociacion de Mujeres Nícaraguenses 'Luisa Amanda Espinoza'

(the Association of Nicaraguan Women 'Luisa Amanda Espinoza'), is an

organization which

atributes the origins of women's subordination to
from productive work... IIt] strongly encourages
the discussion and revision of proposed legislation
in educating the public about these laws
(Ruchwarg er, 1987 :1 87- I 89).

their marginalization
mass participation in
affecting women, and
after their passage

58 I strongly recommend that readers
what extremes exist in the Catholic church.

look at Lernoux's work to see
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Q) What does AMNLAE do?

*It teaches women skills, and how to come into the work force. It
intervenes when men refuse their domestic responsibilities. It
represents different sectors professionals, farm women,etc.
Campesino (farmer's) children can now get to university. Our children
couldn't do this under Somoza. In my case, my youngest child has fîve
years of education and my other is back from the military and is being
paid to study topography.

*I'll give you another example. f'm a poor mother and I can't read or
write, but you don't have to read or write to understand the advantage
of the revolution. When my daughter fell she was 23 years old and a
very intelligent girl. She went committed to defend the country. Her
body was all cut up. They mutilated her legs, they cut her arms off.
This vi/as part of an ambush with mines. There were around 80
Sandinistas and 800 contras. She died 5th of January, 1985. Eleven
young men and five women. I was in hospital having a gall bladder
operation when she died. All their bodies were in the morgue, but my
doctor wouldn't let me know. I found my other three children [ages
one and a half to sixl crying. Now you can understand what has
happened and what it is like for us. It would be even worse if you
visited the hospitals and saw the people without hands, without legs,
without eyes. The accusation that we are being manipulated is simpiy
untrue. We can see the reality... we blame North American imperialism.
My children are being prepared by the revolution. As the president
says, we are not going to stop.

Q) Is it not difficult to maintain your faith?

On the 5th of January this year I paid for a mass for my daughter.

*Do we still have the same faith in spite of the Pope and the Ca¡dinal?'We do, because being Ch¡istian is more than going to a mass. You are
listening and some of us are crying, this is what it means to be a
Christian. God is love, and our children gave their lives so that today
we could be together. V/e are of the Christian community. Of the
Christian poor. We are 650 women who made these 28 houses, and this
donation comes from the faith that we follow -- the faith of practice.
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Q) What is your opinion of the recent release of contras and National Guard

from prison?

*How should we understand this act? I will answer as a mother. To
lose a son is like dying, This was a hard, hard moment for us. The
hardest thing is to see in the streets those who killed and tortured our
sons, raped our daughters, burnt our houses... To achieve peace we have
to forgive.

At this point a Madre displays a "know your UNO candidates" poster with

pictures of Guardia candidates on it. UNO is the opposition alliance made up

of 13 different parties. It was directly funded by the United States, and some

of its pafiies have both ex-Gua¡dia and ex-contra members. A few weeks

before the election the government gave in to UNO and US pressure and

released about 1100 contra and Guardia prisoners.

*How can I vote for UNO? They killed my son by gouging out his eyes
and putting a tube through his head from one ear to another. They
beat him with a chain. Now they offer us money to vote UNO. I will
never forget the name of the man who did it... he now lives in
Jinotega.

At'the end of the meeting we gathered in a circle, held hands and prayed.

After the prayer there was much hugging.
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APPENDD( TWO -- WOLF QUrPS

"My ideal is to be able to convey ídeas in such a way that íntelligent
people, even wíth a minimurn of formal educatíon, can get the point."

Eric Wolf

Eric V/olf has been kind enough to grant me two interviews in 1990, and I

thank him. In the course of our communications, he made a few comments

about general topics that I thought readers might be interested in.

When talking about the origins of capitalism and the capitalist mode of

production, Wolf responded,

When does capitalism begin? Gunder Frank and Friedman both now
think that it began with the rise of the first civilizations, and Gunder
accuses me of taking a giant step backward by identifying it (with
Maurice Dobb/Robert Brenner) with its industrial form. I still think that
what is called merchant capitalism or the state's use of wealth to carry
on productive projects are both different kettles of fish.

In spite of his general silence on the US, he does have some specific

opinions.

I don't see the US as being very democratic - the best one can say for
it is that makes for a pluralism of mafias, all of whom need some social
space in order to play. that's better than having one overarching mafia
controlling all. It doesn't strike me as very fragile.
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Wolf also has some analytic comments about that famous war criminal Henry

Kissinger. His views reflect the keen observations of a man who has made

teaching 'culture and personality' his "bread and butter," as well as a man who

is strongly imbued with a clear anti-capitalist feeling.

Do Jews ever have confidence in the stability of the world? only Jews
from Frankfurt, like Kissinger, seem to have that solid bourgeois sense
of self-righteousness, dense specific gravity.

Wolf clearly recognizes the imperialist nature of the US when he discusses

the situation in Nicaragua.

I! it possible that if left ro themselves (without U.S. pressures) rhey
[Nicaragua] would have had more time and opportunity to think through
what they were doing. I do think that they will 'return' -- but there
seems to be little hope, given the performance of the US over the last
20 yeats that they will not again run into US sabotage and
roadblocks. I don't know. Events in the larger world seem to force the
US to retreat to its precincts in the New Vy'orld, with very unhappy
results for progressive movements in South and Central America.

The Soviet Union has not been of major concern to Wolf. It is not

major player in the Thfud World (when compared to rhe US, and apparently

never held much political attraction to Wolf.

I have always thought of the USSR as a form of state capitalism, though
I recognize that this idea by itself is not sufficient to cover all of its
specific aspects. Marx entertained the possibility that one capitalist
firm might swallow up all the others; also the idea that the market was
not necessary for capitalism -- that there might come to be a system in
which the branches of industryÆirms would be rewarded according to
their inputs of c/v from a governing center. But I am not enough of a
good economist to tell you what the USSR was or is. I do follow
Charles Bettelheim in his approach to the history of the USSR as a
history of class struggles.

V/olf is now conceming himself with relationships of belief and structures

of power. But regarding current theory about ideology, he does not feel that

anybody has "cracked the nut as it were."

a

it
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There are problems with the concept of ideology. Parrly because it
comes out of a nineteenth century enlightenment period where everybody
knew what error was. And I think that there wãs also the assumption,
at least within much of Marxism, that the structure in which one 

-finds

one's self generates the ideology as a reflex. I think that relationship
is more complicated, and its one we don't have a very good handle on,
as far as I know nobody has. So, one the things I want to do is to
take particular cases and show how the dominant ideology does have to
do with power and class.

V/olf definately sees differences between 'hegemony,' which is quite

processual, and 'ideology,' which is somewhat static.

I think ideology, if we are thinking of it as an encounter with
hegemony, or hegemony being spread, that's a process and it goes
through communication and communication networks, and those are also
connected with power locations. So the whole process is, it seems to
me, much more complex than I would have thought a little while ago.
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APPENDD( THREE .. KEYWORDS

As noted ín the Introduction, this section is simply an attempt to
understand words by their socíal origíns and uses. This ¿s because
hegemony takes place at the personal level through those very special
symbols: words.

ARTICULATION

The theoretical consffucts

the critical point here is that

in the world! When the USA

'modes of production' are what articulate. So

there is only one capitalist mode of production

'articulates' with another social formation, it is

not a complete capitalist mode of production in a bounded society that is

involved. In fact, it is probably analytically wrong to say that societies

'articulate.' That is a word specifically reserved for modes of production.

The proper term for the interaction of societies is 'history.' Roseberry says

if we begin our analysis of the local region at the level of the mode of
production rather than the local economy, we have already specified a
series of linkages with national and international institutions. The
'articulation' problem will be partially resolved because the question of
what is internal and what is external will not be asked from the
perspective of a regional economy of community but from the
perspective of a total process of production (Roseberry, 1978:29).
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CLASS

"the capitalist mode's basic opposition [is] between owners of means of

production and working hands" (Wolf, 1982:389). This is half right; the owners

of the means of production do indeed form a class. The opposite class should

be more clearly defined, as there are so many types of 'working-hand' classes.

For the analysis that I am presenting here I feel that those work-ers who use

their hands, and get paid a wage, are the specific (and new) producing class of

capitalism. What Wolf is doing here is to dilute the specificity of his own

analysis.

CONTEXT

This is a word I use regularly to identify a historical situation or set of

events that by their very nature provide explanitory value.

CTILTURE

By culture I mean the historically developed forms through which the
members of a given society relate to each other. By society I mean the
element of action, of human manuever within the field provided by
cultural forms, human manuever which aims either at preserving a given
balance of life chances and life risks or at changing it (Wolf, I959b:142).

Samfu Amin... defines culture as 'the mode of organization of the
utilization of use-values.' This definition can be reworded... culture is
the orientation of the appropriation of use-values... Capitalism,
according to Amin, appe¿ìrs as the negation of culture, of use-value and
diversity. People experience an economic alienatiotr, h which they fear
not nature of the gods but themselves and society in general... Culture,
then, pertains to that level of existence at which social products and
social relationships have the qualities of things. lAmin goes on to say
that is the reason why people ¿ue attracted to other, pre-capitalist
forms is due to] the wholeness of the use-values they contain, their
respect for the unity of the social and the individual, in a word, their
non-functionalism ('Wessman, 198 I :87).
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DETERMINATION

'What is distinct about [the various uses of this word]... is that
'determining' is some fixed point or act at the end of a process, and
that this sense carries with it no necessary implication, ild usually no
implication at all, that the specific character of the ultimate decision or
settlement or conclusion is inherent in the nature of the
process...[Williams also notes that in one type ofl Marxist argument
there has been a sense of certain 'determinants' within which or in
relation to which (and the distinction can be crucial) men act to make
their own history" (Williams 1983:101).

Ideology-making does not arise in the confrontation of Naked Man
thinking about Naked Nature; rather, it occurs within the 'determinate'
compass of a mode of production deployed to render nature amenable to
human use (Wolf, 1982:388).

What I see as useful about Wolf's definition is that it is the process

(ideology-m#ng) that is determined by a mode of production, not the ideoiogy

itself.

DEVELOPMENT

Modernization theory is a set of ideas popular among mainstream academics

in the industrialized West which share one essential feature: traditional aspects

of Third World nations are said to be the cause of underdevelopment. In other

words, in order to have development, modern features must be fostered. The

Third V/orld needs modern democratic institutions, modern forms of capital,

modern technology, and modern culture and values. Political scientists ¿rrgue

that underdeveloped nations need to adopt Western political systems,

economists hold that they need foreign investment and technology, and

anthropologists and psychologists maintain that they must strengthen rational

thinking and entrepreneurship. Of course, the model of what is modern is the

advanced capitalist world...
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"Radical theory" is a very diverse set of ideas advanced by thinkers who

completely reject the modernization perspective. For example, a "dependency"

approach argues that far from underdevelopment being a traditional state of

affairs, it was precisely through contact with the capitalist countries that the

Third World was underdeveloped by them. In the aftermath of colonial

domination, the underdeveloped nations have come to depend on the developed

world--for imported goods which it cannot make, for buyers for the raw

material and food exports that it does produce, for loans of capital which it

cannot accumulate domestically, and even for its national tastes and

preferences. While this relationship with the rich countries will not allow for

the development of the poor countries, it is advantageous to the dominant

classes of each... They look at the real relationships between nations. They

focus on the interaction of groups of people with differing interests and the

exploitation of some classes by others. And they look at these things

historically.

By contrast, modernization theory looks at the underdevelopment of the

poor countries without considering the role of the rich countries in

maintaining it. It looks at the poverty of the many without asking what it has

to do with the wealth of the few. And it looks at the present without really

seeing the past.

The lesson that radical theory offers is that any reasonable explanation of

underdevelopment must highlight the lack of power of the poor in confronting

the dominant classes in their own countries and abroad. Underlying poverty

and misery are political and economic inequalities. Modernization theory

conveniently ignores these issues (Spitzer, S, 1990, WEB carnet.nicanews #402).
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EXPLANATION

As opposed to description, explanation suggests that processes can be

understood in terms of underlying principles or axioms.

EXPLOITATION

Exploitation is the appropriation of surplus production from a direct

producer by a non-producer.

I{EGEMONY

Wessman suggests the use of hegemony instead of culture. This makes a

lot of sense, as culture has so many conflicting meanings, and has had such

success in being described by anthropologists. The concept of culture

automatically precludes the idea of class division, and one must make do with

such neutral and theoretically weak tenns as sub-culture etc. Hegemony

suggests the input of human self interest as a part of the sociÜmental

process. Life is not made up of self interest, but self interest is certainly a

part of life, however it is hegemonically defined.

V/illiams stresses the developing concept of 'hegemony,' folowing the
writings of the Italian Marxist, Antonio Gramsci, because this concept
incorporates and supercedes the concepts of culture and ideology.
Hegemony goes "beyond cultu¡e... in its insistence on relating the 'whole
sociat process' to specifrc distributions of power and influence"
11977:1081. All societies contain specific inequalities that affect
peoples' capacities to define and shape their lives. Likewise, hegemony

Èo"i beyond ideology in the "recognition of the wholeness of the
process" U977 :108-1091 " (quoted in'Wessman, 198 1 :69).

It is different... from the notion of 'world view,' in that the ways of
seeing the world and ourselves and others are not just intellectual but
political facts, expressed over a range lrom institutions to relationships
ãnd consciousness. It is also different from 'ideology' in that it is seen

to depend for its hold not only on its expression of the interests of a

ruling class but also on its acceptance as 'ngrmal r-eality' or
'coninonsense' by those in practice subordinated to it. It thus affects
thinking about révolution in- that it stresses not only the transfer of
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political or economic power, but the overthrow of a specific hegemony:
that is to say an integral form of class rule which exists not only in
political and 

- 
economiC institutions and relationships but also in aðtive

forms of experience and consciousness" (Wi[iams, 1976:145).

HISTORY

lMarx] was neither a universal historian nor a historian of events, but a
historian of configurations or syndromes of material relationships...
lWolf uses] history as an analytic account of the development of
material relations, moving similtaneously on the level of the
encompassing systm and on the micro-level (V/olf, 1982:21,23).

HUMAN NATURE

Another aspects of 'human nature', as I have been attempting to construct

it, are the human abilities to dream and to be hypnotised. Vision TV had a

programme that dealt with religion and hypnotism. A psychologist, who

studied hypnotism, showed how preachers' and healers' actions often were

hypnotic. They were capable of making people believe they were: living a

second or third life; speaking in tongues; healed; believing in god, etc.

Focusing inward on oneself and 'tuning out' the rest of the world is a

standard hypnotic technique. According to this psycologist, much of the

evangelical preaching suggested the same images. By suggesting at the same

time to ask what one is hiding from God (sic), ties in a horrible image (as

humans can experience feelings of guilt), reality is thus constructed from

internal human images of realities and externally supplied images of a god.

The fact that people Íìre planted in audiences as 'seeds' shows the very

human aspects of these seemingly 'religeous' behaviors.

People are capable of being hypnotised to believe in gods, preachers,

politicians and so on. This does not explain non-class, nor all class based

aspects of religion, but that is not the point. What is important is that that

capablity exists. In a class based society were there is some conscious effort
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being made by ruling classes to control and direct images, this then becomes

an important aspect of what direction the class conflict may go.

IDEOLOGY

Marx says the ruling class,
which is the ruling material force in society, is at the same time its
ruling intellectual force. The class which has the means of material
production at its disposal, has control at the same time over the means
of mental production, so that, generally speaking, the ideas of those who
lack the means of mental production are subject to it" (quoted in
Miiiband, 1969:181).

This, of course, follows Wolf's views of a capitalist mode of production; one

where ideologies "sanctify ... essential distinctions" (1982:389).

IMPERIALISM

Imperialism, which precisely is the extended reproduction of capitalism,
has its locus of existence in social formations, and not in the capitalist
mode of production as such (Poulantzas, 1974:23).

LABOUR

Labour is the social, face-to-face interaction pertaining to the modification

of the environment. The focus on labour allows for the understanding of

many family and community (i.e., local) forms. Its primarily social aspect, in

contrast to the individualistic and technological implications of work, means

that organization of production becomes important in an analysis. Before

capitalism. labour and production were very similar in meaning.
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MEANING

The ability to bestow meanings -- to 'name' things, acts, and ideas -- is
a source of power. Control of communication aliows the managers of
ideology to lay down the catagories through which reality is to be
perceived. Conversely, this entails the ability to deny the existence of
alternative categories, to assign them to the realm of disorder and
chaos, to ¡ender them sociaily and symbolically invisible... Sanctions
must be used to defend the categories of ideological discourse against
possible challenges... The development of an overall hegemonic pattern
or 'design for living' is not so much the victory of a collective
cognitive logic of aesthetic impulse as the development of redundancy--
the continuous repetition, in diverse instrumental domains, of the same

basic propositions regarding the nature of constructed reality (V/olfl
1982:77-79).

POSITIVISM

A view of history as a simple extension of the biological adaptation of
man, and society being as aspect of technological adaptation. With this
perspective it became possible to argue that there is no need for
different scientific and explanatory procedures for intellectual, moral,
social, and physical phenomena. Such an approach became extremely
influential in Europe from the mid-nineteenth century onwards and is
associated with the works of the French writer Comte who called it
positivism (Bloch, 1983 :98).

PRODUCTION

The totality of social interaction relating to the modification of the

environment. This includes non-local as well as local aspects, such as

town/country, core/periphery, absentee landlord/tenant, and

multinationaVbranch plant dichotomies.

RELATIONS OF PRODUCTION

The term 'social relations of production' designates the nexus, the link,
the articulation between two terrns: on the one hand the deployment of
social labor men in 'definite connections and relations with one
another' (Marx); on the other, the social allocation of the means of
production the resources of nature and the instruments available for
iheir transformation for human use (Wolf, I978:22).
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SOCIAL FORMATION

Society viewed as a system for production and distribution, conceived of
independently of the actor's representations or justifications of the
system, is what was later called the 'social formation'. Only after the
social formation had been constructed could the evaluation of the role of
institutions and values be undertaken in tenns of the place of these
consciously-realized phenomena in its working (Bloch, 1983:23).

SYNT}IESIS

Synthesis is the name of the game. As demonstrated by V/olf, Vadney, and

the merging of certain aspects of the fields of Anthropology and History, our

levels of knowledge (information organized along a theoretical vein) are at a

point where one could say that enough is actually known to make sense of the

world. The problem is for an individual to know it. The overt use of theory,

as opposed to pretending to some form of unachievable impartiality,

necessitates a commitment to justifying a theoretical stance. Any synthesis

must therefore be ideologically informed. My choosing of specific historical

works (I consider Wolf's work to be 'historical') has been both limited and

directed by my ideology and what I want my ideology to be. What I'm trying

to do is maintain a level of abstraction in relation to the historical material

that is wieldable enough to basically to include the world system but particular

enough to be able to relate to specific historical material, ie what has

actually happened: ie using theory through the history. Using theory to select

ones historical data and then using that data to test further theoretical

possibilities.
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THIRD V/ORLD

"The term "Third World" is used to include all of Latin America,
Asia, Africa, and the Middle East... By the 1970's some of these srates
were no longer poor, as in ttrg .case _of the oil 

. 
producers, but their vital

economic importance to the United States continued... the role of these
nations as exporters of raw materials generally defined their structural
relationship to the United States (Kolko, 1988:x).

[Its] frequent overlap with 'underdeveloped' it can both indicate a.

generalized area in which First and Second 'worlds' operate and
compete, and bring together very diverse lands in an essentially
undifferentiated condition. Its degree of dependence on dominant East-
West definitions, as in the often related 'non-aligned,' can obscure
more decisive relationships, of the kind which (though with its own
difficulties) are now increasingly indicated by the description North-
South. In fact the presence of what is often the unexamined idea of
development can limit and confuse virtually any generalizing description
of the cunent world economic order, and it is in analysis of the real
practices subsumed by development that more specific recognitions are
necessary and possible (Williams, 1983:104).

V/ORK

V/ork is the physical and technical aspect of modifying an environment.

It's focus is not technology, but the physical act of using technology. Its

focus is the individual, unlike labour, which is a social act.
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